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ABSTRACT

TOWARD HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS: THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION
OF A MODEL FOR AGENT TRAINING UTILIZING THE EXTENSION
DELIVERY SYSTEM
October 1978

Georgina L. Moroney
A. B. College of Saint Elizabeth,

M, Ed. University

New Jersey

of Massachusetts,

Amherst

Directed by Professor Robert J. Miltz

This study

environment.

is

an innovative approach toward humanizing the near-

Specifically, the near environment of the

day experience of

all

people.

The cave, castle, or nest that serves as a

source of murturance to help individuals to
of that

home by

and to others.
this

home, the every

fit

into the

web

of life outside

establishing a sense of connection and relatedness to self
Strategies for helping people to establish and or strengthen

sense of connection and relatedness are proposed in this study.

work

is

innovative in that

it

This

presents an interface of the research findings

of various disciplines

such as sociology, psychology, ethology, architecture,

with interior design.

To the knowledge

of the author, a

model

of this design

has not been developed and offered as Extension staff training previous to
this study.

The review

of the literature supplies an intellectual context for this

program based on the study
that available

of the

near-environment.

It

indicates, in brief,

research has made some fascinating statements relative

how man perceives

his

need for privacy, personal space, expression
Vi

to

of

territoriality, connectedness, and other expressions of the self.

Additionally,

the rationale for the confluent teaching approach is seen in the application of
the

Maslowian tenant that the learner who

is

an active participant in his own

learning has high interest in that experience, and
to

Ms

achievement

is Likely

be more lasting.

The milieu within which the study was tested and evaluated was
the Cooperative Extension Service.

requires clarification of

its

mission

The educational -mandate
in light of the current

decade, keeping the original goals of Extension in view.

that of

of Extension

needs of this

This author sees

an approach to dealing with those very real needs and concerns in the study
of the effect of the

this

the

work.

TMs

human needs

home environment on human development,

study is a planned curriculum perfectly compatible with
of this decade.

The purpose of
to

the focus of

this study

was the design and evaluation

of an

approach

Extension Agent training that will assist the agents to become more

personally sensitive to their environments, to learn how to shape and direct
interaction with others by active use of the environment, thereby equipping

agents with the content and the tools with which to implement that content
creatively.

Therefore, an innovative training model for Extension

Economists was developed, implemented
The scenario

of the training

in a pilot study,

program

comprising a three hour training session.

follows:

and evaluated.

three units, each unit

The units functioned

as vehicles

for expanding agent education. The teaching strategies proposed,

vii

Home

i.

e.

,

the

,

confluent approach to teaching, are the predagogieal tools for implementation
of the content,

A

heterogenous group of eleven Extension

Home Economists were
The

chosen to participate as subjects in the pilot study.
of the subject

data relative to the effectiveness of the
post-test, as well as evaluative'

a

utility of

summary

’

group was expressed interest in the content of the study.

In addition to the collection of personal

ness and

commonality

initial

demography

of the subjects,

program was obtained by pre- and

forms distributed

to

determine the effectiveAdditionally,

each session as judged by the agent trainee.

evaluation

was made

questionnaire administered to

at the

all

conclusion of the training package via

eleven subjects.

The data indicates that the training program as presented

in the

manual

probably had an effect on subject learnings in the content area proposed.

The results do support the theory that the

total treatment,

i.

e,

,

teaching

strategies and content, has an effect upon subject self-perception and grasp
of subject matter.

promise

new area

The manual and sessions developed from the manual show

of being useful in helping Extension agents to apply

themselves to a

programming.

of

suggest
Implications for future agent trainings surfacing in this study
utilizing the

format of the manual, which according

was well received by the subjects, and applying
agent training.

by whether

it

In the

to the findings of this study,

that format to other aspects of

long run, the success of this study will be determined

stimulates
stimulates useful, ideas for further research and also

empirical tests of those ideas.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

In

new

recent years the study of environmental psychology has created

insights into the

an understanding of

ways we perceive our near-environment.

how near- environments

view themselves, and are viewed by others

affect the

is

Conversely,

ways people behave,

a valuable tool for educators,

and others.
individuals, and families, in better understanding themselves

The present study, a model for an Extension
is

staff training

program

such as sociology,
an innovative approach interfacing various disciplines

To

psychology, ethology, architecture, with interior design.

model

of this writer, a

the

knowledge

offered as
of this design has not been developed and

Extension staff training previous to this study.
In

proposing a new educational format, the tendency

and data that
In this

fit

to select

information
the construct and to omit contradictory

examples

is

strong.

includes both and
work, however, the range of material presented

therefore broad.

The number

named above are

of disciplines

the only single language that can be fruitfully

English.

It

is

hoped that any

difficulty with

employed

is

terminology

is

so diverse that

general usage

in this study will be

of this work contextual
resolved by inclusion in the Glossary {Appendix K)

definitions of

word use.

2

Four emphases are

the goal of the training

program:

(1)

increased

awareness of factors influencing personal and territorial space needs,
(2)

increased sensory awareness of the near environment as a means of

understanding the relationship of environment

personal behavior,

to

(3)

in-

creased awareness of personal identity and behavior- setting messages

symbolized through the near-environment, and

(4)

application by the

Extension agent-trainee of this awareness of self and of near-environment
to

program implementation

of this content via the pedagogical approach of

confluent teaching.

The focus of

this

work

then,

is

the development and the evaluation of

an approach to Extension Agent training that will assist the agents to

more personally

sensitive to their environments, to learn

how

to

become

shape and

direct interaction with others by active use of the environment, thereby

equipping agents with the content and the tools with which to implement that
content creatively.

The training program was designed as a

pilot study containing three

Here, the

content units, each meeting comprising a three hour session.

content is the vehicle for expanding agent educational experience, the teaching
strategies proposed are the tools for implementation.

Throughout
each session

to

this training pilot, evaluative

determine the effectiveness and

by the agent trainee.

Additionally, a

summary

forms were distributed

utility of the

at

session as judged

evaluation was

made

at the

conclusion of the training package via questionnaire administered to the agent

3

That data will facilitate any necessary revisions

trainees.

in the total

instructional package including procedures and processes, and shall be in-

corporated in the recommendations that flow from the analysis of this research.
Purpose. of the Study
This investigation proposes

to

approach to Extension Agent training
environment.

It

was developed

develop, implement, and evaluate a new
in the

area of humanizing the home

to assist the agents to

sensitive to their environments and to learn

how

with others by active use of the environment.

to

become more personally

shape and direct interaction

This study proposes to equip

agents with knowledge of the content of Humanizing Environments and with the

teaching strategies with which to implement the content.

Included in this

work

is the

issue of control of personal interaction and

the possibility of training people to use environments to achieve control over

interpersonal events in a smooth and non-costiy fasMon.

To accomplish

this,

certain procedures and elements which the literature indicates as important
in

promoting professional growth of the agent are incorporated

design.

in

Also included

into the

is a tool for evaluating the effectiveness of the

program

program

producing certain changes in agent behaviors.
This chapter describes the rationale for the study

in

terms

of

(a)

the

importance of humanizing the home environment, whereby the intellectual
context
(b)

is

provided and the need for this program direction

the role of the Extension Service, and

(c)

is

established,

the significance of the innovative

approach to be used in teaching the content of humanizing environments utilizing
the confluent approach.

4

The'

(a)

Importance of Humanizing

Programs .to improve

home are

Home Environment.

the quality of the

human environment

in the

of increasing interest and concern to Cooperative Extension.

According to a study on the effect of environment on the quality of
living conducted

encompasses

the

by the

sum

USDA-NASULGC *

total of all the

Study Committee, environment

experiences of the individual,

ment, the Committee states, has not only material aspects,

environ-

sin.ce all

people

measure of
have primary physical needs for food, clothing, housing and a
security, but social and psychological aspects as well.
logical growth is seen

by the study group,

to

Social and psycho-

be greatest in an environment

varied
where physical needs have been met and. where there are rich and
opportunities for learning.
of the

that

It

occurs

to this

researcher that the findings

recognizes
Committee report flow from Maslowian research which

beyond such basic drives as survival and security,

1954).
love, esteem, beauty, and knowledge (Maslov/,
of Maslowian. psychology is presented in Chapter

The same 1JSDA report further

1 1,

man

Further amplification

this

work.

cites the significance of an

exert control
that will foster the ability of the individual to
destiny via a supportive climate that will help

purpose to

Ms own

life.

has need for

Ms own

Mm to find meaning and

This supportive environment will enable

creative abilities, and will enhance

over

environment

Ms

ability to

Mm to

develop

make determinations

Agriculture-National Association of
^United States Department of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.

5

regarding

Ms

total living

environment. *

Environment by choice
selective choices

among

is

created by a human being who makes

alternatives.

Suitable living environments is a

major problem facing individuals and families today.
presented in the following excerpt from Focus

TMs

concept

is

II.

A

satisfying home, in a satisfying social environment,
allows one to develop strong emotional attachment for
both the home and the community where it is located.
Every person, young or old, wants to feel that he
belongs; that he is not imposing himself on the freedom
of others. Without identity, the Individual tends to lack

a sense of stability. The kind of house a person lives
and perhaps reflects, the image he

in strongly affects

has of himself.

The amount and arrangement of space and the density
within the housing environment appear to have an effect
on the social interaction of the people within the house

and within the neighborhood. It is primarily through
exposure and interaction with adults and children of
different ages that a cMld acquires new interests and
skills and learns the meaning of tolerance, cooperation
and compassion, 2

Research indicates that the environment, the situation
person finds himself,

is

an important determiner of

a matter of fact, probably the best
is

way

direct influence on

which a

human development. As

to predict what a person s behavior

going to be is to analyze the situation, not the person's

example, people don't smoke

in

m church:

life history.

Foi

the immediate environment has

human behavior.

Extention
a Spirit, Report of the Joint USDA-NASULGC
58.
Study Committee, Colorado State University, 1968, p.
1

A People and

and Policy.
Focus n, Task Force Extension Committee on Organization
1974.
D.
C. ,
Washington,
2

6

Doris Wright,

psychologist and consultant to the Amherst Redevelop-

ment Authority and president
cites an

example of

behavior.

In

single-family

of

Wright Associates, Columbia, -Maryland,

this direct influence of

immediate environment on human

Tampa, Florida, she was called

home development

in

by the managers of a new

for Cuban refugees.

After 18 months of

of vandalism;
occupancy, she said, "the place looked like a slum" because

the

managers could not understand why.
Mrs. Wright took a large group of

to

like to see in their

draw the floor plans they would

of the children
'In a

drew a

living

the children there and asked

them

own homes. Not one

room, she said, but the kitchens were huge.

Cuban home," she said, 'the kitchen

is the

In the

place to socialize.

that there was no room
houses that had been built, the kitchens were so tiny

for anyone, and the living

room was simply not

used.

So the kids went

development.
outside and vented their frustrations on the

The children also drew
said.

Now, nine years

after

in

her

animals in pens in their backyward, she
initial

Wright states that the development
all tlie

is

involvement in the

Tampa

study,

What did she do

rooms and the kitchens torn

?

She had

out, and she

all the

had the

could keep two animals.
zoning ordinances changed so that each family
,
Most have chickens or goats.

3

3

Amherst Record, August

2,

Mrs

in
a "picture place" there are flowers

yards and the lawns are lovely.

walls between the living

"

1975, p. 9.

7

It's

a classic case, she said, where the developer and the architect

weren’t think ing about the people who were going to live there.
Further, Fortune V. Mannino, National Institute of Mental Health,

AdelpM, Maryland

in the .Journal of

Home Economics, March

1974 stated
4

that:

One must understand the functional relationships
behavior

to

of

certain environmental situations.

For example, landscape patterns and architectural
features have been shown to affect interpersonal
personal
interaction. By increasing the probability of
contact, we must increase the probability of
friendship.

This

same

certain environmental
finding of the relationships of behavior to

situations has

been demonstrated by Whyte

'in

a suburban area and by

project.
Festinger, Schachter, and Back in a student housing

put
Other studies have shown that neighbors who were

in perceptual

placement of doors and windows
context with one another through strategic

were more
into

those
likely to be closely associated than

who were not forced

®
perceptual contact.

Jacobs has pointed out the way

in

which certain kinds

of sidewalks,

"

4W. H. Whyte, Jr. "How the New Suburbia Socializes, Fortun e,
Schachter and K. Back,
August 1953, pp. 120-122. L. Festinger; S.
York: Harper, 13o0).
S ocial Pressures in Informal Groups {New

Housing, " in W. Dennis
Morton. "The Social Psychology of
University of
(Pittsurgh:
(Ed.), Current Trends in Social Psychology,
Pittsburgh Press, 1948, pp. 163-217).
5

R K

streets, and parks facilitate various lands of social activity while others,
7

°
with different attributes, do not.

Barker has shown
differ

from the behavior

hoitf

the behavior of students in small schools

of students in large schools and

how these

can be explained on the basis of differences in the settings.

differences

A. L. Schorr

been reported
states that similar kinds of differences in behavior have also
in

churches of different sizes.

Schorr states that understanding the functional

relationship between behavior and the environment

certain

means

makes

possible to design

bring
of intervention in specific social settings that will

about a desired change in behavior and social activity.

compelled

it

to interject

a note of caution here.

This writer feels

She feels that one must not

of omnipotence, to assume
be led, by a combination of naivete and an Illusion

the stance of deciding

what

is

desirable for others.

An

intervention of the

exploration of
kind described by Schorr should be based on an
alternatives as well as their consequences.

accord with Schorr in

Ms

possible

all

This writer is in complete

the
statement that the inhabitants must be allowed

of activity they choose.
choice of social setting that will support the land

8j. Jacobs.

The Death and Life of Great American Chics.

8

(New Tork:

Vintage Books, 1981).
(Stanford,. Calif.
R. G. Barker. Ecological Psychology
1968).
University Press,
7

:

Stanford

(Wa shington, D.C.:
A. L. Schorr. Slums and Social Insecurity
Social Security
Welfare,
and
Education,
Health,
U.S. Department of
27.
Administration, Research Report No. 1, 1986), p.
8

9

9

Further indication of the relationship of behavior

to

environmental

situations is seen in a series of prints called "Environmental, Patterns.”

These prints show how variation

in physical structure influences behavior.

Each print has a picture, a heading, and a short narrative about the
of a specific

environmental unit of behavior.

For example, one print relates
Another relates the

the effect of ceiling height to various social situations.

position of a child care

Still

room

to a child’s feeling of

comfort and security.

another discusses the position of a patio so that

unused or "dead" space.
are tentative and

still

Although

many

effect

does not become

it

of these environmental patterns

very theoretical, they are nevertheless a big step in

9
the direction of creating socially sensitive environmental settings.

The following research conducted by the University

of

Missouri

10

lends further support to the proceeding studies of the relationship between

behavior and environment.

Thornburg writes of the Social Planning Council

of Metropolitan

Toronto which sponsored a preliminary study where a number of families
in

apartment houses were interviewed and observed.

The study examined

and reported the problems of high-density living conditions for individuals,
families, and communities.

It

emphasized housing as one important influence

upon behavior.

Environmental Pattern Kit as of 1-5-72.
al.
Center for Environmental Structure). C. Alexander, et
Center for Environmental
Houses Generated by Patterns (Berkeley, Calif.
®C. Alexander, et

(Berkeley, Calif.

:

:

Structure, 1969).
1

of

Socialization
Kathy R. Thornburg, "Apartment Environments and
” Home Economics Research Journal March 1975, V.

Young Children.

No.

3, pp.

192-193.

,

3,

al.

i

10

The findings

of the Social Planning Council as given

by Thornburg

noted that because most apartments were either not designed for children or
not designed for the
of children

numbers

that they

come

present serious problems.

to

house, the play and regulation

Families overcome the problems of

over-crowding by strenuous efforts, but children remain a source of

difficulty

and friction for management and tenants.

These findings suggest that housing constraints might

affect parental,

child-rearing practices and possibly contribute to the development of
restrictive attitudes toward child rearing. Such attitudes could

normal development

of children's trust

more

hamper

the

and autonomy.

11 stressed that as systems for successful living are
Milo Baughman

designed,

designs
to

we need

is that

remember

that the fundamental element in ail these

they must be self-determined, self-renewing.

According

Baughman, recent research indicates that educators must make

for the people
the system.

prerequisite.
to

to

who are

the components of the

system

to

it

possible

be the designer of

-fundamental
That’s the difficult part, he stated, but that is a

Research and experience teach us that the

ability for individuals

flows from a
be "self-designers," "self-determined," "self-renewing,"

expressed in the
heightened consciousness of personal creative ability
areas of daily living.
11

Because "home"

is an

everyday experience,

it

many

occurs

Influence of Design,
Milo Baughman. "Don’t Underestimate the
34-38.
1972,
April
pp.
Economics,
Journal of Home

"

11
to this

writer that Baughman is indicating that when individuals realize the

and other visual element in the home environment

effect of color, texture,

on their personal development and outlook,

it

will lead to the realization that

the treatment of interior space and furnishings contributes to the
livability of

home.

Once

this is realized, this

comfort and

awareness could produce a

sense of satisfaction and belonging.

Baughman continues, design awareness,

hopefully an outgrowth of an

individual’s heightened interest in personal environment, helps one to look

for and plan design in the everyday things of life

— the

arrangements of food

on a platter, the design of a shadow on a wall, the color and shape of a bar
of soap, daily

change in growing plants, the texture of a bath towel, as well

as the selection and

arrangement of furnishings

in

a room.

This heightened interest in the personal environment of the
treated by

Baughman

is

home

as

developed as a sense of belonging by sociologist

James E. Montgomery.
Once man lived his whole leisurely lifetime in Ms own
an
little neighborhood and all he knew was abounded by
more
become
has
society
As
miles.
area of twenty-five
urbanized, industrialized and complex, man's knowledge
has extended to the far ends of the world and beyond.

—

Every day there is a constant, changing flow of contacts.
The spectrum of shelter takes on a new meaning for it’s
Home,
only at home the burden of the workday cease.
to shed
the hub of the family’s private world, is the place
the
or
cave
the
is
it
world,
modem
the
of
stresses
the
psyche.
castle to which man retreats to recoup Ms battered

12

Therefore, housing is more important than less, for
we don’t find a place to retreat and refresh at home,
surrounded by personal belongings and choices, in a
compatible setting, there is no place else to look for

if

this comfort.

Montgomery writes
part of the environment

that housing is doubly important because

we can

do the most about,

amount of individual choice one can apply

Montgomery’s tenant

live.

is that

home

to

i.

e.

is the

it

there is a certain

,

where and how one chooses

is t along

to

on increased importance

today as the last bastion of privacy where one can get real individuality.
In light of the acceleration of

our present day technologies, insecurities,

and tensions, this writer is in agreement with Montgomery that "home"
the buffer

between individuals and society.

He further

is

states that in different

establishing a
parts of the country, families are not faring too well in
satisfactory relationship between their

housing.

own basic needs and values and

their

To create homes that beneficially influence human behavior, he

of what is available
writes, one needs to get beyond the lack of understanding

want.
and the lack of understanding of what the individuals themselves

need

to

be considered, Montgomery writes,

between housing needs and structures.
are

common

if

we are

A number

of

to ail people although each has his/her

to

improve the

These

fit

needs and requirements

own

priorities and

interpretations.

12 James E. Montgomery.
Fall 1974, pp. 10, 11.

"The Importance

of the

House," Forum,

13

Montgomery speaks

of a sense of place as today

many people are

in

a state of suspended animation, that they have no feeling of belonging.

He

— a connection of their own.

He

states that people

need a sense

of "place"

stressed that this might be a physical place as
there were ancestral

it

homes where family groups

mobile society, the sense of place

may be

was

in the old days,

He speaks

related to rootedness.

One doubts, Montgomery writes,

abuse housing

if

they felt a part of

it.

How

with

it

is also

persons would

that

to help families

a sense of place is a challenge to educators;

home taken

immediate environment as

them when they move.

of pride in

Or, for our

gathered.

furnishings from

when

who move create

important to consider

different cultural backgrounds as they relate to this issue.

The relatedness Montgomery speaks

of is akin to the

connectedness found in Humanistic Psychology.

knowing

Ms

concept of

Montgomery

states that

relation to others helps each individual understand

connected on the vine of mankind.
relatedness; e.g.

,

to

He suggests

how he

is

that there are all kinds of

people in the same house and to people

in

other houses.

children
Children need to know their mother's friends, and mothers, their

playmates.

whole
Relatedness, he states, is the sense of relationsliips to the

gamut of society.

The house helps families

establish relatedness.

fit into'

the

web

of life and

s

14
In addition to the

Montgomery, there

needs of belonging and relatedness as presented

is the

need for privacy, and the home can be the shell

The degree

of privacy for people.

critical to all the family

to

which a home provides for privacy

members who

need privacy, but the kind and

live there.

amount

is

In

it’s

evident that there

It's

the pursuit of hobbies, study,

disapproving parents.

hi

daydreaming and

all

people

In the rapid

many ways.
in

is

For

connection

a distinction between what

is

Children need privacy for

some consider noise and others pleasant sound.

to

escape the presence of

Husbands and wives must have a measure of privacy

the union is to be fruitful and enduring.

member

in

for all.

important that we consider audio privacy

with loud stereo music.

if

our society

same

not the

pace of today’s world the invasion of privacy happens
example, today

by-

of the family needs a space, a

home environment privacy

And there are times when each

corner or a room

doesn't just happen-

—

it

in

which

to retreat,

must be consciously

planned.

The disappearance
design plans
off

may

of a front

porch

in

most contemporary housing

indicate a tendency of people to withdraw and cut themselves

from neighbors.

rather than privacy

It

is

may

also suggest that whether people seek isolation

a moot question.

Research conducted by V. Zlutnick, University

of Utah, Salt

Lake City, on the Effects of Crowding on Interpersonal Relationships supports
the concept of the need for privacy and indicates controls people exert to

insure personal privacy.

:

15

Zlutnick' s research also addresses itself to the situation that exists

when these privacy control mechanisms
"crowding. "
as "too

break, down.

This condition he calls

Zlutnick states that the popular conception of crowding is seen

many people

simplification, for

To

in too little space. "

it is

this writer this is an

over

also possible for a person to feel crowded due to lack

of control over interpersonal interaction.

not just a phenomenon of ghetto living.

A

sense of being "crowded"

is

Zlutnick speaks of adding richness

and
of environmental resources to ameliorate the sense of physical
psychological crowding.
Additional research by Horn,

indicates a feeling of lack of control

over personal environment as crowding or human density increases
of people remains constant while
space decreases, members do not see each
other as causes of their discomfort; rather they
may perceive that they are all pawns to something
greater than themselves, their physical environment.

When number

Horn also states

more time

that children in a

^

crowded room interacted less and spent

in solitary play.

Further research

in

Horn's writing

is

presented as "interesting sex

or loss of privacy:
differences" which surfaced in a study of adult crowding
two groups of eight

!

Rung,

"

eight

women were

seated in a small then, a

Adults,
Horn, "The Effects of Crowding On Children,
23.
22,
1974,
pp.
April
Psychology Today ,

’•"'Patrice

and

men and

16
large

room while they discussed problems posed by researchers.

men

found that the

rated themselves and others of their group

highly in the large room, the
highly in the small room.

women

They'

more

rated themselves and others

more

The report states that

The most salient aspect of the crowding manipulation
seems to be personal space. Males appear to have
found the interpersonal distance in the small room
too close for comfortable interaction, while females

apparently found the interpersonal space in the large

room

to

be too distant.

^

This writer is not in complete agreement with Horn's identification of the
adult reaction to space confinement as sex rated.

considered.

Many

variables should be

Physical size of an individual male or female requires

more

or less space for privacy or for interaction, an individual's past history in
relation to the

parameters

into density situations,

of crowding, the expectations an individual carries

and the subjective experience of being crowded are

important elements in understanding the phenomenon.

The research

of

Altman and Nelson, 15 investigates

mechanisms, expression

14
15

Horn, op.

of territoriality,

the

use of privacy

and uses of given space in selected

cit.

Irwin Altman, Patricia A. Nelson, The Ecology of Home EnvironFinal Report, Project No. 0-0502 Grant No. QEG-8-7Q-02Q2 (508)
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, January, 1972.

ments

17
families living at the Naval Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, Maryland.

This study focuses on identification

environments, e.g.

,

'of

patterns of behavioral use of

home

the territoriality established or not established

regarding seating arrangements for eating and related activities, privacy

demanded by family members as
rooms, free time

most

activities, etc.

often evident in

states that

to use of

bedrooms bathrooms

In this study

bathroom doors were closed and access permitted

functions, private space

demanded but tailored

was used

to situations.

,

living

privacy mechanisms were

how bathrooms and bedrooms were used.

relationship to the intimacy of the activity.

room

,

The report

in direct

Thus, in both eating and bath-

flexibly with territories and privacy

Similarly, the report found, door

knocking was prevalent in most homes, perhaps a symbol of boundary respect,
but varied according to

members

of the family.

For example, parental and

sister

bedroom doors were knocked on more so than were

males

in the family.

hi this study, the

the door indicated

the doors of

young

bathroom serves a privacy function since closing

"Do not enter"

to other family

members.

It

occurs

writer that in addition to hygenic activities, use of the bathroom

may

to this

be a

unpleasant
privacy mechanism to escape from noice, quarrels, and other

by children.
social situations and possibly avoidance of responsibilities
the situations studied in this report, the

bathroom was a complex aspect

which
the social environment establishing boundaries of privacy
respected.

were

In

of

18

A

special requirement of privacy in the

illustrated through

I

home environment

comments by Robert Porbst

was.'

1967 Aspen Conference:

at the

feel the designer should provide personal privacy for

member of the family. There are more ways to
achieve a sense of privacy than closing a door behind
you. Perhaps sinking into a large encircling chair or
turning your desk toward a quiet corner is one answer.
Lack of privacy has a far more devastating effect on
psychological well being than the physical condition of
each

the oldest building.

meals is the most critical
make. At what other time
know each other these days ?

Sitting together for daily

effort that any family can

does the family get to
Eating dinner at the kitchen table amidst ruins of
disorderly meal preparations or eating meals off
counters and stools is a disgraceful neglect of human
relations. Home design should allow for reinforcement
of expressions of affection. Freedom, from drudgery
and depressing involvement with .gismos and unrelated

improvement

is

an important value in

home

design. 16

Milo Baughman speaks of what he calls one of society's most
fascinating paradoxes.

and shaping of space,
living patterns.

'

16

We

He

states that while

we know very

little

we spend

about

its

billions on the enclosure

influence on our lives and

don't know, he continues, whether or not our eight-foot

Robert Porbst, Address, International Design Conference, Aspen,

Colorado, 1967.

7

19
ceilings (as a consequence of building with four-by-eight sheets of wall-

board) provide the

Dr.
types.

most satisfactory scale

Edward

T. Hall

for an interior.

1

categorized people as contact or non-contact

Southern Europeans, he stated, are contact people, they narrow the

distance between themselves to a few Inches in conversation.
quite a different

mode

in colder climates

Hall observed

such as Germany, Seandanavia

and the British Isles where, he wrote, conversations

may

be conducted from

a distance of several feet.
Hall stated that

we can

easily

measure whether or not a man can

reach something; but we must apply an entirely different set of standards
to

judge the validity of an individual’s feeling of being cramped.

the dimensions of the walls of a

room but

fee

arrangement

and the color on the walls will affect one's reaction.
identical

Not only

of objects in it

Asked

to

compare two

rooms, the one that permits the greater variety of free movement

will usually

be experienced as the larger.

Having stressed the urgency of creating the right environment, Hall
also

warned

of the temptation to

setting the stage for living, but

which many of us

fall

victim, constantly

never quite getting on with the

said that there will never be compensation enough hi even the
functional and aesthetic environment to

17

make up

living.

most perfectly

for the absence of true love

Influences,
Milo Baughman, "The Family and Environmental

Forum., Fall, 1974, pp. 12, 13.

He

"

20

and affection in that environment.

never get in the way of the

life in that

be an unhealthy preoccupation with
rather than the substance of

Montgomery

Our preoccupation with
house.

.the

According

the house should

to Hall, there

appearance of the home environment

18
it.

stated that mastery of his personal environment

one of the effective ways people satisfy a basic need to be creative.

needs to be able

to

make

environment to shape

it

can

one's own imprint on one or

or control

it

to one's liking.

more

is

One

aspects of the

Montgomery quoted

Mathew Dumont as saying,

We must

learn that the environment is responsive
some part of the cosmos, however

to us, that

small, yields to our touch, is beckoned by our
or is shaped by our hand. If we do not learn
this at all, we carry the burden of a severe

will,

emotional disability. 19

According
In

to

Montgomery,

most any home one

finds one or

evidence of this need

more

of the following:

is

easy to illustrate.

papered or painted

walls, color schemes, objects of art and spaces for hobbies and other

creative areas.

is

very

chance for them

little

even allowed
with apathy.

We know when

to

to

people are assigned to housing where there

add their own touches, where they are not

have pets or to change the colors on the walls, they respond

20

18 Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension (Garden City,

Doubleday, 1966).

^Montgomery,

op. cit.

New York:

21

Lenikau,

an article on the use of color

in

in creating

environment

said:

Color

in the environment clearly influences
mood.
believed that a variety of color is better than
monochromatic treatments and lighter tones are to
It’s

be preferred to darker shades, both to conserve
light and lighten the mood. It's been 'shown that
children in an environment that is stimulating in
color and content are less often hospitalized than
those from uninteresting, uninspired interiors.
Fortunately, it’s no longer necessary to choose
drab, un-colored interiors for practical reasons. 2 -^

According
act

Baughman, 22 furnishing one’s home

to

when properly done and

the experience of doing this creative thing is

something we shall see more of
design around will not solve
things.

"Modem" he

more imaginatively.
to

more imaginative

more interested

in the future.

all the

said, is not

Perhaps

He thinks

problems of

life,

to live

more imaginatively

seems

to

it

can lead to good

Baughman also

felt that

Paul Lenikau, M.D.

'Baughman, op.

is

is that a

house

in.

1974, p. 8, 9.

22

It

be a terrible lack of taste and design

what

is

important

is

cit.

,

He

appropriateness.

stated that a house that is decorated beyond the taste level of

21

much

that he is

in design as such.

consciousness in America, but that what’s really important
be a good environment to be

of living

with things leads

Baughman stressed

atmosphere of a house than

his contention that there

yet

that having good

merely furnishings but a way

living with ideas.

in the

a highly creative

is

"Mental Health and Housing,

"

its

owners

Forum

,

Fall,

*

22

becomes

the least appropriate, and thus the

Bettelheim

environment
of

stated that one of the

is the institutional

most offensive

most

environment.

of all.

critical aspects in our

One may think immediately

mental hospitals or prisons, but think of schools, as well, he
wrote,

where children spend so many hours each day.

He went on

say that:

to

Unfortunately the current concept of protection

much

too narrow.

Our modern buildings

is

offer

excellent protection against ram or physical cold;
but none against emotional coldness, the sense of
loneliness, isolation, lack of purpose. Nothing that
presently passes for modern design gives children
the feeling of security. Walls of glass, for example,
frighten them, make them feel exposed. Its design
gives them nothing to hold onto either physically or
emotionally. In discussing my problems with
architects or in trying to help them plan buildings
,

for children, what

I

constantly run into is that

concern for efficiency. Technology certainly seems
to have taken command over aesthetics, design and
human values. We may, for example, express
concern for all children, but if we send them to
rundown schools, down deep where each child lives,
he will not be convinced that we care. We must
make good our declarations and promises in concrete
ways in the environment we all help to create. 23

Baughman
"a

quotes fellow designer Eliot Noyes defining design as

means by which we look

at ourself as well as the

express ourselves, to others"

If

Noyes

is right,,

means by which we

we should be

as careful about

what we design as about what we do or say. 24

at

23 Bnmo Bettelheim, "Design: The Human Dimension,
Neocon Session, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 1969.

24

Baughman,

op. cit.

"

paper delivered

23
In

an article on. directions for contemporary design, Burdick stated

there exist two increasingly definable performance challenges for the interior

designer of today and tomorrow.

He envisions both challenges

results of better behavioral understanding of

hardware

of these spaces,

i.

e.

,

how

to

be the

the internal spaces and

interior furniture and products affect people

and how people wish to affect their spaces and their hardware.

The

first

challenge of the coming decades he continues, is to create responsive

environments,

i.

e.

,

spaces which conform to the needs of the individual

versus spaces which force the individual to conform to them.

The second challenge he sees, which can
to the first

at

times provide answers

challenge, is to take the materials and technology of our times

and mate them in a meaningful

environments.

There

is

way

into the

hardware

of our internal

hope that these challenges will be met through

what he describes as the purpose of the Environmental Studies Department
at

Art Center College of Design.

The purpose he stated

is to

develop young

designers who can participate in providing answers to the challenges of
creating responsive environments.

Burdick

discusses the challenge of creating responsive environments

further as he states;

24

A

responsive environment is one that the individual
can shape and change as the need arises, and as
Ms
requirements for physical positional needs change.
People attempt to assume positional body modes
he said, to match the work that they are performing.
Such changes are not possible within the normal
.

hardware and spaces of contemporary interiors. Most
of our hardware and spaces have designed in
pre-locks. 25

A

pre-lock

is

an inhibitor to change which has been consciously or unconsciously

designed into the furniture or space.

Such pre-locks dictate human use,

position, workload, and comfort.

cites the investigations by

He

Porbst in this area as most illuminating,
and visual landscapes.

The crowd

at the

reasons than seeking social discourse.

i.

e.

,

Robert

differing levels, equipment

water cooler

is

more

there fore

They are frequently seeking simple

environmental change.

Burdick seems to be approaching the problem of designing for human
needs

at the

grass roots level,

i.

e.

,

educating the designer in the

human

dimension toward the psychological and physiological needs of the user of

Ms

design system.

He states further

that, to date, the designer

people" into his notions of how a room should function.

Most

has "pushed

of this

was

accomplished with only the most rudimentary knowledge of how people use
space or the hardware of the space.

Even worse, a good deal was predicated

on what looked good to the designer.

Such visual order had a

the modularity of materials, or the "lining" up of walls or

respect a design discipline.

It

had very

25 Bruce Burdick, "Education of
Fall, 1973.

little to

A

lot to do

hardware

with

to

do with data like the behavioral

Designer,

"

Design and Environmen t,

25
observations and "hidden dimensions’' suggested by Edward T. Hall

Ms book

in

Hidden Dimensions 26
.

Burdick

'

would develop responsive environments

talent of designers

who are

designer, he writes ,

must wish

to

that require the

also responsive to people and their needs.

must be concerned about

improve that quality

the quality of

of life through

Ms

man's

designs.

life

The
and

Burdick makes

the significant statement that there is an important difference between wanting

to

design for the pure pleasure of producing form and the desire to design

^
for people's needs. 2

Regarding the philosophy and aesthetics of an environment, raises
questions such as

does

it

What

is it

we

Is it

have some greater purpose

A

than has been recognized.

ment

for?

is a

very good thing

merely

to

make

things prettier, or

Hie aesthetic factor

?

is far

more

crucial

visually attractive, clean and orderly environ-

in itself, but it is

a far more important thing when

realize that these conditions can. help produce strong individuals, families

and societies.

Baughman 28 has stated

that

it

is

imperative to understand that

we are

to understand
talking about personal needs and not simply personal taste and

the importance of this

26
27

we have

Hall, op. cit.

Burdick, op.

cit.

to

know

in general

why environmental concerns

26

.

He

are important.

cites the fact that an extended period of
technological

advances and unprecedented affluence has not brought us the
quality of

we had hoped

for.

We

are discovering, he said, that

it is

not the things of

progress, or the symbols of affluence that bring us satisfaction,
but
the environment

life

it is

—Statural and man-made—that determines most ultimately

the quality of our life, and to an ever increasing degree, our
stability.

Ecology can mean the interdependency of things, the interlocking web.

We sometimes

use this word in a too limited way.

Baughman quotes Victor

Papaneck, Professor, California Institute of Art, who said that

Man-made environments are beginning

to take on
characteristics (feedback, Interlocking,
regeneration, self-duplication) of natural,
ecological systems. We, in shaping our surroundings,
set up a closed feedback-loop that ultimately shapes
us. 28
all the

Emerging from
Aesthetic.
is

What

not enough.

A

this

this kind of thought is

means according

to

something called the new

Baughman,

It

be beautiful

building or a complex of buildings he said, the physical,

structural environment, has to be good for the

environment.

is that to

must

human

inhabitants of that

offer significant social and emotional benefits.

Research indicates that the message we get from our environment
will substantially affect
this is part of

28

our behavior and attitudes.

what makes up the

'Baughman, op.

cit.

total

We

are discovering that

psyche or spirit of the human being.

27

The architect Wolf Von. Eckhardt,

book

in his

A

Place To Live , talks about

one of the important facets of the personal environment.

At boarding school, when

we were forbidden

I

was about nine years

old,

dormitory with
anything of our own, not even with pinups which
soldiers are allowed over their bunks. It must have
bothered me. On a sudden impulse I cleaned out a
shelf in my locker next to my folding bed, lined it
with colored paper, fastened some picture post
cards inside, and put up a display of pretty stones
and some other pathetic little items I was fond of.
Everyiime I opened the locker I would admire this
humble altar to my individuality. It did wonders for
my morale. One day some bully caught me at it.
He made a single remark, and I did something I've
never since had the courage or inclination to do.
I hit him.
He soon got the better of me, which is
probably why I remember my first, vague discovery
that a good place to live must have identity, a sense
to clutter the

of place. 28

Sommer
human behavior
satisfaction.

sees the relationship between the near environment and
in

terms of the dimensions

Sommer

of awareness, control, and

discusses awareness as dealing with perception; how

conscious people are of things around them.

He states

that this gets at

everything from the basic perceptual apparatus to the different perceptions
of children, adults

kitchen

may seem

and older people.
but a few steps to a

28 Wo If Von Eckliartd,
1967, p. xv.

A

The distance from a living room
teenager, but

Place To Live

it

to a

seems much further

New York:

Delacorte Press,

_

28

may be

Going into the kitchen

to an older person.

laborious to someone in

a wheelchair or a hazardous journey to someone with an infirmity.

Sommer

writes that for

many people

there is a high level of unaware-

ness and alienation from, buildings and physical surroundings.
said,

seem

to

become almost encapsulated

People,

They

within themselves.

lie

feel

completely ignorant about how their houses were built and ways they might

rearrange their homes or neighborhoods.
Certainly, today people

when they

built it with their

own backyards.

all

result,

own hands

into a

house than

from, materials gathered

from their

was easy enough then

It

or smaller or change

from

know less about what goes

it in

some way.

to figure out

apartment,

make

it

person who lives
lias

very

little

in a

As a

modem-built house, or particularly an

sense about the structure.
fit

alienation between housing and the inhabitants.

stated, the

larger

Today, housing materials axe brought

don't change their housing to achieve a better

lives in

to

over the world and are products of the industrial economy.

'the

Sommer

how

No wonder people

—no wonder
From

thei'e is

an

a humanitarian concern,

very fact that such a large percentage

of the population

such dwellings make a the quality of environment vitally important.

30

This alienation of people from their surroundings is seen further for
instance, in the fact that people just don't hear habituating noises such as
the whirring of air circulation systems.

30 Robert

Sommer, Personal Space

{New Jersey: Prentice, Hall, 1969).

The turn-off seems greatest

— The

in

Behavi oral Basis of Design

29
cities

where people become accustomed
has been the experience of

tilings. It

airports

were bothered by noises

to

this

bad air and noise and lots

'of

other

writer that friends who live near

in the beginning.

When

visiting

them

they’ve been living there for awhile, one finds they go right on talking

after

when

a plane roars overhead, but you practically drop your glass.

Awareness

is

concerned with how conscious people are of their own

unique style and culturally-bound ways.

Sommer

writes that

imawareness and alienation can be combatted by

teaching environmental competence to help people use their resources better.

Hie aim

is to

explore options available, assess the costs

trade-offs, and then learn

how

and. benefits, the

to do things better.

He favors the workshop, demonstration, or model format, for
teaching environmental competence since

A

uniqueness and cultural heritage.

or that, but one knows

to do this

of

making that choice.

The cost

under the control dimension.
something, but

if

movable probably

Sommer

in

person

is

respects both the individual’s
free then, he said, to choose

well the implications

—the consequences

terms of energy and money

Sommer

states that you

may

you can’d afford the change, the fact that
is

is critical

be able
it’s

to

change

physically

meaningless.

called the changing or substitution of one item for another

control.
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full

flits

'Sommer, op.

cit.
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It

occurs to this researcher feat

creative, adaptive, problem-solving

Sommer

is

making a case for

when faced wife an environmental

The pursuit of self-actualization,

situation feat calls for change.

development on the part of individuals

to construct

in that

is

more

Sommer

states that the

different task than

if

the

Discussing

near environment

control is possible than, in the far environment.

why we have a somewhat

,

and implement necessary-

environmental change, is the thrust of the content of this study.
the area control further,

i.e.

we were

is

unique

He stated that

talking about air

water pollution, or fee energy crisis, where the role of the

pollution,

individual is less direct.

Sommer mentions

the political dimension in relation to control.

He

uses this in a broad sense to include fee politics of the household, fee politics
of a tract

development or the politics of an apartment house.

person changes, he states, this affects another person
family

— or the rest of the neighborhood,

hi

When one

— or the rest of the

managing our own control, we

have to evolve mechanisms of meeting other interrelated problems whether
they be in the household or the block.

This

is

important in allocating space

and regulating noise and other mutual problems.

The teenager with her

transistor radio growing out of her ear has to be dealt with in
of the

whole family situation.

Sommer

further states that

fee.

context

we have

to evolve

institutions for handling environmental decision-making within the family

structure.

When people remain

timed out about their environment, the

31

family-decision-making remains almost meaningless.
.

that is

we

and ways

help people to
it

become aware

This researcher feels

of the environment they are
living in

could be improved, then we've recognized
the importance of

evolving ways of living together and

still letting

people express their own

values and desires.

How happy

people axe with what they have is a relative
judgment

based on what other people have

who earn the same amount
is

of

in the

money.

neighborhood and what people have
Satisfaction, according to

Sommer,

disturbed or balanced according to one's sense of
spatial environment.

The notions of continuity and privacy and the chance for
creativity are
important but one does not assume that everybody needs the

same amount.

Everybody has a need for some continuity, some privacy
and some chance
for expressing creativity but it is necessary to help
people establish what
their

own needs

are.

This helps them figure out ways to provide for those

needs from their own personal resources.
decisions people

must make

said, at least this is true

and other creature needs.
will

change from time

Sommer

for themselves.

stated that there are

Satisfaction isn't absolute, he

beyond certain limits of basic needs such as heating
Personal satisfaction

is relative

and of course

it

to time.

This is also the area of Humanistic Applications: choices, alternatives,

awareness of personal creativity to be integrated with environment by choice.

The hierarchy of human needs as developed by Abraham Maslow follows.
(Figure

1)-

It

is

seen by the author

to

be a useful analytical tool for incorporating

-™~—

on
Robefrt
Fall, 1974.

Sommer, "The

Effect of

Near Environment On People,

"

Forum,
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Figure 1
ABRAHAM MAS LOW

much

-

HIERARCHY OF NEEDS

of the thinking of the researchers presented
in the proceeding pages

with the core of the confluent educational
methodology utilized in this Agent
training model.

Humanistic Psychology
efforts

is the basis for the

dealing with the affective domain.

development of educational

As a science, education addresses

33

the

human needs

identified

by

this

body of psychological knowledge.

The

following discussion is an operational definition of Humanistic
Psychology
for the purpose

of'

the present study.

Maslow called Humpiistic Psychology a
new world view, a change

a

Zeitgeist, a spirit of the age,

in basic thinking along the total front of

man's

endeavors, a potential change in every social institution, in every field
of
intellectual endeavor. (Maslow, 1954)
It

is

occurs to this writer that evidence of this change

in basic thinking-

apparent in the proceeding pages which indicate deeper awareness of and

provision in environmental design for the basic needs of man.
these positions reflect

newer

Many

of

attitudes on the part of sociologists, designers,

and psychologists that come from Humanistic Psychology, generated out of
theoretical and empirical orientations of Humanistic Psychology.

This writer

sees an analogy here of a pregnancy within a pregnancy since like the study
of

Environmental Design, Humanistic Psychology

is continuing its

rapid

growth as a science.

The

intent of the proceeding

work was

to establish an intellectual

context for the content of the proposed training

An overview

program

of this study.

of the role of the Federal Extension Service as the

national base of Cooperative Extension follows.

It

is

prologue to a more detailed

exploration of the Massachusetts component of the Federal Extension Service.
It

is

within the milieu of Massachusetts Cooperative Extension that the prospectus

of this

study will be tested.
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.gole of the Federal Extension Service

The Federal Extension Service (FES)
Department of Agriculture,
tne

Department and

is

an agency of the United States

has responsibility to act as the liaison
between

It

officials of the land grant colleges

and universities on

matters relating

to

Cooperative Extension work and educational
activities

related thereto.

It

also is responsible for coordinating all
educational

activities of the

all

Department, for administration of the Smith-Lever
Act, and

other delegated responsibilities.

FES performs a number

of important functions.

It

provides national

leadership in Extension programs to insure their coordinated
support of
significant national purposes.

Cooperative Extension Service.
other agencies of the

It

serves as a central office representing the
It

represents Extension in relationships with

USDA, other departments and agencies

of the Executive

Branch, the Congress, and numerous private organizations that
are national
or regional in scope.
Information, guidance, and assistance to state extention services
planning, conducting, and evaluating

programs and

and administration are provided by. FES.

It

in personnel

reflects

in

development

program needs

to

research

and action agencies; administers numerous lav/s and regulations applying
to
Extension; develops coordination and cooperation between Extension and other

programs

of the federal

government; reports on Extension's use of

its

resources and accomplishments; seeks and develops national level support for

35

Extension programs; and operates through the
state offices rather than at
the local level.

Basic relationships and responsibilities
are governed by a

Memorandum

Understanding between the

of

USDA

and the land-grant universities

universities.

Home Economics Component

home economics

Extension

of the Federal Extension Service

is

a part of the Cooperative Extension

Service, established by an act of Congress in 1914
to help the people of the

United States improve their homes, farms and
communities.

The U.

S.

Department of Agriculture, State and local governments,
and land-grant
colleges and universities in the 50 States, District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico

and the Virgin Islands, share in financing and supporting
this national out-ofschool educational

program for

adults and youth in cities, small towns and

rural areas.
In its educational

.

.

programs, Extension Home Economics seeks

to:

Improve the quality of individual and family decisions.
Provide the competencies needed to carry out those
decisions.

.

Help individuals increase their ability to interact
effectively with others.

.

Develop the potential that exists for better individual,
family, and community living.^
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A People and A Spirit Report of the Joint USBA-NASULGC Extension
Study Committee, Colorado State University, November,
1968, p. 20.
,

Focus

E.C.O.P

.

,

II,

p. 2.

1974 Report of Task Force,

Home Economics Subcommittee

,
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An awareness

of national

problems has led Extension educators

across the country to focus on five major areas of concern: family
stability,

consumer competence, family
resource development.

health, family housing, and

community and

County Extension home economics programs reflect

these concerns, as well as local needs.

Extension

home economists

in

more

than 3,000 Extension offices across the country are responsible
for planning

and conducting these programs. In cooperation with community leaders
and
volunteer workers.

These home economists in many, instances hold both

bachelor and master’s degrees and, as professional staff members, are

encouraged

to continue their education

fessional competency.

Specialists located at the State land-grant universities

provide back-up information to the

human

and constantly increase their pro-

home economist

nutrition, family economics,

in the focus

home environment,

areas of

housing, clothing

and textiles, human relations, child development, communications.

Housing / Environmental Design Component of

Access

to adequate housing in

suitable living environment is a

'.a

problem facing individuals and families.
options are national concerns.

Many

Home Economics
major

Rapidly rising costs and limited

individuals live hi substandard housing.

Psychologists and social scientists have observed that every individual needs
a satisfying environment to develop the

Focus

human

potential to the

II (1974) lists the following as indicators of

content areas of housing and environmental design:

optimum.

concern

in the
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- Supply of

adequate housing for individuals and families of
limited

resources— especially young families,

the aged, the poor.

“Condition of existing homes, grounds, neighborhoods,

-Rising costs of housing.
—Social and psychological influences of housing and
environment

on human behavior.
-Quality of interior environment within the housing unit.

-Lack of

self motivating factors

which present alternatives

of choice.

-Fifty-five to sixty million people will be added to the U.S. population

by the year 2000.
-Seventy-five million

new housing

units are

needed in the next 25

years,

-Homeowners hip

costs increased 43. 6 percent

from June 1967

to

June 1973; cost of renting increased 23 percent during the same time

frame.

-Two

thirds of poor quality housing is in

half in the South

where a high percentage

-The building industry
providing the

rural areas with

number

has- not

been able

to

more

of the poor reside.

meet the challenge

of housing units needed in a cost range

prospective occupants can afford.

of

than

38

“Relatively high proportion of deteriorating

homes and neighborhoods

contribute to alienation, despair, and crime 35
.

Foregoing areas of concern such as: social and
psychological influences
of

housing and environment on

human behavior,

quality of

home

interior

environment, and lack of self-motivating factors which
present alternatives
of choice,

are part of the curriculum built into the training
program in the

present study.

Massachusetts Co-operative Extension

Hie Massachusetts Cooperative Extension Service (MCES) program

is

centered on critical concerns which affect the well-being of citizens
of the

Commonwealth.

For more than

fifty

years, Massachusetts

Home Economics

Extension has been addressing itself through adult education to the problems
and concerns of individuals, of families and of communities.

programs are available

to all

The educational

residents of the Commonwealth.

The problems have changed

in the fifty

years; the early program

assisted individuals and families in the skills of child rearing, homemaking,

housekeeping, malting and producing the necessities of

farm and

families of the

audience
in

most

in

need

village

were

in the state.

Massachusetts are in the inner
35 „

Focus

II , op. cit.

life.

Persons and

the target participants, then the

Today

city.

the majority of the less advantaged

:
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Ine educational mandate of Extension requires
constant clarification
of its

mission in light of current clientele needs, keeping the
original goals

of Extension, viz.

of the

to

,

quality adult education, in view.

The urban concentration

majority of clientele is a present reality with which
Extension attempts

grapple in designing educational programs tailored to the
needs of urban

dwellers,

Massachusetts Cooperative Extension identifies some of the

vital

concerns of today as:

Development of cMldren and youth
Understanding alternative life styles:
one parent family
new roles for both women and men
life in the group setting
Individual and communal psychic harmony within the
home and community
Adjustment in marital and responsible parental roles
Family financial security

Management of all family resources
Consumer performance in the market
Consumer protection
Malnutrition and hunger due to lack of knowledge and,
some cases, poverty

in

Home Environment problems
housing that fosters individual growth
dwelling choices for different age and income groups
construction, renovation, of home environment as
support system for the individual

community decisions regarding housing
furnishing and equipping the home for liveability,
efficiency, fostering of creativity
Socioeconomic and psychological aspects
It

is

these concerns that

training is directed.

of clothing.

M. C. E. S. programming and County

staff

40

This writer sees an approach to dealing with those
very real needs

and concerns in the examination of the effect of the
behavior , the focus of the present study.

home environment on human

This study

is

an innovative approach

interfacing various disciplines such as psychology, sociology,
ethology,

architecture, with interior design.

compatible with the

human needs

It is

a planned curriculum perfectly

of this decade.

Demography of the Commonwealth including
Economic Characteristics

Social and

Massachusetts, an urban, state, has seven cities with over 150,000
population, (see figure 2 which follows), 84.
14.

5% rural non-farm,

.

5%

5% farm. This population

Massachusetts Cooperative Extension Service.
of

Extension

Home Economists

population and limited

Commonwealth

it

of the population is urban,

number

to population.

is the clientele of

Figure 3 indicates the ratio
Considering the density of

of Extension personnel throughout the

would appear that Extension impact state-wide

formal education would be an insurmountable task.

in

non-

This is not the case.

The vitality of the product offered by Massachusetts Cooperative Extension:
quality

non-formai education,

delivery system.

is

possible via the process of the Extension

41
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*1970

Census

MASSACHUSETTS

of

Population

5»
-

688,

(35)
U.S.

903
Ratio

-

-

Dept,

of
Total
Number

of
County

of
State

Commerce,

Home

Extension

Population*

Home

Economists

Bureau

Economics

of

to
the

Agents

Census

Population
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Extension Educational Delivery System

A

diagrammatic view

wMch follows,

Figure 4,

of the Extension Organization is found in

indicating the residents of the

the recipients of the Extension delivery

As

Commonwealth as

system of educational programming.

the figure indicates, the direct linkage with clientele is via the

county staff.

This study develops a training approach for the comity staff

teaching in the area of

Home Economics.

In this examination of the Extension

educational delivery system a profile of those county

Home Economists

is

presented.

A

questionnaire requesting personal demography was mailed to the

thirty-three

Home Economists

Commonwealth.

located in each of the thirteen comities of the

(The form of this questionnaire is found in Appendix C

Page one, only, of

this

form was distributed

to total county staff.

It

will

be seen later in the study that pages one through four were additionally
distributed to subjects involved in the pilot

program

of this study.)
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RESIDENTS

OF

51
eg
THE!

3

COMMONWEALTH
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Of the thirty-three requests for information, twenty-one responses

were received.

The questionnaire requested the respondents

to supply

number

anonymous data relative

to age, educational background,

of service in Extension,

and present content areas within which respondents

teach.

of

Additionally, the county agents

were asked

to recall

major Interest from their undergraduate studies.

all of the

courses

The questionnaire

twenty-one agents hold the bachelor degree,

and twelve have earned the Masters degree.

degrees range nationally.

list

This question sought to

provide a profile of the personal dimension of respondents.

response indicated that

and

of years

While the age of

'The institutions granting these

all

respondents ranged from

twenty-one to fifty-nine years, the majority indicated a chronological range
of thirty-one to

forty-two years.

The average length of service

in

Massachusetts

Cooperative Extension is six years and three months, and Extension experience
in other states

to indicate

averaged three and a half years.

Respondents were also asked

present areas of program committment,

which agent respondents are presently teaching.

i.

e.

,

content areas within

The areas of content

indicated by' the questionnaire response cover the range of

content responsibility.

Figure 5 indicating this county

twenty-one respondents follows.

Home Economics

staff profile of the
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Figure 5 (continued)
MASSACHUSETTS HOME ECONOMICS STAFF PROFILE
H

:

IP»I
STAN r!
D

UESTI ° N
S
O
YOU

AS|

jDEN TIFY THR FE COURSES OR AREAS OF INTEREST THAT

LOOK BACK TO YOUR UNDERGRADUATE' PROGRAM OF STUDY
Lit-*?
RESPONDENTS IN D ICATErr HTFOIIOWT n' l
j-FTjAS

Philosophy
Creative Writing

(2)

Clothing Design (3)
Population Problems

'

Seminar of Women's Roles
Family Management
Psychology (2)

Communication Methods
Meal Management

Art History

Abnormal Psychology

Home

Experimental Foods
Public Speaking

Clothing Design
Interior Design

Modern Art

Historical Architecture
Behavioral Science
Sociology of The Family

Applied Art
Applied Design

Child Psychology
Chemistry

Floriculture

Scientific Food Prep,

Furnishings

(3)

History

Practice Teaching

Advanced Nutrition

Child Development
Foods and Nutr itlon

English Novel

Community Nutrition

Consumer Economics
History of Costume
Pattern Making

20fh Cen

European History

Adolescent Psychology

.

Music

(3)
(5)

TO THE QUESTION NUMBER OF YEARS IN MASSACHUSETTS COOPERATIVE FXTFNSIDN
RESPONSE INDICATED AVERAGE LENGTH~OF^TRVlCFTye ar^ 3 months
TO THE QUESTION NUMBER OF YEARS IN COOPERATIVE EXTENSION - OTHER
RESPONSE INDICATED AVERAGE LENGTH OF SERVICE 3 years, 6 months.

STATE

TO THE QUESTION PLEASE INDICATE YOUR PRESENT AREAS OF PRIMARY PROGRAM
COMMITTMENT RESPONDENTS INDICATED THE FOLLOWING:
foods and nutrition

(15)

family economics

(5)

arts

and interior design

(8)

human development
home management
clothing

&

textiles

(6)

(5)

(8)

community development

(1)

'

:
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Hie preceediHg figure has indicated data on the
present county
in fee

area of

Home Economics.

It

has been stated that these agents are

the direct linkage to Extension clientele, the residents'
of the
In

staff

Commonwealth.

order that Massachusetts Extension Service continue

to be

a quality

educational resource for clientele of the Commonwealth, on-going
staff

development is maintained.
instructional

programs

is to

The overall aim of Extension
improve the quality

through providing opportunity for each staff
acquire a deeper,

more pervading sense

of

staff

development

programming

member

to

instruction

increase knowledge,

of self as professional,

and update

program content and teaching strategies.
The delivery system, or means of educational information dissemination is defined via the following outlines of state and county staff
responsibilities

Major Areas of Responsibility
Extension

— Extension State Specialists

Home Economics

providing state-wide

State Specialists are responsible for

program leadership for

Cooperative Extension Service

Program

the University of Massachusetts,

In assigned areas of subject matter.

:
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Major Duties
I.

II,

III,

IV.

Program Planning and Development
A. State (with staff and program planning groups)
B, County/ Regional (with staff and program planning groups)

Program Evaluation

Staff

A.

State-wide programs

B,

County/Regional programs

Development and Training
A. Subject matter
B. Educational methodology
C. Teaching tools
D. Research
Interpretation

Application

Research and Publications
A.

V.

1.

2.

Dissemination of findings
1.

Official publications

2.

Informal publications

which research

B.

Identification of areas in

C.

Conducting applied research

is

needed

Professional Relationships
A. Extension
1. Wife other colleagues in Extension Home Economics
2. With Extension personnel not in Home Economics
B.
C.

The University Community
Agencies/organizations/programs with similar goals
1.

National

2.

State

Additional Areas of Expectation

I.

II.

—

University Commitments resident teaching, student advisement,
departmental and university committee memberships

Personal Growth and Development

50

Major

Areas of ResponsiMily--Extensi<m County
The Extension Horne Economist

is

Home Economists

responsible for providing program

leadership for the Massachusetts Cooperative Extension Service

Program

in

an assigned geographic area and in designated subject-matter areas.

Major Duties:
I.

County/Regional Needs Analysis
(defining local

II.

County /Regional Program Planning
(with local

III.

IV.

V.
VI.

VII.

VIII.

concems/problems/needs)

program planning groups)

Program Development
A.

Content

B.

Resources

C.

Educational Methodology

D.

Facilities

Program. Implementation
A. Direct teaching of clientele
B. Development of Support materials
C. Related mass media
County/Regional Program Coordination
Clientele Leadership Development/ Training

County/Regional Program Evaluation

Research
A.

Diffusion and utilization of research information

B,

Identification of

problems on which research

is

needed

)
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IX.

Professional Liaison and Cooperation
A. Extension
1.

2.

With other colleagues in Extension Home Economics
With other colleagues in the County /Regional Extension
Office ( s

B'

Agencies/orgasizations/programs with like goals
1.
County/regional

Additional Areas of Expectation

I.

II.

Personal Growth and Development
Special Assignments:

A.
B.

C.

Extension

Administration
Budget Planning
Staff supervision and training

home economists use

today’s families with educational

>

a variety of methods

programs.

to

provide

Included in these are such

methods as:

Mass media (newspaper, radio and TV)
Workshop meetings, discussion groups
Volunteers trained by Extension to teach others
Extension program, aides employed and trained to teach low-income

.

.

.

.

families on an individual and small group basis.
Correspondence courses, newsletters, publications.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mobile classrooms that go where people are
Homemaker groups
Telelectures
closed circuit TV lessons accompanied by telephone
question and answer sessions
Cooperative teaching efforts with other agencies and organizations
4-H and related youth activities

—

The Extension State Specialist

is

professional growth for County staff.
State Specialist Responsibilities.

)

One

responsible for providing on-going

(See preceeding outline, Item III,
of the

means

utilized for staff develop-
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nient is in-service training.

This work, the development of a model for

Agent training in the content area of personal environment, is directed

toward

this

in-service training.

An

operational definition of how the term

personal environment is to he understood in the present context is found in

Chapter

II,

C.

Significance of the Teaching Approach To

A very

limited

number

of staff development

Be Utilized

programs have been created

which incorporate a confluent educational approach and the content of living
environments.
in that it will

This study

is

important to the planning of future agent training

provide data on the educational experiences and professional

interests of Extension County

Home Economists

in the area of confluent

education, and will also provide data on the nature and scope of concerns

Extension agents have in working in the affective domain.
agents are using

gaming strategies

having really understood that the

in their

game

programming

(activity) is

Many Extension
efforts without

one vehicle for releasing

inhibitors to personal acceptance of affective response.

Additionally, this

study is intended to provide data that will indicate fee extent of tne need for

more in-depth training

in the

area of design

at

Another significant aspect of the study

pre and in-service levels.
is fee effort to

base program

evaluation on explicitly stated objectives that are translated into operational

terms.

Extension
This appears to be the first staff development program for
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educators focusing extensively on the utilization of the confluent approach

and the content of personal environment.

Perhaps the greatest significance
to the alliance of the fields of

of this study will be its contribution

interior design, sociology, psychology,

ethology, architecture, ecology.

It is

an ecosystem approach which

heightens the personal perspective of both educatee and educator.

The following chapter defines the teaching approach utilized
study, and presents an analysis of

participating in the pilot study.

Appendix

K wherein

how confluence was

in this

taught to the subjects

Additionally, the reader is referred to

are presented operational definitions of key terms

used in the study which will facilitate understanding of the methodology
Chapter

II,

the training

in.

and establish a frame of reference for the reader who investigates

manual.
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CHAPTER

II

METHODOLOGY
The pedagogical approach in

draw from
1971

;

this study is that of confluent education,

current writings in the field of humanistic psychology, (Brown,

Fantini and Weinstein, 1971; Silberman, 1971), and applied to the

area of

human environment, sometimes

design,

sometimes

his habitat

home management. Whether one

"home", "pad", "cave", or "castle", man has a need

own stamp on,
a nestliner.

sense of

in the context of

dealt with in the context of interior

Ms

to personalize, to control

The security he builds
needs.

into his dwelling

womb

wMch

with a view.

to put his

man

is

by nature

comes out

of

Ms own

environment;

Consciously or unconsciously

personal dwelling as a
functioning arena in

Ms

calls

man seems

to design

His environment, then,

is

Ms

the

he implements or applies the findings of the research

from the science of humanistic psychology.

The confluent approach

is

a significant educational methodology that

will help recipients of this content thrust to stretch

of

from

initial

considerations

what constitutes an optimum environment to attainment of the self-skills

that will allow the individual to overtly direct the constitution of that

environment in

Ms own

a process of teaching in

milieu.

optimum

This approach encompasses a philosophy and

which there

is

a conflux of affective or emotional
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aspects of learning with cognitive or intellectual functions.
called

Ms

George Brown

work:
the beginning of a serious attempt to renew
one of the oldest and soundest traditions in
Western education that is, education for the whole
person: the emotions, body, and spirit, as well as
the mind. " (Brown, 1971)
.

.

—

This writer is aligned with those

forma! education

more human.

Certainly, one holds this position through a

strong emotional and philosophical

ment with people

is

is

is this potential that

How then

to

committment

is also the tradition of the

where the individual
It

who would make formal and non-

to individuals.

This involve-

Cooperative Extension Service,

seen as a unique human being with enormous potential.*
gives this educational approach a sound practical base.

transform potential into actuality?

essentially an educational process.

The transformation process

This study presents one educational

process that this writer believes to be both practical and exciting since
suggests that teaching and learning can be at once both

it

more human and more

productive.

The notion of the confluent approach relating the cognitive and the
affective

dimensions will be presented

Pilot study via the following

1

A

People and

A

to

Extension Agents participating

in the

diagram:

Spirit,

Report of the Joint

Study Committee, Colorado State University,

USBA-NASULGC

November, 1988,

Extension

p. 5.

*
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This diagram is intended to

approach of confluent education can
color on the

of

human person.

knowledge familiar

3

demonstrate one way
be, applied to the

in

which the

study of the effect of

This diagram as a teaching tool utilizes a fact

to subjects participating in the training.

a fact of cognition is utilized to

move

Diagramaticaliy,

subjects into an affective response to

that fact, with a confluent statement (realization) the result.

In

moving the Agent trainees through the conceptualization

confluent approach this writer

courage

to.

was cognizant

of the

that research indicates that the

investigate and accept one's internal as well as external experiences

are important characteristics in the person desiring facility in applying
cognitive and affective

domains

diagram will be utilised
internal

to teaching.

(Maslow, 1954)

The following

to illustrate the illimitable interaction of one's

and external experiences and the integration

of

person resulting, when

one is able to utilize the experience of both domains.

participating in this

Previous training programs with the subjects
of the diagrammatic
study have indicated to this writer that the visual experience
to reflection
subjects
stimulate
to
likely
more
are
approaches contained herein
and sometimes to insight.

Figure

7
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is the

It

purpose

of self-integration as an

The

researcher to present the individual

of the

in

search

information processor- via the above diagram.

infinity loop illustrates a constant feed-in of information to

the receptor.

In the

diagram, naan

is an. entity that

man

receives data as input,

performs operations involving that input and produces output based on those
operations.
internal

The output

expression of subjective response to both

is the

and external experience.

Maslow used

empty

the phrase experientially

are not able to perceive their inner signals.

An

who has great self-awareness. As Maslow

one

deaf to within ourselves,

When

we are

to describe people

who

experientially rich person is

said,

what we are blind and

also blind and deaf to in the outer world.

the total process is functioning properly, the person discovers

more

and

more

bits of truth about himself, other people, and the physical world,

and

in the

process, sees increasing unity and becomes increasingly unified.

(Maslow,. 1954)

This unity, or integration of being of which Maslow speaks
by Montague when he says that

which must be

the needs

his fellow

the

man,

e. g.

,

it

is

fulfilled

if

with

Ms

total

imperatively important for

he

is to live in

environment.

is

man

treated

to

discover

harmony with himself and
In the

process of preserving

wholeness of this sense of person, Montague writes, the consciousness

self

may

more

actually increase, the sense of personal identity

vivid,

and one's ties

to one's society (the outer

may become even

world) more firmly

of
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established than ever.

Individuation, he writes, as the development of

personal identity is neither the contrary nor the contradictory of social
identification; it is social identification.^

consequence of the more and

more

Thus, according

intricate, interaction

to

him, as a

between environment

and physical-social individuality, a separation between individuality and

environment becomes impossible.
This approach, then, defines environmental problems in terms of

human needs (behavior) rather than as given physical
building, a school, a house, a civic center, a city.

of relevant

of the

knowledge

humanized environments

in

human organism as ends or

»

a

The conceptual framework
developed with conditions

effects sought and elements of the physical

environment as related means or causes.
agent trainees via the following

is

entities, e.g.

diagram

to

This concept will be presented to

be used on the chalkboard.

chalktalk will also serve to clarify further the distinction between the

This

term

environment as used in this study and the term ecology, a word currently
used with wild abandon and

little

understanding, according to Robert Smith.

5

Figure 8 which follows indicates the conceptual focus of environmental problems
4

Ashley Montague, On Being Human,

pew

York: Hawthorn Books, 1950)

5

an

Robert Leo Smith, "Concept of the Ecosystem, " The Ecology of Man
Ecosystem Approach (New York, Harper and Row, 1972, p. 3).
,

:

)
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Figure 8

Identifying the Conceptual

STAGE

IDENTIFYING HUMAN PROBLEMS

I:

Basic

Human Goal

{ex. to feel

exists. *

rootedness)

(example how can people be
enabled to feel a sense of
rootedness in a world of
constant change ?)

Human

(ex. feeling of

in a

2:

When Human Goal is not
accomplished, human problem

a sense of

connectedness', or

Existing

STAGE

Focus of Environmental Problems

:

Condition

rootlessness

world of constant change)

IDENTIFYING ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

(means:

Kind of

How To Alter Environment)
Home Environment

—

(example: physical surroundings in the
home which have the effect of making
occupants 'feel at home’; surroundings
which include some things symbolic of
important events and persons in one's

Accomplishment of human goal
now met**

not

(example feeling a sense of
rootedness
:

past.

*When the existing human condition reflects accomplishment of human goals, no
problem exists. For example, if the sense of rootedness which psychologists®
have identified as a human goal, is accomplished (i.e. almost all persons do in
fact feel a sense of rootedness), there is no problem in this area.
The
**It is the means which is to be discovered or created with the end in mind.
acceptance of elements of the environment on bases other than their contribution
to accomplishing human goals reverses the problem: What kind of humans shall
we create to live in this given physical environment?
,

'

Montgomery speaks of a sense of place, a pride in immediate environment as related to rootedness in "The Importance of the Home, " Forum, Fall,
l9 ?4, pp.
10, 11.
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It

becomes apparent then that the goals and directions of those

earlier
sociologists, anthropologists, psychiatrists, and designers cited

who speak

human dimension

of the essential of the

in

environment design and,

mankind fee locus-

psychology converge, with
the proponents of humanistic
fee

The implications for a future for

assembly point of their positions.

mankind with

man

these disciplines.

himself the conscious and responsive architect are within

The bodies of research which each of these areas contribute

educators who would create
present the challenge and the guidelines for
develop to fullest potential.
curriculum that will help each individual grow and

The role of the educator

who would

utilize fee confluent

is to

be a growth facilitator.

approach in teaching must operationally

recognize the self needs as presented in fee
of this

work, knowing that for growth

psychologically free.

The educator

to

Maslow hierarchy, page

occur, fee individual must be

The educator must know that the individual

cannot cling to basic needs but

32

must have the experience

through the full spectrum of needs and satisfactions.

of

in

moving

The thrust

growth

in

and

of the

is the philosophical base and
confluent approach as outlined in these pages

the vehicle for

implementing the content of

In this study,, all three sessions

merge

affective experience with

the cognitive material to life
cognitive curriculum material so as to bring

and

make

it

To
of

in the study.
relevant to each subject participating

facilitate

operational definitions
understanding of the present study

key terms used are found

in the

Glossary (Appendix K).
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Definitions

Brown
together of the

(1971) defines confluent education as the integration or flowing
affective and cognitive elements in individual and group

— sometimes

learning

He describes

called humanistic or psychological education.
the affective and cognitive domains:

Affective refers to the feeling or emotional aspect of experience and
learning.
feels as he

How

a child or adult feels about wanting to learn,

teams,

how he

and what he feels after he has learned are

included in the affective domain.
Cognitive refers to the activity of the mind in knowing an object, to

What an

intellectual functioning.

process of learning

what

is

it,

would

individual learns and the intellectual

fall within the cognitive

domain

— unless

learned is an attitude or value, which would be affective

learning.

(Brown, 1971)

Human Environment

,

for purposes of this study is identified as that

space which can be defined or limited for the individual; interior space as
limited only by one's sense of identity, one's thoughts, one's emotion,
exterior

space as limited by architectural elements such as walls, windows,

buildings, or natural elements as trees, hills, water.
the space with

space".

This work refers to

which one can identify as contrasted by the space

in "outer

.
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When using

the

term environment or

personal, environment this

study includes all the elements which can be perceived by the senses of the
individual.

The space under consideration here,

lias light,

sound, "smell,

temperature, humidity, touch, taste, and any other stimuli to which human
beings respond.
hi this study, the

act or

term design

be understood

to

mean

a creative

use of the imagination within a framework of facts and skills to create

an environment

which will help people meet their needs

Environmental design
of

is to

is

in a beneficial

way

understood here as a controlled manipulation

elements in space so that the human being using that space can function with

the least

amount

of interference and/or greatest support for what he is doing.
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CHAPTER

III-

RESEARCH PROCEDURE

A

dual agenda

was present

in this study:

to introduce the agent

trainees to the affective approach in teaching, to extend the range of

information available to agents teaching in the content area of

Human and

Environmental Design.

A pilot program was
consideration of these goals.

designed which established procedures

in

Materials were developed as vehicles for

implementing the content.

The pilot program included three meetings, each three hours

The

duration.

Environments

,

first and introductory meeting.

Lesson

I,

in

Humanizing

presented the scenario for this training "package".

The

concepts of proxemics, coping, privacy, territoriality, were introduced via
discussion, teaching strategies
the content followed.

Lesson

II,

of color,

Color,

A

were proposed, and

activities flowing

from

Those themes re-occur throughout the three lessons.
Changing Point of Hue

is

an affective approach to the use

with emphasis on personal choice of color systems.

This

program

was intended to cause participants to stretch internally to possibilities
within the self regarding the effect of color choice in both the, internal and

s
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the external

environment.

the introductory

remarks

Figure
to this

7

was reviewed with the subjects

session to

more firmly

in

establish the

necessity of operationally involving internal experiences in
moving through
this content.

Additionally, the experience' of this lesson

was intended

foster the creative urge that is fundamental to coping, a present
thrust

many Extension Home Economists are

Enyj rgnmeiital

Aw arenes

pursuing.

to

program

The third lesson,

explored the use of spacing mechanisms

in the

home, presented the concept of the principle of movement, with application
of this principle to the

arrangement of furnishings

in the

home.

The place-

ment of furnishings fostering interaction or privacy was developed via
floor plans included with the activity sheets.
attitude

The development of a reflective

toward the influences of the physical environment of the home on

individuals, the

encouragement

to control

or adapt these influences

optimum human satisfaction was fostered through use of
awareness handouts.

for'

the environmental

Objectives for each lesson, teachingstrategi.es, and

handouts or activity sheets are included in the Guide.

(Appendix A)

Several of the agent trainees who participated in this study were
familiar with affective goals and strategies in teaching.
not.

All,

however, appeared anxious either

approach or to strengthen skills

to learn to apply the affective

in this area.

The Agent Training Manual found
this

The majority were

in

Appendix

study through the inservice Agent Training pilot

A was

investigated in

program described.

.

,
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All subjects

completed a pretest which consisted of questions designed

to

measure familiarity with the concept of humanizing environments and
familiarity with fee affective teaching strategies.

After the pretest, the

subjects participated in the three training sessions.

Each of the three

sessions was individually evaluated by participants, using content evaluation

(Append!

forms.

F

-

H

contains these forms.)

a posttest consisting of the

same questions

All subjects also completed

as the pretest.

After the pilot

was completed and data collected, the pretest and posttest questions were
analyzed to determine

if,

effectively, there

was knowledge and/or

change on the part of subjects as a result of the training.

attitude

Finally, total

program evaluation was made by each participant via objective and subjective
questions

This chapter describes the study in terms of the procedures used in
(a)

data collection; and

(b)

treatment.

a.

A
in

Data Collection

voluntary response survey was mailed to Extension

each of the thirteen counties of the Commonwealth..

personal demography, and primary areas of
teaching areas.
affective

This

responses

was given to subjects.

The survey requested

program committment,

same survey sheet with

to six questions

Home Economists

i.

e.

the addition of two pages requiring

regarding possible programming content

In addition, a fourth

page that included affective

68

responses

to

(Appendix

c

leadersMp styles, was given

was

It

to subjects in this study.

contains a copy of the Voluntary Response
to the

purpose of

determining which Agents are

this investigation to

more concerned with

humanizing the home environment so that they
training

programs

Survey Form.

'

)

have a means of
teaching the content of

may be

included in future

in that area, and in addition, provide a stale-wide-

demographic profile of Extension

Home Economists. A

discussion of the

results of that survey is found in the chapters that follow.

Subjects

The subjects selected for inclusion

Home Economists teaching

in this study

in a variety of content areas.

had at least the bachelor degree, four held an M. Ed.
credit toward the

degree.

M. Ed.

,

were eleven County

,

All of the subjects

two had graduate

three had graduate credit beyond the Master's

The age of subjects ranged from 21 to 58 years.

All of the subjects

were experienced teachers though the questioning of the pretest indicated a
generally peripheral
(Appendix.

D

of the training

acquaintance with the affective approach to teaching.

contains the form of the pretest.

model were proposed

)

The content and strategies

to the subjects involved and they

were

selected for inclusion in the pilot because of their expressed interest in

exploring the content, and strategies proposed.

Figure

9

indicating this profile information

Response Survey distributed

to the subjects follows:

from

the Voluntary
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An

orientation meeting prior to session one of the
pilot waS proposed,

but due to county scheduling complications a general

possible.

meeting was not

Dates for the three training sessions were scheduled
by telephone,

and orientation to the pilot was facilitated via letter mailed to
subjects prior
to

the first training pilot meeting.

(Appendix

B

contains the letter of

orientation.

To
subjects

facilitate discussion during

were asked

professional

to

respond

Lesson

I,

to the Questions

work day, and with whom ?

(Appendix A, Introduction)

How

do you spend your

('Time Survey questionnaire is found

in

Appendix

in

teaching or direct clientele contact, and planning or preparation.

E.)

Subjects reported an almost equal amount of time spent

Telephone time was reported

correspondence shown 15%.

at

18%

of

each

day, with written reports and

Public Relations, including travel time involved,

meetings, committee work were reported as occupying

6.

l%

of the day.

Media, including television, radio, and newspaper columns were shown 10%,
with "other" or miscellaneous tasks at 2%.

Subjects reported an almost

equal proportion of time in each responsibility
clientele.

The response

to

time spent

in

wo iking with low-income

suburban and urban localities

indicated that the total time spent in urban localities

was lower.

The eleven

subjects reported a higher percentage of contact with low-income clientele
in the

urban locale.

Figure 10

indicating this time investment follows.
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Figure 10

Training Program Participants
HOW TIME IS INVESTED
Diagramatic Response To The Question:
How Do You Spend Your Professional Work' Day, And With Whom?
I.

subjects reported daily time expenditure as follows:
KEY:

teaching &/or direct "contact
planning
telephone
reports, materials, correspondence
meetings, committee work
P.R.
media
other

a.

b.
c.
d.

e.

,

f.

g.

II,

In

each responsibility. Extension Home Economists spend about the same proportion

of their time working with

DIRECT

low-income people!

TEACHING

PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION

TELEPHONE CONTACT

CONTACT

MEDIA
(T.V,

,

Radio, Newspaper)

localities:
Time spent in serving clientele in suburban and urban

time
low-income clientele

total

Q
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b.

Treatment

1

Data collection from subjects took place throughout
the three sessions

As indicated earlier

of the pilot study.

in this chapter, a pretest

administered at the beginning of Session

were taugnt on successive Fridays
for each following lesson

subjects

were asked

to

The three lessons

1.

in three

were handed out

hour sessions.

at the

was

in the

manual

The objectives

end of the session and

read the stated objectives for next session carefully.

Additionally, each session required subjects to have read
in advance assigned

material that was distributed to them.
evaluated relative to
session all subjects
the pretest.

test,

a total

The

Each session

form and content by subjects.

were required

(Appendix

I

conducted exactly like

contains a copy of the posttest.

if

)

Beyond

this post-

the three sessions was administered.

survey was designed

learnings regarding content, and

was

After the third training

to take a posttest

program evaluation covering
final evaluative

at its conclusion

facility

to-

determine any increased

and comfort in applying affective

teaching strategies did occur.

The training manual (Appendix A) consists of a two-part introduction,
one section for each content lesson, a resource section containing activity
sheets, handouts, and
hi

program support materials.

The

definitions presented

Chapter Two, this work, were an integral part of the introduction

training package.

They have been taught

to this

to pilot participants in the Introduction

73
to the

manual.

The

final total

program evaluation was

also directed in part

toward determining whether the subjects had grasped and applied these
definitions throughout the training.

Results, analysis, and conclusions, of these surveys axe
giyen detailed

treatment in the following Chapters.
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CHAPTER
FINDINGS

IV

AND INTERPRETATIONS

The procedures described in Chapter III were developed
in order
obtain data on the subjects involved in the training

evaluative data on the
of file data

program

in general..

program, and

to

to

provide

This chapter presents the findings

and interpretation.

This chapter includes the presentation and discussion of subject
responses to the Voluntary Response Survey, a comparison and analysis
of

Pre and Posttest, Content Evaluations of Sessions

Program Evaluation,
relate to (a) the

A Summary is

II,

I,

and

III,

and Final

presented discussing the results as they

Agent Training Manual,

(b)

the training sessions,

(c)

final

questionnaire.

Voluntary Response Survey .

It

will be recalled that one intent

Voluntary Response Survey, (Appendix C), mailed

was

to identify those subjects

more concerned

humanizing the home environment so that they
training
of this

programs

in that area.

with,

to

the

of'

subjects prior to training

exploring the content of

may be

Additionally, there

included in future

was a need on

the part

researcher for more objective assessment of the present status of

familiarity of the subjects with the content of this area.

To

this end, the

survey under consideration requested the subjects to respond to their personal

:

;

,

",

?5

perception of the relevance for Extension
clientele of six conceptual state-

ments taken directly from the content
subjects

were asked

concept.

identified

to react to self-perception of

Table 1

As

of the training

comfort

Additionally,

in teaching

which follows indicates subject reaction

each

to this survey.

the Table indicates, fee six
conceptual considerations

were

by the majority of eleven respondents
as "relevant" and "highly

relevant. »

This result is in accord with the
enthusiasm subjects demon-

strated for this content via telephone
conversation
initially

program.

proposed

to the subjects.

testified, it is to the point of this

when

the

program was

Beyond the interest and enthusiasm
research

comfort level subjects designated.

It

to attend to the indicated

must be noted

teaching

that even though the

majority of respondents expressed feelings
of comfort in relation to their
teaching

programs

comment you care
training.

in the areas of content listed,

to

make," included

The positive

attitude

remarks under "any

eight direct requests for additional

expressed here

is

possibly a vote of

confidence in adaptable skills subjects rightly
expect to be taught
trainings.

m future
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In addition to the

considered

it

information search regarding content the author

significant to involve subjects in a reflection of various

leadership strategies with the intention of putting the subjects

own leadership

with their

more

in

touch

styles in consideration of the affective approach

in this study.

Figure 11 is a

summary

of the subjects response to the effective

leadership style survey included on page four of the Voluntary Response
Survey.
It

projected

appears

some

'that

in defining an effective leader the respondents have

of their preferences and practices.

data points to a tendency
i.e.

,

among respondents toward

The analysis of the
directing clientele,

-

taking responsibility for setting the pace, yet a sensitivity toward the

individuality of
of subjects

each

client.

This data appears to indicate that the majority

have an orientation

sensitive leaders

who can

to

people that

may

enable them to become

effectively use the confluent approach

trained in the application of this skill.

if

properly
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Figure 11

CHARACTER! STfCS OF. EFFECTIVE LEADERS AS .IDENTIFIED BY SUBJECTS

AN

ORGANIZER OF CLIENTELE ATTEMPTING
TO REACH OTHERS WITH AN INFORMAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM TENDS TO:
.

EFFECTIVE LEADER, SUPERVISOR,

.

strongly

encourage the use of uniform procedures

|.

encourage participants to useTTiJfr'own
in solving problems

2.

judgment

needle participants for greater effort

3.

Set the participants

4.

way they

do their work the

think best

keep the program moving at a rapid
pace
turn the participants loose on an

activity and let them go to

settle conflicts

7.

it

when they occur

in

the group

be reluctant to allow the participants
too much freedom of action

8.

assign group

members

to particular

tasks

"be wifUncfto make changes
"schedule the work to be done
12

.

attempt to persuade others that her
ideas are to their advantage

13.

14.

permit the group to set

15.

own pace

is good is that which
on-going lives of people

what

feel that

works

its

in the

the individual' (client) is of
greater importance than the group

feel that

(Numbers

in

parentheses indicate number of responses.)

•

-
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Comparison and Analysis

of

Pre and Posttest Results . (The forms

Posttest are found in Appendix
pretest:

(a)

to

D and

the

home environment.

qualitative

(b)

Pre and

in giving the

the pedagogical

familiarity with the content for humanizing

There was a posttest

to

determine

if

there was

change in subjects content knowledge and increased comfort

utilizing the confluent

posttest,,

There was a dual purpose

I. }

measure both the subjects familiarity with

approach of confluent teaching and

of

To analyze the responses

approach.

to the

in

pre and

questions that related to affect were separated from questions that

Thus questions

dealt with content.

affect questions

and questions

2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

1, 7, 8, 10,

9,

were

classified as

The

as content questions.

separation of the questioning into these two areas follows:

AFFECT

:

I.

word "Mde-out" mean

you?

Q. 2.

What does

Q. 3.

To what extent do you agree with the statement: "Blues and
greens should be used in bedrooms because they are soothing
and comfortable colors?"

Q. 4.

If I

the

could plan an ideal environment for myself

include

Q»

5,

In

to

I

would

.

what creative ways might privacy be arranged

in

your

daily routine ?

q.

6.

Q. 9.

To what extent do you agree with this statement: "All people
"
associate the same moods or feeling with the same colors,
Property laws are sometimes contrasted with personal or human
to be
rights laws as being different: Property laws are thought
purely materialistic while personal or human rights laws aie
sometimes considered humanistic,. In terms of those who believe
how might
that territory is a means of satisfying human needs,
laws ?
property
some
in
involved
be
also
values
humanistic
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CONTENT

;

Q,

1.

What do you understand

Q.

7.

What

is

!

there any truth in air conditioning advertisements which
claim that air conditioning of homes decreases irritability
in the family ?

Is

Q. 10.

Do you see a

distinction or do you see similarity in the
concepts "territory" and "personal space?"'

The intent of this researcher

to a

term 'environment ?"

"personal space?"

Q. 8.

in the affect

of the

in.

designing the subjective questions

category was to move from less complicated phrasing

more complex response asked

Q. 1, Q, 7, Q. 8, Q. 10, required

for in Q. 9.

more

The replies

objective answers,

in Q. 2

,

solicited in

A system

for

analyzing the responses to these questions in the pretest and posttest was

devised utilizing a five-point scale, from 1 for most complete comprehension
to 5 for least

comprehension.

Some responses were

For instance an interesting though
Q. 5 was, "1 might

difficult to rate posttest reply to .Affect

become a run- away mother!" Considering

for classifying participant

questions listed

difficult to classify.

responses was established,

was considered

to contain affect

if;

A

this a

response

system

to the
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Affect.

Q.

2.

response indicated self recouperation, or self improvement,
beyond an escape, or non-productive 'get away from it all*
response.

Q.

3.

Q. 4,

statement of provision for personal growth

Q.

5.

purposeful withdrawal

Q,

6.

dissavowal of generalizations

Q. 9.

A

an interpretation broader than personal, taste of respondent

a response indicating need for provision of
those for whom property laws originate

human needs

of

response met the criteria for content in relation to the following questions

if:

Content

Q.

1.

a response that in some way indicated "environment" as any
stimuli to which human beings respond

Q. 7.

statement indicating space in which one can comfortably,
productively function

Q, 8.

question 8 requires an affirmative answer

Q.10.

a response indicating that personal space is allied to
was an acceptable response

territory, therefore "similarity"

Figure 12 on the following

comprehension

in

pages indicates subjects degree of

response to pre and posttest questions relative

content of this training.

to the
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most
\©ost

comprehension

Degree
compTete~compre^ension

of

Comprehension

Exhibited

By

Subjects

In

Response

To
Pre

and

Posttest

Questions

83

Degree

of

Comprehension

84

Degree

of

Comprehension

'

Part II of the pre and posttest questionnaire asked subjects

what they .understand of the affective approach

indicate

In line

to-

to

education.

with the previous answers the response to the second part of

pre and posttest indicates a general grasp of the pedagogical approach of the
affect.

This observation is supported by examination of such pretest

response as:
at

"Using human development concepts.

pretest level, a subject understood neither

affective approach, as

of

compared

to

.

.

an indication that

"Human Development" or

the

responses in posttest as: "combination

emotional response to learning and facts of knowledge.

.

.

"

and "an

understanding that emotions and feelings affect the use of factual information,
indicating a higher level of conceptualization.

On

the basis of this evidence

it

can be stated that subjects have

definitely

developed cognitive grasp of the content and have demonstrated

ability to

respond from the affective level.

discipleship for those

This

who would become involved

is

a beginning step in

in confluent teaching.

Future programs taught by the subjects themselves will be the testing

ground for application of this learning.

For further evidence
following

summary

of

of this change the reader is referred to the

answers

to Section II of

pre and posttest, asking

subjects to indicate their understanding of the affective approach to

education.

"

"

"

"

"
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SUMMARY OF SUBJECTS UNDERSTANDING OF THE AFFECTIVE APPROACH.
PRE AND POSTTEST.
TO EDUCATION IN RESPONSE TO QUESTION II
.

to indicate their understanding of the affective approach to
education the eleven subjects responded as follows:

When asked

PRETEST
(No response from, three subjects.)
"
"Not familiar with the terminology.

"Provide information in order to allow choices that bring about change.
"Education which changes lives.
"
"Affective education has to do with growth of mature feelings and emotions.
"
"Recognize need, program accordingly.
"The affective approach to me indicates that one wishes to change behaviors
"
through changing the learning environment.
change or reaffirmation (on part of student) based
"
on his/her own decisions as a result of course content,
"Using human development concepts, and human needs and applying them
"
to all areas of learning.

"Setting a goal for a

POSTTEST
"The affective approach to education uses ways to get to solutions and takes
"
into account personal emotions and feelings re subject matter.
level.'*
feeling
the
"The emotional aspect of learning,
"
"The emotional aspect of experience and learning.
"An understanding that emotions and feelings affect the use of factual
information.
"The feeling emotional human approach encouraging personal growth and

—

self-confidence.
"

"Emotion, (experience) combined with the cognitive.
"Encouraging a strong emotional feeling (reaction) in order to get the
educational concept cacross.
"Encourages divergent thinking, creative needs, not just scholastic knowledge
and hard facts. Allows for emotion to play role in teaching oneself.
"Combination of emotional response to learning and facts of knowledge

something

I

had not thought about before

tills

training.

"

"Affective education offers a choice of behavior, i.e. , one does not simply
has the
accept factual information for regurgetation purposes, but one
choice of weighing one’s own emotional response to given facts.

"Educating the. whole person, taking into account uniqueness, fee ings,
academic
capabilities, and failings, potential. . . a full sensory and

approach

to

personal growth and development,

”

" "

"

)
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CONTENT EVALUATION
After the pretest, the subjects received the training in three sessions.

At the close of each session, subjects were given content evaluation forms
{The forms for Content Evaluation of each session are found

to

complete.

in

Append! F, G, and H.

The discussion

that follows will focus on the content evaluation following

each of the three training sessions.
Session

I.

Humanizing Environments.

to define the

term environment

the intent of the

The first question asked participants

as developed in the present

program.

It

was

researcher to broaden understanding of the term environment

beyond ecological interpretation, yet to make the concept more personal to

appears from the responses of participants that this goal

was

subjects.

It

realized.

Hie subjects have provided a comprehensive definition of environ-

ment that includes the physical, social, emotional, and intellectual aspects
of

environment in their responses.

content of this session developed a

This indicates to the writer that the

new

level of understanding, and that subject

responses indicate growth in conceptualization of the focus of this session.

A summary

of their definitions in

evaluation to Session

1

answer to question

1 of the content

follows.

Subject Response

"... a sensory approach, pertaining

to

each individual, in his/her immediate

surroundings.
"Space which can be defined or limited for the individual.
"Space that can be defined or limited for the individual, both internal and
external space.

"

"

"
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"Any physical or emotional place that one is in at a moment, "
"Immediate space in which we live, space that can be defined or limited
for the individual. "

.

"Yes.
!!
", , , things, people, experiences. . .
"Privacy, space, feelings, and my involvement there with.
"Space that can be defined or limited for the individual. "

"Any stimuli, interior, exterior, that individual

is

exposed

to.

Question II asked subjects to evaluate the learning experience value
of

handouts to themselves and their perceived value for future clients.

Because this introductory session required the subjects to internalize their
feelings and responses, the analysis of the response data here is significant

and interesting to this researcher.

The generally high rating assigned

to

each activity in this session was an indication of growth on the part of
subjects since this approach
subjects.

the

Figure 13,

was unfamiliar territory for

the majority of

the evaluation of the learning experience value of

handouts in Session

I

follows.
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15=

highest value
leasf-

value

Figure 13
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Hie significance of the proceeding subject
response

to activities

and handouts is seen in the generally high rating
assigned to each activity/
both as personally valuable and of value
for clientele.
of this

Because of the newness

area for the majority of subjects the
enthusiastic acceptance of the

unfamiliar indicates to this researcher a willingness
and an interest on the
part of subjects to explore self-study.
in the

response to activity

activity does require

this

more

five.

This

The widest spread

may

of opinion is seen

be attributed to the fact that this

direction than the others.

It is

'possible, since

session was first exposure, the subjects were
reacting to their own

comfort in teaching activity five.

Ten true or false questions developed out of the content
followed the
evaluation of the usefulness of handouts.

These questions and subject

responses follow.

Question
1.

No, of Responses
True
False

Personal growth, (a whole and integrated process)
not recognized.
Racism, and sexism are bred through role-

is often
2.

3.

4.

5.

defined relationships.
is not possible to add to the present level of
environmental nutrition for growth.
An individual can do very little to change an

8

3

10

1

7

4

It

unfavorable near-environment
Creative management of one’s own
possible for most people.

11
life is

not
6

5

8

2

6.

Creativity in coping with life situations is a
result of the quality of training and of
adequate knowledge.

7.

The environment should be considered a means
toward human goals
10
There is a direct relationship between sex and
space requirement in a room.
4
Sound is one privacy invader that can cause distress. 11

9.
10 .

All people have the

same need

for privacy.

3

7

8

"

"
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A very
is the

natural reaction to a true-false
question set for

expectation that answers will be "right"
or "wrong. » So
'

several subjects in this study.
of this session,

several subjects wondered aloud how

domain,

to

right or

One subject

wrong answers when dealing with

with'

at the close

"right" answers

said, "I thought

the affective

which several other subjects gave immediate assent.

The brief situation described
certain

many

was

This researcher offered no reply, hoping

for other subjects to react to the statement.

were no

it

Daring an informal coffee break

were given in the questions above.

there

many people

is

an indication to this researcher that

ground rules" established with the group have been assimilated.

The ground rules presented during the introduction to the
affective strategies
in

session one stressed reserved judgment of the opinions of others,
no

judgment of the rightness or wrongness of any participant reply, and
the
establishment of the right of each individual to "pass, " i.e.

,

not reply, at

will.

Subjects

were then asked

to

respond

to the following

statement:

"Adam has known me for a longer time, but Zeus really knows me

A summary

better.

of subject response follows.

Subject Response

Depth of relationship is often of more importance than longevity. (I love
those names.)"
One can become so accustomed to an environment that the possibility for

change becomes blocked, until a new person or idea opens up to
change things.
Adana sees me only in one situation, Zeus has seen me with different hats.

"

"

"
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Hie amount

disclosure is one better indicator of
how well a ^
person
knows you rather than length of time. "
"Length of time known is not the key, "
"I have found that you may know someone
for a longer time but
mow you for shorter periods at more crucial moments some people
or after you
have matured professionally.
"Adam only knows the exterior part of my self, where
Zeus knows and
oi

understands why and hoy/ I exist. "
Length ox time not necessarily related to knowing
a person, some things
mil always be hidden by you to some people. People
may not pick
up all the messages you are giving.
"Understanding and a certain pulsating communication
can make for quick
deep knowing. "
'

'

The question above was designed to

elicit subject

comprehension of

transcendence of role-defined relationships flowing from
content presented
in this

It

is

session.

Nine subjects responded affectively, two made no response.

not to the point of this study to conjecture the reasons
for

but to deal with information provided willingly by the
subjects.

non-response,

The options

to

respond or not were offered to subjects throughout the training,
each time
a survey sheet

was issued.

The word choice of the replies above
affective

bases of response.

A

indicate, both cognitive and

desirable degree of self-affirmation

is

inherent in the directness of response given.

To evaluate whether or not
told that "In the affective

the concept

was grasped the subjects were

educational approach, broad and open relationships

usually do not and cannot be maintained after the

were then asked: "Has this program suggested
and/or a

means

of continuing

program

to

you why

is

over. "

this

may

They
be true,

open relationships ?" The responses follow.

"

"
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Subject Response

"Time and hectic pace we lead can kill maintaining broad, open, relationships.
Workshop leader or teacher can model this relationship though, and
it can become a way of living. "
"The group has disbanded but the possibility for discussion continues, or
learnings of the session can be carried on with a new group or

individual.

moment

do not relate a suggestion from this program about a means
I'll have to think about it. "
"It's true that we cannot continue this openness, because our involvements
axe in different areas and under different circumstances, "
"As the "Professional" the job is like a blit 2krieg and does not enhance or
provide an environment for establishing or maintaining relationships
either with co-workers or with clientele, I wish this were not so. "
"At tins

I

of continuing open relationships.

"Yes.

home to me the importance of the here and now.
Constant interaction with people good via affective learning. "
"Not yet. Circumstance of my job does not encourage interaction. "
"The group discussions in this session have encouraged me to interact with
eo-v/orkers. There is not a lot of this. I would like to develop
stronger professional relationships, but 1 do not feel that this is
possible without a great deal of encouragement. "
"This session has brought

This segment of the

program intended

to teach the subjects that

implementation -of the self-actualizing tendencies of a successful affective
approach sometimes requires restructuring of one’s daily
of five out of

nine respondents are directly to that goal.

those affirmative statements that certain individuals

may

toward more openness and deeper personal satisfaction.

life.

It

may

The comments
be hoped from

redirect relationships

Four of the

respondents have indicated that their professional environment does not foster

open and satisfying relationships.

"

"

"
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The scope of the statement,
different task than if one

"this

program approach has a somewhat

were talking about

air pollution,

water pollution,

or the energy crisis, where the role of the individual is minimal, " was
intended to re-emphasize with subjects the importance of individual
responsibility for determining an environment fostering self-growth.

Of nine replies, eight responses given by participants
this

statement are directly to that point.

Interesting.

to

The analysis of the additional response, "Yes,

be open, " lends itself to speculation.

may be

in

agreement with the fact

different task.

It is

If

of this

one

may

is quite

it

takes courage

paraphrase, the "Yes, "

program approach having a

possible, considering a lack of initial familiarity with

the affect, that the statement, ",

comment on

One other response

in relation to

.

.

it

takes courage to be open" is a

Other

the adjustment of that individual to affective learning.

subject statements follow.

They further substantiate

this interpretation.

Subject Response
"

all animals has the ability to determine Ms own destiny.
basic needs are not pressing issues, then one has .more control over

"Man above
"If

the

immediate environment.
to do with environment

"TMs area has

in

a total aspect, as opposed

to just

natural resources.
"Yes,

Very much individual oriented. "
program approach had a very positive impact on me

"Yes, this

as

I

have

with humanizing environments. Actually,
working out the different exercises made me think athrough many
not spent too

much time

situations.

we are using a different and more humanly appropriate
"
concept of the term environment.

"True, because
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key in modifying Ms /her environment, as
tMs session.”

"Individual is
in

I

see

developed

it

"The task appears to be to help people see that they do have the power and
ability to affect the changes necessary to humanize their environment.
Additionally, this session taught that people have the right (possibly
the obligation) to effect changes as they see the need. "

Content Evaluation Session II .

During Session. II the subjects were lead

through an activity (Appendix A, page 17 ) in which they were asked to assign
'a

mood or

activity

feeling to certain colors

mounted on posterboard.

Following the

there was group discussion and analysis of the wide range of feelings-

assigned to the various colors, with subjects concurring that individuals

vary widely in their emotional reactions to color.
Follow ing this activity, subjects were asked to identify a value
7

assumption inherent in the statement, "Blues and greens should be used in

bedrooms because they are soothing and comfortable colors.

"

Subject

response to that statement indicated a harmony of position, i.e.

,

value

judgments and generalizations regarding color choice are unfounded and
do not consider the

need for each individual

to self-select color associations.

The indications of this generally held position
that follow.

is

seen inthe subject responses

"

"

"
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Subject Response

"Other colors may be as soothing to some people as blues and
greens. "
"That everyone thinks, or should think, that blues and greens
are soothing.
"That everyone should want a "soothing" bedroom. "
"Blues and greens are soothing. . . soothing colors are needed
1

"

in bedrooms. "
"Some people like exciting bedrooms. "
"Bedrooms should be soothing and comfortable, greens and blues are soothing.
"Bedroom should be a soothing and comfortable place. "
"Blue and green are soothing and comfortable to everyone. "
"It assumes that blues and greens are soothing. "

"This statement is a general, one, but does not apply to

all

individuals.

The intent of the given statement was to have subjects recognize the
value assumption and react to

it.

On

the basis of the subject response

be seen that subjects have expressed values of their

own regarding

it

may

the

uniqueness of individual taste and feeling in regard to color choice.

This

researcher sees these subject reactions as an indication of progress in
affective learning in this session.

As a continuation
'Why

is this

of evaluation, Session II,

subjects were asked

color program centered on personal preference?" Their

responses follow:
Subject Response

"Because each individual decides color value that

is

more pleasing

to

Mm

as an individual,

what pleases you and me that counts. "
"Color is an extension and expression of personality. "
"Personal choice extends to decorating and determined environments. "
"To help people develop a sense of self. "
"It's

"Because people react differently to color, "
Color means different things to each person. "
Because there can be no right or wrong answers concerning color choices. "
"Because color is personal. "
_

'To help

you know yourself better,

to

be able

to

understand feelings of

clientele while participating.

Personal preference of color can be applied to certain things, not

to all, "

"
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A prevalent

attitude

regarding color to be

toward accepting determinations from "authorities"

warm, color

to

be used in the home,

et al.

,

could be

disastrous to the creative urge, and to the joy individuals can experience in
selecting color for personal reasons.
type

Many commercial home

magazines do in fact offer fine suggestions.

The

furnishing

difficulty lies in the

assumption by uninifiates that in the design world, there are rules carved
hi

The intent of the affective thrust

granite.

of this lesson 'on color is to

cause subjects to explore personal color preferences in order to bring
subjects closer to internal creative possibilities within the self.

Subject response above does indicate a generally strong affect,
e. g.

,

"To help you know yourself better.

color as an extension of person.
last subject

.

.

",

and statements relative to

To further reinforce

response listed above would seem

this finding, the

to indicate a conviction that

one must be allowed eclecticism in color choice.

Respondents were asked, 'What are some possible reasons

why people vary

in their associations of

mood

colors ?"

to explain

This question was

meant to determine subject grasp of certain possible reasons why individuals
vary in color associations, and to re-emphasize the fact of that individual
variance.
subjects

Cultural, nurturaS, experiential, factors

were suggested

to the

during training and each of these possibilities explored in depth.

Subject response to that question follows.

""
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Subject Response
"Cultural background, educational experience, social surroundings. "
"Individual experience.

"Learned behavior, socially or culturally taught. "
"Conditoning, experience, culture."
"Culture, geograpMcal and historic influences. "

..."

"Age, experience,

"Cultural past experiences,

some colors are used widely in our society in
certain places, also, people associate color with natural phenomenon."
"Learnings, associations, exposure to availability of color. "
"Personality, past experiences and associations. "
Culture, learned attitudes, a group that one wants to belong to prefers
certain colors.
"Cultural, racial, biological factors, "

Subject response would

seem

the exception of the last response.

to

be in accord with those concepts, with

The frustration of

this

researcher who

circumstantially is unable to discuss that' response with its author is

momentarily boundless.

Does a subject actually see "racial and biological

factors" influencing color,

mood, associations or

an impulsive reply lacking

word comprehension?

is it possible that this is

Throughout the three pilot sessions, various strategies of attending
behavior were introduced and re-iterated.

Several times during a session this

researcher did interrupt the proceedings to ask subjects,
you observe in

me

right

now?" and "What

is

my behavior

,r

What behavior do

saying to you right

now?" The importance of affirming each participant via non-verbal as well
as verbal strategies v/as

confluent approach.

stressed as vital to the success of teaching via the

"

"
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As part
identify

some

of the evaluation of this session
participants

of the non-verbal strategies an instructor

clientele to indicate support and

A list

group.

reinforcement for what

were asked

may
is

to

employ' with

occurring in the

of their responses follows.

Subject Responses

"Nodding of head in approval, smiles,
"Listening, the way you organize your group. "
"Encouraging group to continue, staying close to the group, use of
gestures.
Body language, arm gesture, facial expression, voice intonation
and pitch.
"Role reversal."
"Distance between you and clientele is important, smiles, nods,
acting

like you're attentive, interested. "

"Encoura^ng discussion, standing close while doing an activity.
"Eye contact, body language, pat on shoulder. "
"Not making pro or con statements, "
TMbd head, smile, wink of eye, unfold arms, (widespread). "

"

Subjects have identified and listed various non-verbal strategies in
their

responses as can be seen in the responses reproduced above.

programming
of

success.

in

It

which subjects implement those strategies

is well

A
react

be one barometer

and desirable to identify sensitive teaching approaches,

yet the verbalization cannot indicate that one has

timing and gesture

v/ill

Future

most appropriate

to

mastered the nuances of

reinforcement of individual learners.

further activity in this session to which subjects were asked to

was a "hands-on" personal involvement with

paint.

This was a

progression from theory to direct implementation of that theory.

The

8" "

"

"
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placements on the interest continuum below, (Figure
14) parallel the
verbal enjoyment expressed by subjects during, the
actual activity.
the subjects

moved

set to

to begin

was

One subject who seemed undecided

told, "Hay, do

chance ?» by another subject.

get the

of'

energetically into the paint and materials
provided and

began, the task of self-expression.

where and how

Most

as to

your own thing! How often do you

She forthwith found room

to

work and

it.

Figure 14
Subject Reaction To the Color Activity

(Numbers

in parentheses indicate

exciting

numbers

interesting

creative

waste

.
(

j

(Ij"

(lj

of

’’

'

experience

of responses)

(lj

time

In addition to the specific reaction to the color
activity subjects

encouraged to add additional comment.

were

Hiese additional comments follow.

Subject Response
"I

get the feeling that there

"I

have done this color activity before.
exposure.

were some underlying values
from certain answers.

"Still

I

think

it is

that can be

assumed

very exciting on first

digesting.

1 dislike the

time pressure. This has been an exciting experience, i would
have liked more time for discussion. "
"This experience is relevant to dimensions of life beyond
color choices.
I have learned
some 'attending behaviors’ in this session. "
,f

The subject responses above seem
expressed on the continuum..
request for

The

some feed-back from

first

to reinforce the satisfaction

response listed indicates a subtle

the researcher.

This feed-back was

attended to in later meetings.
Tlie final evaluation in this

session asked subjects to evaluate the

learning experience value of activities and handouts.
indicating subject response in this area.

Figure 15 follows
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Figure 15

1

5

—
=

highest value
feast

value
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Figure 15 (continued)

*

- nig best value
5= least value

l
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Tfce

in

spread of evaluation in subject
responses seems to indicate
that

general the learnings and activities
of this session have
value both for

subjects and for future use with
their clientele.
to

do with what might be considered

more

6,

which have

esoteric affect will need to
be re-

taught in depth if they are to be
retained in the

Item

Items 4 and

program.

color activity, received a high
score both as personal

9,

professional value to subjects, and
projection of high value'for
clientele.
It

interesting to note consistency
of interpretation here and
in the preceeding

is

discussion of this activity.

Qn item eleven

all

subjects responded as seeing

personal value, while six recorded
value for clientele.
respond.
to the

it

is

It

is

possible that these subjects attached
no relevance for clientele

Agent Supplement.

For

possible this handout

Content ^Ey alu ation

make

territoriality,

a

H.

)

indirectly aiding clientele in that

was increased.

Se s s ion_in.

found in Appendix

subjects to

the six subjects responding
affirmatively,

was seen as

subject store of information

is

Five agents did not

(The Content Evaluation Form, Session
III

The introductory evaluation

summary statement

in this session

asked

about their personal expression of

and to include a statement relative

to their physical

and/or

emotional reactions to invasion of
territory.

The concept of territoriality was developed as
an area of highly personal
expression in this session.
invisible

The consideration

that an individual carries his

personal distance around with him and that his body

is the

center

" "
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of

Ms

personal space, was projected as the basis
for expression of

territoriality.

From

the perspective of seeing expression
of territory needs

as vital to self-actualization, it is

subjects involved in this

external expression.

program

seen by

this

define territory

from

internal necessity to

Significantly, seven of the ten. responses
given

subjects define personal territory in that way.
this level of

researcher as essential that

response was called "I-level.

statements that

seem

pointing up that

summary

"

by

Within the group of subjects

Three respondents provided

to define territoriality in general.

Subject response

follows.

Subject Response

"Increased environmental temperatures decrease the feeling
of spaciousness.
get very upset and sometimes angry when someone
knowingly invades

I

my

territory.

Territoriality--! tend to act out to invasion of territory.
verbal,

sometimes non-verbal.
items, such as pictures. "

There are areas that

I

Sometimes

it is

stake out with personal

"I like those who are close to me to
respect my feelings of territory, both
physical and emotional. I prefer to have boundaries which are
known by
word, gesture, etc. , and feel angry and threatened when invaded.
There
are times also, when invasions from friends and
"

family are welcome.

Territory is the area that belongs to one exclusively. Invasion of one’s
territory can cause a real emotion reaction due to intrusion
on one’s personal
privacy.
Territorial infringement

because

makes me very angry and
me,

reflects the invaders attitude toward
as a human being. "
it

I.

feel terribly hurt

i.e.

,

I

am

not respected

"
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"Territory provides an important link
in Hie understanding of
behaviornegative-according to past personal and
cultural experiences
ponces,
..
This nan nrrandp o
l.

positive and

.

jnvauou Oiuy

m reiauon to Intrusions

on

my

time, "

"Territory is important in

some phases of my life— especially in the office
do need more space. Physical and emotional
reactions are governed
B
by mood and situation each day. "

where

I

"Territory is transferable if designed that way,
i, e. , meant to be invaded,
or not to be invaded because of sense of self.
It is a place to feel comfort
privacy for work,

Analysis of the above response indicates to this
researcher that the
majority of respondents were beginning to show
increased facility with the
internalization of the content in this training.

A

repeated strategy was to

remind subjects of fee operation of confluence,
(Figure
to

7) and to ask subjects

weigh their own responses in light of whether those
responses were coming

from affect and content.

This dual response is evidenced by such replies as:

"Territorial infringement

makes me angry because

attitude

*

*

•

toward me.

function to

my

.

.

",

it

reflects the invaders

and "the physical and psychological area

capabilities and needs.

I

need to

"
.

.

Subjects were then asked to suggest a seating arrangement that would

encourage interaction between two people.
V/ it*‘

They were given

fue position at the table indicated for individual "A".

the

diagram below

Subjects were to

8

"

"
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place individual "X" at the table so
that interaction with
"A" would occur.
Additionally, subjects

were asked

to explain the

reason for the seating
assign-

ment made.

Diagram

A

A

list Oi their

responses follows.
Subject Response

Where would you seat individual "A"?
place 3

place 1 or 8

place 1 or-

place 2 or 3

EMam wjg,.you Placed

"X" where von

"So she could see "A" and
enough for conversation.

still

dirt.

be close

'You are more likely to converse
with
the person next to you."

"Presume there was pre-cocktail contactplace them next to one another to encourage
interaction on a more personal level. "
In such a large table, contact across
the
table is limited by distance. Place 2
provides visual contact at closer distance
but might be disturbed by presence of
"
1.

place 8 or 1

"If

"A"

cs.

At position

much
place 1 or 8

"It

is

right-handed place "X" at position
1 if left-handed, Don* t expect

interaction, table is too large. "

would be easier

to

communicate

in

either of these positions, as opposed to
apologizing to folks in-between.

piaed 2 or 7

'1 feel the closer two people
are the more
they will interact. I don't like- to talk
across a table.
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Where would you seat

individual » ym ?

j^jaPwjiQTOplaced X" where
,f

place 1

"Less interruption with noise
during
conversation

A
place

8

if in

a banquet hall, although
to see

would have to turn slightly

"Easier to carry on a more
intimate
conversation since the statement
says

To encourage interaction"
with "A"
personally and not with the group. "
place

Each
in the

8

"Easier than talking ’over*
people in
between which often happens when
peopie seat themselves to try to
be next
to each other if desiring
interaction. "

of the ten respondents has
indicated a plan to foster interaction

problem given.

Place 4 was pro-offered during the
training session

with the rationale that a total
physical impression is

more

likely to cause

interaction in that people tend to respond
to gestures and posture in
addition
to

verbal comments.

rationale, subjects
size of the table,

After offering the possibility of place
4 and the proceeding

were directed

to accept

or reject same,

and possibly the person with

was desirable.

table

whom

fliat

i. e.

,

to fantasize the

social intercourse at that

Significantly, none of the subjects selected
place 4, and

each provided a rationale for her
plane choice,
session,

self-determined environment,

the subjects did not only internalize
the

it

hi

terms

occurs

of the thrust of this

to tins

problem situation

researcher
to

a personally

acceptable solution, but did also
stretch out to a personal decision beyond the

suggested solution.

m

that

to

relation to

m*

A

further evidence of growth is seen by the researcher

none of fee subjects found

it

necessary

to validate their explanations

what might have been considered the "correct" answer by less
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self-actualized subjects.

The
the learning

final content evaluation
In thin

session asked subjects to
evaluate

experience value of the activities
and handouts on a scale of
1-5.

Figure 10 follows, indicating subject
response.
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Subject Evaluation of the
Learning Experience Value of
Hand-Outs - Session

*

1 — highest value
5 = least value

Figure 18

i

f=Activity
6.

Value To Self*
Nurnoer oiTlfesponses:

Change
Of Room Dimension

Visual

Successful

Floor Plan

8. and 9.
Floor Plans

A

and 8

10 .

Why We
As

Furnish

We Do

11

Criteria

and

Rationale Sheets

Introduction To

Proxemics

1 — highest
value
5 = least value

Figure 16 (continued)

Value For Clientele *

Number

of Responses:
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The content of

this

session

mads more

direct application of
the

theories of privacy; space
needs, and Irttorialiiy,
to the
ti,

an bessions

and

I

For

II.

items 4,

6, 7, 8, 9,

,

those working in the
areas of

evinced iess

This contention

is

on concentration.

soon as subjects

was

interior

to

human develop-

enthusiasm for activities
sueh as

supported by the reaction
„f severs!

subjects to the introduction
of activity 5.
intention in this activity

(Appendix A, page 48).

The

demonstrate to subjects the
effect of crowding

Light reading matter was
distributed to the subjects.

seemed

their chairs closer to

to

.

this reason, several
subjects not professionally

involved in this content, e.
g.

ment, 4-H, and economics,

home

'

be involved in reading, they
were asked

each other several times

until

As

move

to

crowding occurred.

The

reading material distributed
to tee group, a brief
newsheet discussing food
and nutrition,
of this

was

session.

specifically chosen because

was neutral

to the content

One subject rejected the newsheet
saying, "what has food

got to do with this

program,

involved in reading, and
tiis

it

that's not

seemed more

my

area! " Several others did not
get

into the

"gaming" of being ready for

next signal to move.
In the analysis of this
situation, it

the subjects' fatigue
was.

occurs to this researcher that

a veiy real possibility.

A

great deal of content

was given to the subjects
in this session, with perhaps
not enough time
assimilate and react to

it.

to
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Similar to subject response

to

reaction to item 12 in this session.

suplemental information.
in

item 11, Session II analysis,

is the

Both items ask subjects to
evaluate Agents

The majority of subjects rated

this

handout "high-

personal value, while four rated this
material valuable for clientele,
two

subjects rated it neutral to low value.

session,

it

was stressed with subjects

Five did not respond.
that item 12

was

up only, and not to be reproduced as
clientele handout.
the six responses only, to thaistatement.

On

During the

for professional back-

One may

the positive side,

it

attribute

may

be

interpreted that the four subjects
registering high value for clientele on
item

'

see indirect advantage to clientele
through their professional growth.

12,

Because reoccurring comments from the
subjects referred
"gaming" aspect of the programs, particularly
of this

aspect was encouraged.

Some

of

in this session,

them saw areas

to the

a discussion

programming which

of

use game-type activities as fun exercises through
which no real learning takes
Place.

It

developed that others use the "games" as
a means of de-emphasizing

their teaching roles, e.g.

,

for

some

individuals there is less

preparation needed when gaming activities
are planned.

pre-program

And, too, subjects

discussed the definite evidence of a built-in
success factor when games are
used.

"Participants are

involved in a
this

more

relaxed, " they stated,

program curriculum which includes

"more

gaining. "

positive,

it

when

occurs to

researcher that this effect must be seen as a positive
outcome of the

gaming aspect, not as a crutch

to be

used when time press has not allowed

'
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“
^ “
™‘

for teaching,

buffets also expressed
past

^

-40

^

—I U.

.-*«* =0

*

difficulty in leading

- meaning

Several subjects

concent over having
Partteipants recognize
value In the study of
This researcher has
found that this is also
an understanding
that

many teaching professionals

^

lack, perhaps

^

*.

to

ignoraMe of

Perhaps

the unfamiliar, the
unknown.

to

^

^

^

a natural tear of

To quofe a previous
response

of

^^^

subjects, "It takes
courage to be open,
It

was emphasized with

self is sine

of confluent

qua non

to the existence of
psychological

elation. Those

in this training

the subjects that
legitimizing the study
„ f the

subjects, the

parity of

program, who have these
concerns are

«r continuance in teaching via ihe affect,

““

curriculum, the source

trainings wifi bring

Otcm

the group invoived

to

be commended for

and must be encouraged
that

additions! support in
tegitimizing the content

Of self-actualization.

£illSL£nogra
Evaluation.

)

m Evaluati on.
A

final

(Appendix J contains the form
of Final Program

comprehensive evaluation of the
three

d-d two sections,

(a)

pilot sessions

a structured section where
subjects were asked

to

evaluate the professional
value of each of the activities
of the three sessions,
end <b) an

un-structured section comprising
open-ended statements and

questions.

This final evaluation tool
was administered not only to
assess the

'
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professional value of the total
to

It

determine
will

three

if

program as Judged by

the subject, but additionally

consistency of evaluation of the three
sessions eventuated.

be recalled that the sessions of the
pilot program were held during
a

week period.

The researcher sought

would produce change
Figure 17

to

determine

if this

time element

in subject perceptions of the
value of the sessions.

which follows, profiles

this subject evaluation of the
professional

development value of the activities of the three
sessions.

'

,
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—EV^JJATJ_OjM—OF_JPRQ FESSlONAj
? ,s

IYEK/ACTIvm

^

n 7 ;n^r cf
.

DEV'fi

h pmpmt

j

'

F

'*?
|

1

Introduction to Humanizing
Environ]
ments - definitions, terms,

.

I

Filmstrip Humanizing Environments

2
*

3.

Environmental Experiences
-sounds
scents

4.

"Room Rater" - analysis of
room
environment

5,

Environmental Plans & Designs
That
Affect Life Style

10.

8.

Analysis of Privacy Quotient

9.

Awareness of One's Own & OtheTs
Color & Mood Associations
Influence of Color Values &
Intensities Upon One's Feelings
About Colors

H. Influence

of

i--

On His Response To The
Colors In
The Environment
12 .

Examination of the influerlc! ~o:’
cultural factors on one's reaction
fc© colors

13*

Color Fact Sheet

14.

Twenty Things

15.

I

Lwe

'

TTETwIthl^

Forced Choice Activity

iVT^'ct

:

^TTandsca^e

?,

,

n rli rT c

Color

Seascape, Inscape

Figure 17

1.17

SUBJECT ^ALUATION of
act| ^^eTand11a^

PR OFESSIONS!

development VALUE
sessTonT I? j'U ili7~confinued
'

.

ITEM/ACT IV ITT

18

•

extremely
helpful

quite
helpful

some
help

j

i

little

help

comprehension of how spacing
mechanisms are used”
by humans
in their homes
..

(4)
19.

Territory, Flight

DiZZZ

<4-

'

a)

Distance
20.

Filmstrip "Proxemics’’

21.

Activity "No Trespassing"

22.

Environmental Self ProfTIe"

23.

Spacial positions influence
interactions among people.

24.

Application of principles of
furniture arrangement as
related to interaction

25.

"How Close Is Too Close?'

26.

Consideration
of Freedom of Movement

27.

Floor Plans

28.

Why We Furnish As We Do

~

(5)

(5)1

(4)

(3)

05

(7)

(25

(2)

(5)

(5)|

(l)

(3)

(4)

(4)

(3)

(1)1

L

m

29.

Criteria~X Ra^ionale~ for
Establishing Home Environment for Psychological &
Social Health

30.

Weekly
Environmental Influences

-

(5)

(3)

(1)

44)

-421

(1)

n\\

*

Item/Activlty not listed that
you would like to evaluate

Figure 17 (continued)

I

(11

no help

"

"
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The Proceeding figure indicates

to this

researcher that the general

direction of these responses is in agreement with subject
evaluations of
activities

and handouts in Sessions

I,

II,

and III evaluations.

recalled that in each session evaluation, subjects
activities

were directed

will be

to evaluate

and handouts both from a perspective of professional
development

and as value for their clientele.
focii of

It

Ms program,

This final tool consistent with one of the

I.e., self-actualization, asked subjects to determine

the potential, for personal professional

growth via the activities and handouts.

This researcher sees subject indication of high value throughout Figure

17

where the response almost unanimously designates "extremely helpful" and
"quite helpful" as the evaluation.

To provide a more complete overview
of the

of subject responses, a

summary

unstructured section of the final evaluation tool, the open-ended

statements and questions follows.

Statement:

I

have only

the'

highest praise for.

.

.

Subject Response

"Great modeling, i. e. , the affective approach of the trainer!
"This approach taken to environments"
"This

program !"

"Sharing ideas re space, territory"
'total

program"

"Introduction to

"Filmstrip

Humanizing Environments,

definitions,

terms"

— Humanizing Environments"

program concept that people can influence behavior through environment.
The concept of environment having a broader meaning than ecological things.

'This

'

fat ate

men t. The

best part of the training was,

...

Subject Response

"Session 2"
"Session 3"

"The whole space concept. "
"Applying principles of proxemies. "
"Hideout!. . , also, session 2 was fun"
"Space section"
"Emotional effects of color"
"Color"
"The doing activities"
Statement;

I

was disappointed .in

»

.

.

Subject Response
"Not hearing from
"Session 2"

some

in .my group"

"Nothing"

"Parts of the color program"
"Nothing,

if

was

good!"

all

"Session 1 - in general"
"Lack of visual stimulation, could have subtly
done by clothing, something
to this

room,

etc. "

"Mostly 1st session"
Statement;

The most frustrating part

of this training was.

.

.

.

Subject Response

"More time for discussion activities"
"Session 2 was not new material— training taken
before— info has been
included in programs with clientele for a couple of
years"
"Rushing"
'Squeezing in time and traveling long distance"
"The time between sessions"
"Color training"
"No frustrations"
"Sitting

and not being able

’Trying to cover too
'Not

knowing how

I

to

much.

discuss

Some

could use it"

ail activities

done"

thought lost from week to week"

"

"
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Please indicate specific ways your behavior as
a professional
educator will be different this fall compared to
last year as a
direct result of participating in this program.
Discuss personal
changes rather than any structural or organizational
changes.

Statement:

'

Subject Response

’More sensitive

to physical seating re;

personal need for territoiy being so
guess 1 knew it, but hard for me not to force interaction. "
"More confidence in using the affective approach in a program about space
and territory. More info about the subject will cause me to schedule
variable.

I

more programs"
be able to better prepare myself this summer for the Fall and Winter
presentations in my area because of the additional knowledge. Thanks
"Not much change-programming mostly not in this area except for humanistic
approach in teaching strategies"
’Will be more awaxe of audience needs. May try some role-playing— probably
will become more Skinnerian"
"I will approach any teaching on color with another attitude and different
goal.
I now have more materials for teaching space, etc. "
'1 will include methods learned in the three sessions
’Humanizing Environments
in our plans of work for 1978-77. Organize groups in various centers
over the county"
"It is possible the information on color and environments, activities, will be
incorporated into program, and look for ways to change my personal
space in the office"
"Understanding that people's behavior is influenced by their past experiences
and their environment. . . not everyone thinks plants are soothing.
What does blue mean to each person"
"As a professional I really can’t say, however, personally I learned a lot about
myself specifically the lack of need for privacy. Regarding job
changes, I might think about setting aside blocks of time for no
interruptions, just planning work, straightening. "
"I will

!

—

Question;

What reinforcement, other than

salary, will best help you to

achieve these changes ?
Subject Response

"Read

— in depth—the suggested bibliography"
— from directors on down — are exposed to the affective

"Entire staff

and confluent education"
"To be able to get the people in authority positions to understand a
of this training.

approach

little

more

"
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"Clients’ personal reaction being positive”
"Encouragement from specialist"

my teaching and goals, I want audiences to think
more and
give less "answer" type of information"
"Support from coworkers, cooperation from
agencies in the Community"
"In

reevaluating

J

"Time scheduling"

"Additional readings

from bibliography"

"Better production level on

my part.

Seeing that things get done immediately. "

Statement: To help us to plan additional trainings in the
area of this
please indicate the following;
Question
.What aspects should be retained?

program

:

Subject Response
"All session 2,

Proxemiess"

"Just about everything has application with clientele"
"All"

"Applying principle to personal self"
"All"

"Most

but in more depth. We have enough material for
audiences, but
need more for our personal resources for teaching. "

all,

"All should be retained"
"Environmental profiles, filmstrips"
"I’d like to see the filmstrips shown twice"
"Keep all activities and some audience throughout workshop. "

Question:

What aspects should be added ?
Subject Response

"Transition

from session

to session

"More activities in sessions

1

by participants— orally"

and 2 ”

^Discussion of applied strategies. . . allowed to voice own reactions to
exercises"
"Additional audience activity, keep track of references to territoriality"
'I would
like more material on color, space, recommended books, etc.

Wish

we could explore

aspects
Differences of space and territory
all

more"
among various

cultures, background information"
'Meeting in different environmental situations each time. More discussion
of work
sheets. . „ more on the oilier elements of design, texture, etc.
More opportunities for sharing experiences"

"

"

"
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Question:

What aspects should be deleted ?
Subject Response

"some exercises if .time isn't sufficient to explore them fully"
"Some activities seem repetitive e. g. , Human Space 32,
33, 36"
"None"
"Landscape, seascape"

—

"There are too

many work sheets"

"Some of the transparancies were not necessary"
"Did not see any particular relevance to fmgerpamtmg"
"Leave the package as is, but allow more time for each activity.

"

"Nothing.

Statement:

In a sentence

or two, please summarize your feelings about this

training.

Subject Response

"Encouraging to see a humanistic approach to an educational endeavor"
"Generally good"
"I thoroughly enjoyed the training.
I'm sure there was more to be learned.
It has helped my concept greater in the area of environment,
space, etc
"Too much tried to sijueeze into short time some aspects very relevant but
most of if not immediately related to my own professional intentions"
"Training was very good, but maybe a 2 or 3 day workshop would be even more
effective ?"

—

"Much of
I

this training can be
feel

we only touched

used with our audiences and will be effective.
the surface and I need much more reading

material, etc. , on all aspects. "
feel that the training has been very good, and plan to use some parts of it
hi our county. Just faking the time to read the material and discuss
it with others gave me a better understanding of many environmental
concepts.
"There was a feeling of being rushed, and I don't like to sit as long. "
"Great stimulation! Interesting way to learn about co-workers- -things you
"I

don’t normally discuss.
"The workshop was well planned and well prepared. The information was
interesting to me personally. However, I had trouble with clients
spending time on a topic with not much practical application. "
"This training has been an exciting professional experience for me. "

""

"

"
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Finally , subjects were asked to provi.de any additional

comment hot

provided for in the preceeding questions.
Subject Response

"Thanks for asking me. I grew!"
firmly agree with this approach. "
"Let's do some more - more - more. "
"Please send us reading lists and printed materials, etc. to keep us up
to
date on all aspects. I love and use it all, "
"Some of the subject matter content on color was repetitious with college
"I

training.

was really a great discussion. The small groups were

great. We had fun
while learning.
"There is far too much writing and reporting and it makes the experience
burdensome, at times than enjoyable. It is personally a very
interesting experience, but as far as use by my audience it hasn't
"It

much

application.

I

would however use parts

of it with a

group of

teens on a weekend conference. "
"This training has a lot to offer. "
"I

would like

to

see this teaching approach used

more widely

in

Extension

trainings.

After the completion of the final evaluation sheets, an informal
discussion occurred during which subjects volunteered open
question, "In what

comments

ways were or were not your expectations met

to the

in the

experience of this pilot?" Subjects contributed the following:
Subject Response

"Expectations fully realized!"
"Opportunity to learn, share, raise questions. "
"Yes, better understanding of pMlosophy for personal growth, but not too
much, application to my own area of responsibility, "
"I found the discussion on confluent education to be most interesting and

presented well,

e. g. , the diagram. Also, the discussion on and
introduction to Proxemics was very enlightening, new to me in

it’s entirety.

"

,

"

"
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I

don

t

flunk

be able

1 11

there are

Although
the time

some
I

to use the material with
my clientele,
of the exercises I might try
with teens

enjoyed the sessions

however
workshop

in a

I

m relation to my work, "

would be hard pressed to justify
'
y

"Yes, expectations met.

'Were met"
Yes.
Yes,
'Met.

Excellent to see the way ail design
elements fit together,
Made me desire more information in many
areas,
Though time element was short, much enlightenment was
achieved.
information presented well— expanded
personal awareness, and
_

(

d

enthusiasm of the Specialist helped encourage

me

»

to further study. "

This researcher sees significance in
including the above responses

because they are seen by her as germane
indications of the growth that resulted

to this

from

study in that they are further

the training -experience.

Summary

The responses to the six surveys have been
presented and the highlights
discussed.

It

is

and comments,

now possible
In.

order

to follow a logical pattern this section
will discuss

the results as they relate to
to

and

in this
(c)

work

to interpret the important and useful
results

(a)

as the "package

the Agent Training Manual,

program,

"

and

(b)

sometimes referred

the training sessions,

the final questionnaire.

<

a>

The Agent Training Manual.

elicit positive

responses.

Nearly

all the

In general, the

manual appeared

to

survey questionnaires support the

deduction that the subjects viewed the content
of the manual as providing useful

learning experiences.

However, there were definitely some specifics

could be improved, and this is

questionnaire s

where

the greatest benefit is derived

that

from

the

,
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From

all of

the suggestions, it appears
that the introduction to the

manual needs revision.
the Introduction.

Session
to

I

There

is a

great deal of information presented
in

One subject described

as "mind boggeling. »

subsequent sessions could

I

of material presented in

This suf&sion of information,

make

if

carried over

for confusion and prevent subjects from

getting ail that they could out of the total

doubt that Section

amount

the

package program.

should be reworked into two sessions.

There

is

no

In addition,

more

time allowance for discussion and feed-back needs
to be inserted.

Another major concern that appears

need for re-entry,

is the

recapitulation, at the beginning of each section.

i.e.

This adjustment will be

most valuable in firming up understanding of the confluent
approach.
Also, there was expressed desire for

more time

for handouts that

require written response.

Section III of the manual also needs

some

revision.

There was the

subjects expressed desire to leave this section
intact, but allow

time for assimilation of content.

much more

Possibly two sessions should be allotted

for section III,

Ihe manual in general was well received.
that

they would receive the manual soon for their own use.

by this researcher throughout the training
an

Subjects expressed hope

was

open-clamp type of binder for their copies

removal for duplication purpose.

spiral bound.

of the

The manual used
Subjects requested

manual for ease of page

With the exceptions

listed, it

appears that

.
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the

tiiat

format should remain very much
Ucii

^

the basic format
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He

manual, generally regarded positively.

felt that

of

the session

session

A

However, there were some
suggestions

positive.

was almost unanimous

drawn out.

training sessions were, like
the

be taken into account which
would make the experience of the

program even more
It

...
The Positive
statements indicated

was successful.

(b)

that should

u- *
iS

that Session

was worthwhile, they

was too

I

also felt that

long.

it

While the subjects

was too long and

This could be remedied by creating
two sessions out of fee content
I

and adding a coffee break mid-way
through each session.

suggestion was

projector, Session II

made

that the transparancies used on
the over-head

were unnecessary. The use

of the transparancies could

be eliminated and the concepts
presented via the transparancies could
be

packaged into a handout.
Session III had a problem

m that there

time to effectively complete the session.

apparently was not enough

The number

content required in this session
necessitate

of activities and the

making two sessions out of

that

material.
a here

were comments about not having the opportunity

experiences and activities with the entire group.

While

to

share session

the small discussion

group concept was strongly supported,
there was a desire for discussion and
sharing with the total group. This could
easily be accomplished by adding the

.
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additional sessions prescribed.

more

ask for

Also, a snggestion that time
tor subjects to

detail in areas that are
of real interest to

them could eksily be

incorporated into the expanded sessions.

With the exceptions discussed
above, the three sessions were
well
received.

Singled out frequently for positive

comment were

the

diagrams

illustrating the concepts of
self-actualization.

C*

Figure 17 contains a profile of
subjects

response to the final evaluation survey.

Hie responses

to the final

Both positive and negative

comments

lesson evaluation questionnaires.

and

desire for

of this

program evaluation

more group

tool

were very

positive,

reflect the results of the individual

The major concerns about time pressure

interaction

were repeated.

The main emphasis

chapter was to focus on the data provided by
subjects and an inter-

pretation of that data.

revealing

To

this end, the questionnaires

program areas which should be

° f ihc

may

in

rectified in the future development

Envi raiments training program.

chapter presents recommendations of
questionnaire response

were successful

The following

how suggestions flowing from

be incoiporated into the training program,
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CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The objectives of

this

chapter are

to

summarize

the purpose,

procedures, results, and conclusions of the study and
discuss the implications
of the study for .future

Extension Agent training and for future research.

Purpose and Procedures

'

Hie purpose of this study was to develop,

test,

and evaluate a manual

for Extension Agent training developed to assist
the agents to

personally sensitive to their environments and to
control interaction with others by active

leam how

to

become more
shape and

use of the environment, thereby

equipping agents with the content of Humanizing Environments
as well as with
the teaching strategies with

which

to

implement the content.

The training manual consisted of a two-part introduction, one section
for each content lesson, a resource section
containing activity sheets, handouts, and

program support materials.

The training program based on
study comprising threee sessions.

the

manual

y/as designed as a pilot

The content of the manual was the vehicle

for expanding the subjects educational experience and the tools for
implementing
that content

were the teaching strategies proposed.
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Hie training manual was investigated in
pilot via evaluative

the effectiveness

forms which were distributed

this study throughout the

to the subjects to

determine

and utility of the program as judged by the
subjects.

AH

subjects completed a pretest which consisted of answering
questions designed
to

measure familiarity with

the concept of

Humanizing Environments and

familiarity with affective teaching strategies.

received the training.

Each

evaluated by participants.
test consisting of the

evaluation

was made

After the pretest, the participants

of the three training sessions

same questions

in the pretest.

Additionally, a

summary

at the conclusion of the three sessions via final
evaluative

After the pilot was completed and

data collected, the pretest and posttest questions
effectively, there

individually

All subjects after training also completed a post-

questionnaire administered to the subjects.

if,

was

was knowledge and

were analyzed

to

determine

attitude change on the part of subjects.

The subject evaluations of each session were analyzed to determine subject
evaluation of the effectiveness of the training developed in the manual.

That

data facilitates any necessary revisions in the total instructional package

including procedures and processes, and is incorporated in the recommendations
that flow

from

the analysis of

tills

research.

Results and Conclusions

The results of the analysis of the posttest indicate a general grasp
of the

pedagogical approach utilized in the manual.

Subjects have indicated a
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cognitive grasp of the definition of the affect,
and have demonstrated for
the

most part a verbal competence

activities

in this area, i.e.

and questionings from an affective level.

that the training

,

have responded

to

These results suggest

procedure was effective in helping the subjects

to

improve

competence and effectiveness in utilizing the confluent
approach.

OM^tionnaire .Responses.

Six surveys

moved through

subjects as they

were anonymously completed by the

the training in order to determine their

opinions and feelings about the experience.

three sessions of the manual

were

positive.

In general, the

responses to the

However, the questionnaire did

prove to be valuable in identifying some areas that could be
improved.

major change needed appears
of material.

From

the content of the

into six

all of the

to

be in the time allotted for the assimilation

suggestions

it

manual in three sessions,

shorter sessions.

It

The

appears that rather than completing
the time plan should be

was suggested by several subjects

back scheduling, i.e., consecutive days, would be

more

reworked

that back-to-

efficacious.

Another major concern akin to fee time element was brought to light by the
questionnaires.

Subjects felt that

more

opportunity for sharing session

experiences and discussion of activities should be provided.

This could be

accomplished by adding fee additional sessions prescribed.

The questionnaires seemed

to

some problems which should be met

be somewhat successful in highlighting

in any future development of fee manual.
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ajmmaxj.

The results of the ratings of pre
and posttest answers, and
the

subjects responses to all questionnaires,
indicate that the manual
probably

had an

effect on the agents learnings
in the content area proposed.

The

results do support the theory that
the total treatment, i.e.,
teaching

strategies and content, has an effect.

The manual

from the manual show promise of being
appij themselves to a

new area

of

useful, in

and. the

sessions developed

helping Extension agents to

programming.

_&nplications for Extension Agent Training

While no part of the present study has intended
to give definitive
answers
Tiie

problems in Agent Training,

to

manual,

itself,

it

suggests

some

which includes teaching strategies and content,
suggests a

format that appears to be successful and
well received.
of taking certain

positive practices.

This format is one

research findings from multiple disciplines, applying

strategies developed out of psychological
educational approaches and trans-

iting this "package" into easily understood
curriculum.

However, other

aspects of Extension agent training such as the
development of questioning
skills, lecturing,

approach.

discussion, demonstration could be treated

A most

valuable training

program

m a similar

for Extension professionals,

Paraprofessionals, and volunteers would be' the utilization of
microteaching,

and/or video-taping, applied to every content
area.
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Another important point

Humanizing Environments

is that the

locus of the study, that of

was a new and a practical focus.

.

The training

contained in the manual was something that Extension personnel
could use in
their

programming and therefore was

identified as worth learning.

appears that Extension agents are keenly interested

in those,

Since

it

aspects of

training that appear to have practical utility, Agent trainers
would be well

advised to develop these practical aspects of agent training.

When
acclaim

writing here of the practical bent of Agent trainees, moderate

intended.

is

While a certain practical bent

desirable in

is

all

professionals, the constant quest for the real and the practical could
the death

blow

comments
program

to

personal growth.

This researcher has in mind several

of subjects involved in the training

is

out of

my

area,

program,

to wit:

"Since

have difficulty justifying the time spent.

I

become

this
"
.

.

This is seen as an unfortunate attitude by this researcher, considering the

nature of the training this subject was participating in, i.e.

centering on self-actualization.
able to use the material with

exercises in a workshop. "

Another statement was,

my

If,

clientele,

however,

I

it

a

program

"1 don't think I'll

be

might try some of the

as this researcher fears, the connections of

self-actualization threaded throughout the three sessions

by the subject,

,

were not assimilated

could be disastrous to present isolated activities from the

session, thereby reducing congent learnings to games.

While the foregoing

comments and concerns have been expressed by one subject,

it is

possible
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that they

mirror

attitudes of

more

than one Extension professional.

For

this

reason they have been included as prelude to the following
suggestion.
It is'

possible that

if

the reinforcement needed by Extension
agents

throughout the organization to delve into opportunities
for self growth will

come with positive urging from their administrators, there
for individuals to "justify” participation in a training

will be less

program not

need

specifically

within their teaching responsibility.

A further proposal
amount of time
its clientele.

the'

It is

for Extension agent training is inspired by the

Extension organization spends in studying the needs of
true clientele state-wide are the raison detre of Extension.

However, the present plan of identifying clientele needs, offering county
personnel a day, or several sessions of training focused on those identified
needs, and expecting
after

same personnel

cursory exposure

thinking is in order.

to

It

new

and competently cover a topic

content suggests that

some

alternative

has been the experience of this researcher that

traditionally expediencies of lime and
is to the

to go out

money have

dictated this approach.

It

credit of the Extension organization, and to the caliber of Extension

personnel that these two obstacles are not allowed to effect the impact of
Extension programming.

However, the proposal that follows has to do with

producing a deeper professional satisfaction on the part of Extension

Home

Economists, equiping these agents with skills In depth that will heighten their
personal feeling of competency when presenting programs to state-wide clientele.
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In the light of the

present research,

program retrenchment be effected wMle
to internal staff

wide during

this period,

be directed to

can

same period be a committment

Maintenance programs could be offered
state-

implementing the desired professional growth
of Extension
in which the Extension organization
functions

such that only via a constant and in-depth
process of staff development
it

hope

to field a staff

TMs proposal, a period

of

which

training staff in
trainings to fit

Is

competent, creative, and self-confident.

program retrenchment, can be

success of the plan requires,

(a)

constant and direct

major program decisions

program emphasis,

and materials for training,
will

that

proposed that a period of

and the energies of administration and
state-staff

The environment

personnel.
is

development.

it is

(c)

(b)

in

effected.

The

involvement of the

order that they can design

budgetary commitment for resources

overt reinforcement from administration which

provide the climate of support for the program of staff
growth and

development,

(d)

implementation of pre-training, inservice training, and

encouragement of graduate study as a

total

program

of support for staff

growth and development.

While the county

Home Economist

Is in

most instances a "generalist"

regarding subject matter, this researcher has
observed a certain subject
-matter isolation occurring.

m

to

It

is

possible that an agent can become locked

a certain teaching area due possibly to a certain comfort
an individual

may have

in talcing responsibility for that area.

Also, possibly due to local
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county needs, one

may

find herself teaching in a certain content only.

concentrated training proposed above
possibilities within the self

may open

The

an individual to professional

never before imagined.

The exposure

to alternative

career dimensions will certainly benefit both the Extension professional
and
,

the

Extension organization.
Finally, a

word about

the application of this training

model by Extension

agents.

The manual contains numerous practical ideas for the agent

but solid

competence and successful programs require more preparation than

the

It

present format provides.

is tne

to

This work

makes no pretense

of the

to definitiveness.

hope of this author that the present work will influence Extension agents

reexamine their attitudes and practices

and that

to try out,

it

will stimulate

program planners

in light of affective considerations

to explore further the implications

observations offered in this work and of the present model for relevant

Extension education.

Implications for .Further Research

This research project like
questions unanswered.

A

most research, leaves a number

replication of this investigation could be initiated in

order to establish the consistency of the findings.
additional

but

of interesting

This investigator feels that

research would not merely test the findings of the present study

would also open new horizons,

1.

e.

,

study different aspects of teaching

methodology (discussion methods, group work, lateral thinking) using a
similar format.

The question

of the consistency of positive

response

in the
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subject group could be investigated.

From

the result of the present study

one can say only that the pilot group exhibited significant
comprehension of
the confluent

future

a

approach

to the content

immediately after the training.

research could determine whether the subjects
maintained

this

Relevant

competency

month or a year or so after completing the training.
Observation of the subjects in actual teaching
situations where the

application of the

information.

A

manual content

is

implemented would provide useful

study of the pedagogical concerns of Extension

Economists teaching

in the affect

Home

would provide significant data for updating

and supporting their efforts in that area.

Additionally, a study to

result of subjects teaching the content
of the

compare

the

manual with those who had not

experienced the training would give information
about the value of the training

program as designed.
but also affect

of

Not only should subject effectiveness be investigated,

on future clientele understanding or achievement
as an outcome

exposu re to the manual content should be studied.
Investigation into different ways of presenting the

prove profitable.

Presently the manual contains extensive and somewhat

comprehensive teaching sessions.
for

manual content could

Perhaps the manual content could be adapted

youth audiences and perhaps adapted to a
eorrespondance course format.
In the long run, the

success of this study will be determined by whether

h stimulates useful ideas for further research
and also provokes empirical
tests of

those ideas.
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TOWARD HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS — THE DESIGN AND
EVALUATION OF A MODEL FOR AGENT TRAINING
'

UTILIZING THE EXTENSION DELIVERY SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

-

Part

To Provide Pedagogic Approach and

I

Contextual Background

Part II

To Set The Focus For The Three
Training Sessions

SECTION

I

Session

SECTION

II

Session II

Color -

SECTION

II

Session III

Human Space Need, Use,

I

I

Humanizing Environments

A

-

Para

Changing Point of Hue
-

5

-Pswld

Proxemics

-

Page 33

SECTION IV

Resource Section - Section Four of this tennhincr grnriQ.
Activity sheets , hsudouts , other program support
materials, are found in the Resource Section of this
Guide. The page identification of these activity sheets
follows the content with which each is identified.
Section I, Humanizing Environments, handouts

marked

H. E. 1 through H. E. 8. Section II, Color, A
Changing Point of Hue, handouts develoninp- this section
of content are marked, Color 9 through Color
27.
Section III, Human Space Need, Use, - Proxemics.

handout, activity sheets, and other support materials
to be used with this section are Identified Human
Space
29 through Human Space 52.

Much

of the content presented in Section

I and in Section III has been
Jane and Brown, Marjorie, in Physical Home Environ Psychological and Social Factors Burgess Publishing Company,

adapted from:

mgntjmd

Plifaal,

Minneapolis, Minn.., 1963.
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EXTENSION AGENT GUIDE
INTRODUCTION
Part

I

Pedagogic Approach

In a large part, our lives consist
of separate and fragmented role
performances played out in many directions. Possibly,
we work in one
community, sleep in another, shop and vacation in
still other areas.
In
each role, we are known for a narrow set of
behaviors. Those who see us on
our jobs never see us cry and have only the vaguest
idea of how we have
grown and changed through personal pain and tragedy.
Even our neighbors
are unlikely to know much of our past lives,
since the average American
family moves across state boundaries at least, once
every five years.
Personal growth, which is a whole and integrated
process is often not
recognized. Therefore, very often, it cannot be
public ally valued and
encouraged. In our roles, particularly at work, we
are valued for special
expertise, which grows from and requires
competitiveness. Continued
^

striving for self actualization is quite often
dysfunctional.

As

in

our lives, so

too in the lives of our Extension clientele.

Narrow role-defined

relationships can have destructive consequences
This is best illustrated by racism and sexism bred
through
centuries of highly specific and rigid role relationships
between Macks and
white, between male and female. If more of our
relationships encompassed
a wider array of our repertoire, self actualization
would be as functional as
specialized excellence, and racism and other unfounded
prejudice would be
less likely to survive.
in

our lives.

is that

One ox the chief assets of the affective approach in this pilot
program
tMs approach transcends most roles and requires the full range of

human responses —thinking, acting, feeling, fantasizing, and
valuing,- as
well as the sharing of these responses whenever
the participant cares to do
so. After even brief programs,
participants usually feel that others in the
group know them better than some of the people thev see
every day. This
seems paradoxical until we realize that length of acquaintance in
a specific
role relationship is not a substitute for the
breadth of a relationship,
regardless of how short it is. The crucial problem faced by nearly
all
affective educational approaches is that these

broad

usually do not and cannot be maintained after the
not so much a difficulty intrinsic to the
program
the

-and

open relationships

TMs

program

is

as

commentary on

it

is a

over.

is

requirements of our role-fragmented daily lives. If the self-actualizing
tendencies stimulated by an affective educational approach are
to be enhanced
rather than suppressed, our daily lives -must be
radically restructured.
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the mos ‘.concrete level this means
that city planners must create
physicalf*space such that we encounter each
other in a variety of roles
Architectural structures should be designed
to promote role integration not
role separation. College dormitories,
for instance, should be vivatories
designed to accomodate primarily the waking
functions. Housing projects
° UW be de ^gned to include as many role
activities as possible. "Community
Colleges and "community schools » should
earn that title, not because they
serve a particular geographic area, but because
the group shares a broad
range ol formal and informal learning experiences*
t
-

M

t

such a supportive environment for growth,
one would grow inwardly
trough the contributions of others, as well
as outwardly by his own contributions.

If we supply positive and nutritive
feedback as growth progresses in
those around us they will achieve higher levels
of growth. In constructing
an environment for growth, two fundamental
properties of the environment
must be considered. One is the amount and variety of
nutrition that is
available in the environment, and the other is the
form of feedback received
from the environment when growth attempts are

made.

We can use many possible categories for nutritive materials in the
environment. For purposes of simplification, we could
categorize them in
the following broad groups: people, information,
and objects.
Hie pedagogy of
that

cm be part

this training pilot encompasses these broad
groups
of a nutritive support system for the individual.
The approach

throughout is to put the participant in contact with
Ms near- environment.
There is the necessity of doing away with the "masks"
that Mde our real, selves
wMle we perform within role requirements, there is the necessity
of attending
to the need for genuine human contact
and reinforcement as one moves through
the experience and new awareness of near
environment. One
as

we present

of

this affective

approach

is the

removal

our concerns

of stereotyped thinking

and the fostering of contact with the total environment,
including both ones

own feelings and the external world of nature, society, and
other human beings.
There is the relationsMp between the near environment and human
behavior of the dimensions of awareness, control, and
satisfaction. Sommer 1
states that awareness has to do with how conscious
people are of their own
unique style and culturally-bound ways. He writes that
unawareness and
allegation can be combatted by teaching environmental competence
to help
people learn how to control and use their resources better.
x

N.J.

:

Robert Sommer, Personal Space - The Behavioral Basis of Design.
~~~
"‘™
Prentice Hall, 1969.
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The workshop or informal education
format for teaching environmental
competence respec s both the individual's
uniqueness and cultural
person is free,
this informal setting, to
choose to do this or that but one

X

m

1

also has the opportunity to explore
the implications, - the
consequence^
making that choice. The near environment
is unique in, that more
control

is

possible than

m

the far environment. That is
why this program approach
somewhat, different task than if one
were talking about air
water polluton, or the energy crisis,
where
has a

poS

the role of the individual is

Participants. in this
political

dimension

program are expected

m nation to control.

to

become aware

of the

This includes the politics of the

household, the politics of a tract development
or the internal politics of an
apartment house. When one person changes,
this affects another person,
or
the rest of the family, or the
rest of the

neighborhood. In managing our
own control we have to evolve mechanisms
of meeting other inter-related
problems whether they be in the household
or in the block. This is important
aIlocatmg space 311(1 regulating noise and
other mutual problems. The
h r tr SiS t0r gr°Wing ° Ut °f her ear
has to be dealt with in the
! 1 family
1
context of the whole
situation. We have to evolve

f

institutions for

handling environmental decision-making
within the family structure.
people remain tuned out about their
environment, the

.

When

family decision-making
remains almost meaningless. If we help
people become aware of the
environment they are living in and ways it
could be improved-to heighten
eir satisfaction, then we have
recognized the importance of evolving wavs
or ivmg together and still letting
people express their own values and

desires.
pi ot

Choices, alternatives, environment by choice,
are the range of this
II, which presents the Content
Focus

program, introduction,

follows.
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HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS
EXTENSION AGENT GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
Part II Content Focus

OBJECTIVES: COMPREHENSION OF THE
TERM

"ENVIRONMENT"
INTERPRETATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF
PHYSICi
SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL, AND
.INTELLECTUAL
ENVIRONMENTS

Ln this

consirieratios of humanizing environments
a definition of terms
presented, because there are many and
varied ideas of what "environment"
is.
If one were to ask 'the man
in the street' what the word
environment
is

mm, you may likely get a response such as, "Oh
yes, ecology
environment have something to do with ecology?”
We see the word
environment currently being used in many
different ways, sometimes with a
SC °Pe
metimeS Very limited * R is caching the
position today
L
!f
; me cereal
that protein was to
industry several decades ago. In this
program,
term m^mited to mean the space which can
be defined or limited for the
individual; interior space as limited
by ones’ own sense of identity, one's
thoughts, one s emotion, exterior
space as limited by architectural elements
such as wails, windows, buildings,
or natural elements as trees, hills
water, etc. The reference is to the
space with which one can identify
contrasted by the space in 'outer space'.
When using the term environment
to describe close space
included are all the elements which can
be perceived
by toe senses of the individual.
Therefore, the space under consideration
re has light, sound, smell, temperature,
humidity, touch, taste, and any
other stimuli to which human beings
respond. Here we are using the word
environment" m a specific sense. We are
talking about the immediate
space m which we live.
means

doesn

to

t

71^

L

Our environment consists of landscapes, cityscapes,
shelters
climates, oceans, information, products,
people, happenings, emotion, and
uch else. To deal with all this, environments
designed for the human factor
must create the physical personal space
that will allow man to plug in to his
personal identity, to allow him from time to
time, to search into Ms own
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appropriate value system and to emerge,
psyche renewed, to take his competitive
place
living lor today and tomorrow.
Itesign that is orented to the
highest
haman values, to the turest human needs can
make a difference.
“ sl
Hrst educational goal of extension programming
is to develop in clientele capacities
for creative management of their
creative management Identifies the goals
of human well-being and seeks
means for attaining them.

m

m

HumT

O”

u™.

The physical environment of the home is
one area that needs to be
re-examined in terms of the problems on which
to focus and the source of
Imowleage with which to solve these problems.
Because creativity in coping
mth hie situations is a product of the quality of
training as well as the result
kn °wl8dges tMs Program via an affective
papphoach in the activities
which follow increases the capacity of
participants
for creative coping.

Problems. arise in seeking means to reach
desirable ends or goals.
Therefore, decisions have to be made
about what shall be the ends and what
shall be the means in the physical,
environment
of the

The frequent tendency
itseL

must be changed

home.

to treat Hie physical

environment as an end in
environment as a means toward human
be used in formulating

to perceiving the

goals_i£ rational processes are to

hi presenting educational programs
that have to do with home environment
emphasis on description, on absolute rules which
ignore human consequences
and which are grounded in mere custom
or popularity, and on vague generalities
are part of a pattern of rigidity regarding
means. TMs rigidity is the deathblow to the creative self-expression tMs
program is designed to foster.

The validiiy of
means is dependent upon the nature of the goal.
Mated in other terms, the validity of any decision
regarding the physical
environment is dependent upon its consequences
in human welfare/ Teaching
„

which treats

elements of the physical environment apart from
their effects
on cognitive development, emotional
health, mental and physical productivity,
physical health, and other human conditions
is fixed on the means. In such
teacMng no attempt is made to validate elements
of the physical environment
a means-end relationship.

m

Environment by choice
_

choices

among

is created

by a human being who makes selective

alternatives. Suitable living environment is
a
lacing individuals and families today.

major problem

)
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sllliIppw
has direct influences on

lmmediate «"viromne„t),

‘

hum^n behavfor

Ba
“?m ” StMSSed that “ systems for successful living are
ert
as we design society really,
we need to remember
1

de sIra
designed

that the

Qg

6

’

flows from a lightened
consciousness

*

m m mj area °

.,

!

1% TT
individuals
become aware
bil

e

f daiiy livifi g*

Banghman

tods

of personal creative

states that

when

that there is growing evidence
of the effect that
color, texture, and other
visual elements in the near

environment have on
elopmeDt
d
iook> !t
iead to *«
the
treatment of interior space ana
furnishings contributes to the comfort
and
livability of home. Once this
is realized, this awareness
could
eTa
nse of satisfaction and belonging.
Environment by choice, humanized
33 a contTOlled manipulation of
elements in
space so that the
th^hhuman being using that space
can function with the least

“

"zz:r^J::

r

wm

^oX

“

—St

rf6renCe
great6St SUpPOTt fOT
is doLg.
s"
thmgs, conditions, and events that
surround an individual are
*** ° f
t
something universal
o
^ironment all tie time end environment
is constitly ’ch^„7
«ien, those

7

0bJ

r

tS

smell
smell, i7fT
taste, or hear

2S

S’

SmGl

-

“

“

and eVentS
&e eaviron “ent which we can see, touch,
make up our. physical environment. r^ln« „i,

Z7iJT r0n 7

,

^-turttmidify,
Describe these elements

textures, are
in

element ’the

your present physical

(Allow time' for response.
'

l

Milo Baughman, "Don't Underestimate
the Influence of Design".

Journal of

Home Economics

.

April, 1972.

'
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The relationships we have with other
people
enyrpmnent . The feelings and attitudes in the
and which
"P

we perceive

constitute our social

environment

in others (although

we cannot

which^ihL

directly observe them)

ifeas. environment. The elements around us
“f? provide us wiU, knowledge
which
about the world and which stimulate
us to
think r ationally constitute our
intellechial environment.

SECTION

I

SESSION

HUMANIZING

ENVIRONMENTS

I
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Objectives

To bring participants

to:

1.

comprehension of the term environment

2.

translation (interpretation) of the elements of physical, social,
emotional, and intellectual environments

j

j

I

3,
j

4.

evaluation of the aspects of an environment to determine general
aesthetic satisfaction and design practicality

consideration of changes that will promote satisfaction in the near

j

environment
-

5.

development of the
one's

6.

skill to

self-examine environmental quality of

home

increased awareness that environmental plans and designs affect
life style
j

7.

development of the awareness of individual needs for privacy and

how these needs are met
8.

increased awareness of the amount and kinds of noise in daily
environments
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To

fo_stru ctor:

Throughout these units, parenthetical
remarks are possible
participant responses.

Describe your present social environment.
(at tMs meeting, the
social environment would be
specific relations!™
with instructor, others involved
in the program. . ? if
ta tL home
t
° f paxent/chud ’

**»*. ss,*

Describe your present emotional
environment.
(Might feel a relaxed, friendly
environment, or a tense, threatening
g
environment, for example.
)

Describe your present intellectual
environment.
(I am being stimulated
through conversation with my
my eliow participants to know flie meaning of certainInstructor and
language terms
and to recognize certain elements in
my own environment.)

We
self as

way.

are going to view a filmstrip that will
help individuals perceive
a sensing individual; then to perceive the
near-environment

Additionally,

we

in

a new

use this increased awareness of self
and
near-environment to analyze the effects on self,
family, group interactions,
and personal satisfaction.
It is

program.

will then

suggested that you review the filmstrip prior

(Filmstrip Dialogue, Pg.

HE

1,

HE

to

presenting your

2.)

Awareness activity sheets flowing from the concepts
in the filmstrip
They are intended to aid participant understanding
and to develop
illustrations from the participant's own
experiences. Brief
tollow.

included on the activity sheets.

directions are

VIEW FILMSTRIP:
Following the Filmstrip, Introductory Activity
Environmental Emerienras
(Pg.

HE

3)

To Instructor: Having looked at the filmstrip,
cause the participants to now
bring into the front of their minds some of the sensory
experiences of this immediate environment. Tell them
that
as they occur, to list the sounds they hear. Have
participants
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wait for directions before proceeding
to B. If there is a
of sound stimulation in the room
where you are
holding your class, create sounds to
trigger responses, as:
open and close a door, a drawer, turn on
music , etc.

minimum

When you observe that the majority of your group
is ready
move on, in a quiet voice give the direction
simply:
"Go on, now, to Part B. " go not provide
any additional scents

to

here.

It

memory

may happen that a scent you provide will trigger
of an event outside of this present
experience. That

would detract from your ground work
into the 'here and now*.

of getting

your group

:

;
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THE SPACE AROUND YOU
Concept

Environmental Awareness

Objectives

increase awareness of habitual
aspects often overlooked in
evaluating an environment designed
for humans.
.Evaluate aspects of an environment to
determine general
aesthetic satisfaction and design
practicality.
Stimulate consideration of changes that
will promote
satisfaction in the near environment.
.

.

.Self-examination of environmental quality of
one's home.
Increase awareness that environmental
plans and designs

.

affect life style.

Introduction:

We become numb
Making

to sensory stimuli in our everyday
environments.
the familiar strange through heightened
sensory awareness

can help people perceive ways, both subtle and
obvious, sensory
stimuli might affect emotional and physical
behavior.
Materials
Activity sheets

:

"Room Rater, " (Page HE 4)
"Environmental Quality, " (page HE
5)
"Environmental Plans and Designs Affect
Life Style, " (page HE
6)

Procedure
1.

2.

:

Using activity sheet "Room Rater, " participants
individually
evaluate a shared, selected room.
Participants can quickly tally responses to each item
and analyze
ior participant variables that may have
affected the pattern of
response. Example: Are there relationships between:
—leg room and sex of participant?

—temperature, comfort and location
in the

of participant

room?

—chair comfort and

height of participant?
size and age of participant ?
might features marked Excellent and Poor have a positive

—room

3.

How

or negative effect on activities in
1.

this

room?

Paiticipants select features rated Poor and suggest ways to

improve.

;
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Proceed

to

"Environmental Quality" activity,

J
rfcz.r

Allow participants

sufficient time to
complete written response.

° liS time t0

it
c

i

yo«
yo »
eternal expression of yo ur
home

r

,

"

1

Aak

Envir0nme ntal Plans

as eaoh ,s

,

you

|g “ L
to

Additional Experie nces
1.

Participants can use additional
activity sheets to analyze
(heir
ome environment for possible
changes they or other family

members may wish
2.

to initiate.

Participants may wish to interview
an architect, interior
decorator or environmental
psychologist concerning room
design for aesthetic and
design practicality.

”

?

:
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THE SPACE AROUND YOU
Concept

Privacy

:

“

Objectives:

“———

Develop awareness of individual needs for privacy and how these
needs arc met,
.Increase awareness of amount and kinds of noise in daily
environments,
. Question sounds normally found in daily environments for effect
on feelings and privacy needs.
.

Introduction

:

Social scientists have noted that privacy is a key to psychological
survival. Privacy provides relief from over-stimulation as well as
from interaction. It may involve being closed off physically,
visually or the elimination of auditory stimulation. Privacy may be

categorized as bodily, mental, property or physical space. It
allows people to regulate and control the way they relate to others,
and can take many forms: physical withdrawal by leaving a room,
closing a door, gardening; mental withdrawal through music,
reading, ah absorbing hobby, meditation, etc. An additional
aspect of privacy is sound. Sound is one stimuli that often invades
our privacy and can cause distress. Professor Chauncey Leake of
the University of California-San Francisco, in his research of
auditory stimulation, has found that excess noise not only affects

body functioning but can affect the unborn

child.

Materials
Activity sheet "Hide Out"

(pg. HE 7)
(Pg. HE 8)
Activity sheet "Sound Effects"

"

.
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Procedure for activity sheet "Hide Out" (page
he
1*

7)

To liel P participants clarify, crystallize and condense
their
thoughts about privacy, have participants write
a cinquain.
cinquajn is a short live-line poem. The word
"hide-out"

A

symbolizes privacy as the topic of the poem. Participants
use words or sounds having only the number of
syllables indicated
by spaces to answer each question. These
"creative

limitations"
tend to help crystallize paragraphs of words into a
few that

express the same feelings.
2.

Emphasize
i

to participants there are no right or wrong
feelings,
his is to be an expression of their attitude about
privacy.

may want

3.

Participants

4.

poems with the group.
Some warm-up activities

to voluntarily

share some of their

to help participants prepare to write
their cinquain might be:
A. List several synonyms for the word "hide-out.
B. List several antonyms for the word "hide-out. "

Compare

the word "hide-out. " Example: A hide-out is
but different from. , . " or "Is a part of. . . "
Participants may find it helpful to refer to these lists for ideas
when
writing their cinquain.

C.

like.

.

.

,

Additional Experience:

Select other' words to symbolize
construct einquains

a,

topic and

Procedure for activity sheet "Sound Effects" (page
he 8)
1.
Select a shared, frequented environment to listen to over a period
of time. (This might be a classroom, living room, office, hall,
etc.) The recording time may depend on the time of day and
the
amount of activity in the environment.
2.
Participants are asked to monitor the sounds in this environment
by recording each sound and the number of times heard on the
activity sheet provided. Ways of recording constant sounds such
as fans and typing may need to be discussed. Examples of words
that express feeling may be suggested such as: distracting,
3.

4.

5.

pleasant, curious, boring, calming, etc.
Participants react to questions on activity sheet regarding their
feelings about the sounds in their environment.

Participants compare their lists with others in the group to
determine how others perceive sound, differences in amount of
perceived sound and the effects of sound on others.
Participants can rate their need for auditory privacy on a
continuum.

At the discretion of the Instructor.

Additional Experiences:

Educator can record sounds in various environments
for
analysis as additional illustrations of sound
awareness. For
example, school office, cafeteria, lounge, bar,
street corner,
nursery, library, factory. How do these sounds help
or
hinder purposes of participants in these settings
?

1.

2.
.

Educator can design various tasks for participants and
arrange
for a variety of sounds to occur during the task.
Participants
can consider their response to different sounds under
diverse
circumstances.

SECTION

SESSION

II

COLOR

,

A

CHANGING

POINT

OF

HUE

II

:
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SECTION

II -

COLOR

-

A CHANGING POINT OF HUE

Objectives

To bring participants

to:

1.

comprehension of the existences of colors and mood-tone
associations in individuals minds

2.

development of an awareness of one's own and others color and
1

mood
3.

comprehension
color

4.

associations

and mood

of the variability

among

individuals regarding

associations

comprehension of the influence

of color values and intensiti.es

upon

one's feeling about color
5.

comprehension of the influence one's color and mood associations
have upon personal response to color in the environment

6.

comprehension

of the

dependence of color preference upon wnat

is

associated with a particular color
7.

development of the personal discovery approach

to the principles

of color facts

8.

use in. all facets
application of this self knowledge regarding color
graphic
dress,
environment
home
,
of creative expression,
expression.

In the

information for
this Goi.de, additional background
28 .
Color
through
21
Color
pages
on
found

Resource Section o f

the Instructor is

Pages 16 through 32 in this section
Home Economist training only.

of the Guide will

Pages 25 through 32 in this section of the
Home Economist when teaching clientele.

be utilized for Extension

Guide will be used by Extension
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INTRODUCTION:

TO THE INSTRUCTOR: Mount

eight colors of equal-size art

paper on a neutral background,

e. g.

,

light-gray cardboard.

Use yellow, orange, red, purple, brown,

j

blue, black, and

green colors but do not mention the names of the colors so
that color stereotypes are avoided. Distribute to the group
a sheet containing the following directions and list.

COLOR
Directions:

-

A CHANGING POINT OF HUE

Below are listed eleven different moods or ways

Wank

of feeling.

In

each
word group, place the name of the color you feel best represents
the feelings described by the word group. Colors may be used
more than once or not at all.
front of you are eight colors.

In the

to the right of

Name
1.

exciting-stimulating

2.

4.

secure-comfortable
distressed-disturbed-upset
fender-soothing

5.

protective-defending

6.

despondent-dej ected-unhappy-mel aneholy_
calm-peaceful-serene

3.

7.

of Color

dignified-stately
9.

cheerful-jovial-joyful

10 .

defiant-contrary-hostile

11 .

powerful-strong-masterful

12 .

*

13.

*

*12 and 13 are provided for
to add.

___

moods or ways

of feeling you

may want

)
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INSTRUCTOR: Have

participant tabulate the results of this
study, ^ noting each color that was chosen to represent each

word group and the number of times each color was chosen for
a particular word group. After group has discussed the results
of the survey, present them with the following questions.
Possible responses are given in parenthesis. When response
slow in coining lead responses along as given, but check
purposefully to see if participants accept your statements.
Avoid imposing information,

is

A.

Do

B.

What colors and moods are most frequently associated by members

all

people Associate the same feelings or moods with the same colors ?
of

the class?

C.

What mood

D.

What are some possible reasons

is

number

associated with the greatest

associations of

mood

to

explain

of colors ?

why people vary

in their

colors ?

(Cultural and subcultural factors, past experiences with colors,
learning factors)

E.

What do you think would happen
the

same

to the results of this

eight colors but presented

them

survey

if

we used

in different intensities

(brightnesses and dullnesses) and values (lightnesses and darknesses)?
Explain why you think this might occur use an example if it will help

—

you explain.
(The results would be quite different because the intensities and
values of colors influence the way we feel about colors. For
example, I would associate different feelings with a bright,
light blue than I would with a dull, dark blue,
F.

Explain how this activity has helped you to better understand how
individuals respond to different colors in their home environments.
helps me better understand how individuals respond
in their home environments. It points out that
colors
to different
individuals differ in their feelings about colors. Therefore, they
will respond to colors in their home environments according to
their particular associations with colors.)
(this activity

,

1 'i.he
method of this activity is similar to the ones used by: L. B.
Wexner. "The Degree to Which Colors (Hues) Are Associated With MoodTones," Journal of Applied Psychology , 38: 432-435, 1354.
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Objectives:

Detection of contradiction and possible reasons for
research conclusions

it

in

Comprehension of the influence of cultural factors upon
one's reactions to colors
Detection of assumptions underlying a statement

Colors and feelings or moods are frequently thought to be associated. Red
thought of as a disturbing or stimulating color and green is said to be
and soothing color.
quieting
a

is often

One of the experiments* that has been conducted to study the relation
between colors and feelings or moods asked people to select one of the eight
colors presented on charts that they felt best represented the feelings
described by these word groups: (1) Exciting, stimulating; (2) Secure,
comfortable; (3) Distressed, disturbed, upset; (4) Tender, soothing;
dejected, unhappy, melancholy;
(5) Protective, defending; (6) Despondent,
(7)

Cairn, peaceful, serene;

(8)

Dignified, stately;

(3)

Cheerful, jovial,

and (11) Powerful, strong, masterful.
Colors could be used more than once or not at all. The eight colors presented
on charts were: yellow, orange, red, purple, brown, blue, black, and
green. The names of the colors were not mentioned.

joyful; (10) Defiant, contrary, hostile;

in the experiment: (1) a group
southern state university; (2) a group of patients recently
admitted to a southern hospital for mentally ill; and (3) a group of nursing
assistants in 'a southern hospital. This experiment had earlier been conducted
at a northern university and data from that group were used for comparison

Three groups of subjects were involved

of students in a

with these three groups.

Results showed (1) that individuals vary as to their feelings about
the colors they associate with feelings or
(2) that groups differ in
moods. Evidence was available about the intelligence and socioeconomic
level of each group. The experimenters concluded that differences in socio—
economic levels appear to cause choice of colors to go with moods rather
than mental health differences or differences in geographical regions within
colors, and

this country.

*David G. Murray and Herdis L. Deabler. "Colors and Mood-tones.
Journal of Applied Psychology 41: 279-283, 1957.
,

"

)

"
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Another experiment 2 with people and colors concluded that red incites
people to activity and is favorable for emotionally-determined actions. Green
creates the condition for thought and the development and carrying out of a

These findings have no basis

task.

A.

in

socioeconomic phenomena.

How do the conclusions of these two experiments appear to be
contradictory?
(The conclusions are contradictory in that the first experiment
indicated that socioeconomic factors influence one’s feelings about
colors and the second experiment says that colors have certain
effects

B.

upon people regardless of their socioeconomic level.

How would you
(From

)

explain this apparent contradiction?

the description of the second experiment,

would assume
socioeconomic
level or according to any other factor. Therefore the results of
the experiment indicate how colors affected one particular group
of people believed to be the same. The first experiment was
planned so it would show possible differences between people who
differ in their level in intelligence, socioeconomic level, state of
mental health, and geographic residence.
that subjects

C.

were not grouped according

I

to their

-

Assuming

that the results of the first experiment which was described
are reliable, how can we expect people to select and react to colors in
their home environments ?

(We can expect people in different subcultures to select different
home environments and to react to colors differently.)

colord for their
D.

Consider this statement: "Blues and greens should be used in bedrooms
because they are soothing and comfortable colors,
1.

What value assumption
assumption

is

is

being

made

in the statement?

What

factual

made ?

(Value: It is assumed that all people should have soothing
and comfortable colors in their bedroom. Fact: It is
assumed that all people are affected the same way by blues
and greens.)

^Kurt Goldstein. "Some Experimental Observations Concerning the
Influence of Colors on the Function of the Organism. " Occupational Therapy
'

(now American Journal of Physical Medicine ) 21:

147-151, 1842.
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Does the evidence we have examined support the factual
assumption?
5

2.

Explain.

9

(No. Individuals and subcultures vary as to their feelings
about color. Blues and greens are not necessarily considered
soothing and comfortable by all individuals or subcultures.)

E.

A number

3* 4

’
of investigators
» 6, 7,
have found &at sex is of little
importance in determining one’s color preference in the United States
and in other countries. Males do not differ from females in the order of
their color preferences but there is some evidence that they differ in

their strength of preferences. 8 »
If you combined this eviden.ce with the evidence in the
preceding item
A, what general conclusion could you draw ?

{One could conclude that although there are variations in color
preferences among people, these preferences are learned from
experiences with colors.)

3
H. J. Eysenchk. "A Critical Experimental Study
American Journal of Psychology, 54: 385-394, 1941.

of

Color Preference.

4

of

T. R. Garth, M. R. Moses, and C. N. Anthony. "Color Preferences
East Indians.
American Journal, of Psycholog/. 51: 709-713, 1938.
11

5

I. Gesche.
"The Color Preferences of 1, 152 Mexican Children. "
Journal of Comparative and Physiological. Psychology, 1: 297-311, 1927.

6

°F. M. Mercer. "Color Preferences of 1,006 Negroes.
Comparative and Physiological Psychology 5: 109-146, 1925.

"

Journal of

,

7

M, W. St. George. "Color Preferences of College Students With
Reference to Chromatic .Pull, Learning, and Association. " American Journal
of Psychology, 51; 714-716, 1938.
8

Monthly

.

9

J.

Jastrow.

50:

"The Popular Aesthetics

of Color. "

Popular Science
~

361.-368, 1897.

Warner. "The Color Preferences
"Psychological Monograph 63, No. 6, 1949.
J. S.

,

of Psychiatric Groups. "

"
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OBJECTIVE: COMPREHENSION OF THE GENERALIZATION THAT

COLOR PREFERENCES ARE ATTRIBUTABLE TO
NURTURAL FACTORS RATHER THAN INBORN ONES

TO THE INSTRUCTOR:

Participant handout for this activity and the following
activity on Color Preference are found in the Resource
section of this Guide , This material may be presented

via chalkboard, overhead transparency, or the
handout. (See Pg, Color 9)

A,

—

Children of six different "racial” groups White, Black, American Indian,
Filipino, Japanese, and Mexican were asked what colors they prefer.
Among first-grade children, differences in preferences are at a minimum,
and gradually increase with education. ^ This evidence supports the
generalization that:

—

bom

with certain color

a.

people of different "races" are
preferences.

b.

perception of colors in early child .development begins with
the bright colors and proceeds to the perception of the darker
colors.

X

c.

d.

"racial" differences in color preference appear
learned factors rather than inborn factors.

to

be due

to

The biological make-up of people of different "races" causes
to prefer different colors.

them

1 T.

R. Garth.

Race Psychology, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1931.
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OBJECTIVE: COMPREHENSION OF THE DEPENDENCE OF COLOR
PREFERENCES UPON WHAT IS ASSOCIATED WITH

THE COLOR

After reading and thinking about this dialogue between two people,
complete the last answer by writing the reason in the blanks provided.

QUESTION:

What color do you prefer most?

ANSWER;

Blue.

QUESTION:

Do you prefer blue grass

ANSWER:

No,

I

QUESTION:

Do you prefer blue hair

ANSWER;

No,

I

to

green grass

?

prefer grass that’s green.
to blonde, brown, black, or red hair?
prefer hair that's blonde, brown, black, red, or white.

QUESTION:

Would you prefer blue milk

ANSWER;

No,

QUESTION:

You say you prefer blue, but of the things I mentioned, you
preferred that they be of colors other than blue. What do
you mean when, you say the color you prefer most is blue ?

ANSWER:

The question you asked, ,rWhat color do you prefer most?"
cannot be answered because

I

think

I

to white milk?
would dislike blue milk.

(Color is associated with some object. Colors are
not preferred as such but a color preference depends
upon what is associated with the color.)
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OBJECTIVE; The personal discovery approach

to the principles of
color facts. Information and activities will be
presented
to reinforce self -learning with emphasis on
personal
choice of color systems, and to cause participants

to

stretch out to possibilities within the self other than
the
linear logically predicted ones.

FIRST SESSION WORKSHOP

INTRODUCTION:

TMs will not be the "usual” presentation of a color workshop. You have
probably noticed that there are no visual aids set up here, no slide projector,
etc.
Tills is by design, because color is the subject today, but
YOU are the
The "vehicle" is our means of approaching our subject. We want
explore your color preferences and hopefully present some alternative for
your consideration.
vehicle.

to

Q.

Wliy center a Color Workshop on personal preference?

Instructor:

Wait for response from the floor. Attend to responses from
Indicate your enthusiasm for each contribution
via body language and by restating each oral response, asking,
", . . is that what you said?" THIS IS YOUR FIRST AND
PERHAPS
participants.

MOST SIGNIFICANT OPPORTUNITY TO SET THE STAGE FOR
OPENNESS, SUPPORT, INVOLVEMENT,

in this meeting.

Continue with the following directions to participants: We are
going to have some personally involving activities during our
workshop, but two ground rules must be established before we
begin. They will help each person gain optimum benefit in this
workshop,
The first is that there can be no right or no wrong
answers here. Each response comes from your own personal
base, in most instances you are expressing a personal preference.
How can there be a wrong or right
1

Secondly, each of us has at all times the option to pass if she
or he does not wish to respond for any reason, and each must feel
comfortable exercising this right. Agreed? TMs can be our
means of working' toward subjective honesty of response, rather
than a response induced by group-pressures.
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Now

let

,

us take a look at this handout.

Hand out Fact Sheet - Pg. Color 10. Indicate that fact sheet is answer
key to Self- Test that will be given at the end of this workshop. The Self- Test
will be a take-home. At no time during this program will it be
collected nor
will this Self-Test be seen by anyone unless you care at some other
time to
share the result with someone. Self- Test is found in the Resource Section
of this Guide Pgs. Color 19, 20 .
,

Discuss item carefully.

Include:

Color influences the way we feel. Some colors are exciting and vibrant;
others are calm and restful. Some colors stand out sharply; others
blend into their surroundings.

LIST

ON CHALKBOARD AND HAVE PARTICIPANTS DISCUSS

origin or

blue"

a.

"I feel

b.

e.

"Red hot"
"A yellow streak"
"A shady character"
"Green with envy"

f.

"Purple

c.
d.

;

with rage"

As participants move through
suggest other
in daily life.

allow.

- the

probable

meaning of the following:
g.
h.
i.

j.

k.

"Feeling in the pink"
"White as a sheet"
"A black sheep"
"A shy violet"
"That is a grey area"
(Currently very popular among educators.)

this activity with you, it is likely that they will
expressions that indicate the prominence of color concepts
Try to list as many contributions from participants as time will

common
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activity
Instructor:

I

Avoid giving definitions at tills point,
but BE CERTAIN you are
prepared to define HUE, VALUE, TINT,
SHADE, as or if
participants raise the need for clarification.
See Fact Sheet for
dennitions - Pg. Color 10 Resource
Section.

Hand out Here_an d - Now Wheel (page 11 discuss the purpose of
four spokes. At number 1 on your
wheel, please indicate a strong,
personal preference, emotional response,
to a favorite color that
comes immediately into your mind. Next, at
number 2, list a
very least lilted color— then back to number 1
think of a HUE,
or a VALUE of that choice (number
1) and write it on number 3~

—

now, back to number 2, think of a HUE or
a
and write in on number 4 (this should make

VALUE of number
number 4 more

2

acceptable to you.).

Direct participants to avoid discussion of this
activity
It shall be included later.

at this

point.

ACTIVITY
Instructor:

Hand out Twenty Ihings

I

(Explain that participants

Love

may

II

to

Do with Colo r, page Color

choose

12.

more or less than 20,
make a free-wheeling

to list

present the option. ) Urge participants to
list. Avoid intruding your suggestions
at this point. If participants
have difficulty getting started ask: Where are you when
you are
enjoying- color— indoors, outdoors ? with whom?
self? others?
When do you love to see or use color? etc.
'

a.

Make a

b*

M °ve

c.

you enjoyed number 7 ?
Write either a P or an A after number
you enjoyed this alone or with people.

list: Twenty Things I Love to Do With Color
down your list to number seven. When is the

7, indicating

last time

whether

The majority of participants will eagerly list twenty items.
However for the individuals who may have difficulty listing (it is
safe to assume that they will list seven items) item 7 is arbitrarily
used above.
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MOVE INTO TRIADS AND

DXABS

AND DISCUSS ACTIVITIES

I

and II

Allow 10 minutes discussion.

Have participants return to large circle and process as a group
what was learned regarding self and others during discussion.
"Did you find similarities, differences, in your ideas and those
of discussion members?"
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ACTIVITY III

FORCED CHOICE

(Values Voting)

1.
Have your group stand around the center of the room. Explain that
you are going to offer only Uvo choices each time. You will indicate a place
in the room for each .choice.
Members of the group will choose a position,
move to it, and remain until you indicate time to move back to the center of

the

room.

The instructor
Try

to

will

proceed

remember your

to explain the strategy:

choice each time.

of the choices will appeal to you.
to

It

may be

that neither

In that case, force yourself

choose the more appealing of the two, in other instances you
no difficulty at all deciding.

may have

Let's try out a forced choice to see if
activity to you. I'm going to ask you:

I

have clarified the
Are you a hammer

If you are a hammer please move to tills side
room (indicate with your hand). If you are a nail
please move to tills side (indicate). Pause, allow each
participant a moment to think about her choice and perhaps

or a nail?
of the

look around at the others in the group. Try to allow no
dialog at this point. Call everyone back to the center of
the room.

ARE YOU

'Proceed with contrasts as follows:
A:

.forest or a

meadow?

dandelion or a daisy?
fur skin or suede ?
seashore or mountain stream?
burlap or velour ?
(following each time with procedure given above)

Are
Are
Are
Are

you
you
you
you

orange or pink ?
blue or orchid?
yellow or green?
rod or white ?

Are
Are
Are
Are

you
you
you
you

green or red ?
orange or magenta ?
black or brown?
blue or blue- green ?
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Process Questions (Why affectively I made certain choices.)
good to have the group sit comfortably in chairs, on the
floor,
wherever; aim for a relaxed mood at this point.
2*

It is

Proceed:
are going to move into groups of five for discussion. This time
I
am going to suggest that there are certain group dynamics at play here, and
each of you have the option of tuning in to them if you care to get optimum
personal benefit from this activity.

We

Have you seen yourself

in the earlier discussion

group as active ?

or passive ?

Did silences

Who was

,

-

?

the initiator in your, group ?

Would you
i.e.

make you comfortable ? uncomfortable

like, in this discussion, to try

on a new behavior for you?

are you interested in a role reversal ?

If you find that you are usually quiet or passive, would you like to
assume more leadership in this discussion? It sometimes increases our
sensitivity to another person to "try on" a behavior that is out of one's own

pattern, i.e.

,

an attempt to get "into the skin" of another person.

If you consider yourself dominant, would you care to try on a more
passive role, waiting rather than talcing the initiative? It is not better to be
an active, verbal person; it is not belter to be a passive group discussion

YOU—

It is fine to be
this is an essential concept to working with
color because of the dynamics of choice, personal preference, involved in
using color. Color can overpower, paralyze, excite, please, calm, mellow.

participant.

can work for you to bring about whatever it is you want to situate. Keeping in mind
above opportunity in your group discussion, I'd like you to consider some
of the following points to help you get into yourself, and include these points
in your discussion:
It

the

— What does orange mean to you ?
— Is the intensity of color what made you choose blue over
— What did mean to you to be a forest, or a meadow, or
it

dandelion, or velour, or

— IIow real are all of the feelings you are expressing
— What do you want to do about incorporating some of

—

these feelings in your home. In your dress ?
If you want to change (or add to) the colors you must

use at present can you bring about a change?

If

possible,

these on
chalkboard or
large poster
board
list

?

Why not?
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Have participants move into groups. The size of discussion groups
depend on the number of participants present. It is suggested that you
use a maximum of five in each group in order to encourage individual
will

participation in the discussion.

ACTIVITY IV

RAMC ORDER HANDOUT

(Found in Resource Section, Pages Color 13, 14)

Have participants complete this form privately. This activity may
be operational in small support group environment or large total group
involvement. If total, group, facilitator will allow participants to get out
whatever items they wish, but force the discussion to center on content of
handout so that concentration remains focused on personal feelings that
surfaced as long as possible.

you see that some members of the group are not being heard,
Ask the group what can be done about this. Hopefully,
strengths evolving from previous discussions will present alternatives.
Allow approximately ten to twelve minutes for participants to exchange
If

raise the issue firmly.

information., to enjoy hearing their
of other

Hand out Color Association sheet.

Ask participants
next meeting.
will

own

thoughts, and to enjoy contributions

people in the group.

(Resource Section, Pages Color 15, 18, 17 )

to lake this handout

Bring, it back

if

home and read

it

before the

possible, because the concepts on the sheet

be incorporated in next session on Color .

1.78

HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS

COLOR

-

A CHANGING POINT OF HUE

SECOND SESSION WORKSHOP
INSTRUCTOR:

This session of the Color program may be used as a second
day meeting activity, or, considering Extension Programming
structure it may more practically follow a bag lunch break.
Participants who come out for a day-time program very often
must be finished in time to meet cMldren as they are released
from school. This consideration has been built into the
alternatives for your presentation.

Ask for reactions to the preeeeding Color session. What
were the plusses, what were the minus participants
express

?

Review concepts

of the preeeeding session as, "I feel blue",
"red hot", "green with envy" etc.

Hand out Color Wheel ( Color

Remind

18) .

Discuss terms primary ,

intermediate. Refer participants to fact sheet.
them of the Self Test which may be used now in any

secondary

,

way, or may be taken home and filled out. Color Wheel
found in Resource Section, Page Color 18.

is

Distribute finger paints, set up paper distribution.

Discuss what is meant by an "interpretation". Each is to
do a color wheel. It may resemble the model exactly or
it may be an interpretation.
to produce three
seascape or landscape,

Each participant must be encouraged
color wheel; 2.
portrait or design.

works:
3.

1,

The tools for expression in this culminating activity are
finger paint, finger paint paper, rather than a paint brush,
the hands, fingers, elbow, arm. . . any actual body part
that will carry paint to paper, expressing each of the
workshop assignments above. Tell participants they will
have approximately 40 minutes for the three activities.
those three projects are completed, we shall proceed
interpretation. When
to one more project, another kind of

When

)

!
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the three interpretations are accomplished, allow time
for participants to savor what they have produced, and

time

to mill around and look at and enjoy the work of
other participants.

People with varying degrees of experience and varying success
as well as people who have never before attempted to work
with paint are successful with this activity. Allow moments
for self satisfaction to be realized.
After approximately 40 minutes have been allowed for
completion of the three proceeding projects proceed to the

culminating activity thus:

Everyone here seemed to have no difficulty'- interpreting a
landscape or a seaecape. For our last activity I am going
to ask you to interpret an INSCAPE. (Write the word on
the chalkboard.

Though you may not have heard the term "Xnseape" before,
think you'll have no difficulty with this fourth piece of
work, hi fact, you'll enjoy it a great deal. A landscape

I

was your view (perspective) of a concrete idea you had.
Now I want you to do an "Jhscape". This is what I am
calling an interpretation of your own feelings and sensibilities
Using the color, and any shapes or
array of that color, and texture, that your fingers want to
an expression of how you feel about
indicate, do an Inscape
yourself, your world, your environment here and now.
Enjoy
right here and now.

—

—

Participants will complete this work at various times. As
you circulate around the room giving verbal and non-verbal
reinforcement to individual, participants, ask individuals v/ho
finish earlier than others to post their work, when dry, in
order to share their accomplishment with all in the program.
At this time, tell participants that it will add to the pleasure
of all,

if

those v/ho care to will talk about the Inscape.
in scape

Encourage a brief discussion (interpretation) of the
insofar as individual persons care to carry it.
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Ob jectives
participants to:
fo bring

comprehension of the concepts of territory, flight distance, persona! distance, and
[

t

social distance

I

1

I

comprehension of how spacing mechanisms are used by the human person

2

,

3

,

5

,

in

the

home

comprehension of the distinction between territory and persona! space

!

i

|

|

discover the influence of persona! space preferences on interaction and communication

4.

development of the understanding of the concept of persona! space

5,

comprehension of the fact that spatial positions influence interaction among individuals

7

application of the principles of furniture arrangement as related to interaction between

,

and among people
I

8

.

j

;

|

9.

!

10,

i

development of the awareness of the influence of persona! space preferences on
and communication

interaction

II,

12

,

an understanding of criteria for evaluating the physical home environment
ing psychological and social influences on individuals are the goal

development of responsibility
a reflective attitude

for seif-directed

when

nurtur-

Seaming

toward the influences of the physical environment on individuals

a readiness to revise judgments about environmental influences in light of on-going

|

learning

THE

INSTRUCTOR;

Additional background information on Proxemics will be found
in the Resource Section of this Guide pages Human Space 45
through Human Space 52
,

.

:
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HUMAN SPACE NEED,
LESSON

USE,

-

PROXEMICS

III

OBJECTIVES: COMPREHENSION OF THE CONCEPTS OF TERRITORY,
FLIGHT DISTANCE, PERSONAL DISTANCE, AND
SOCIAL-. DISTANCE
COMPREHENSION OF HOW SPACING MECHANISMS ARE
USED BY HUMANS IN THEIR HOMES

INTRODUCTION
The more we learn about animals and how evolution has provided them
with mechanisms for adapting to the environment, the more helpful these
animal studies may be for solving some of our human problems. Though,
according to Smith, 1 the premise that man is a territorial animal has never
been proven by scientific study in a manner that territoriality has been studied
based on
in other animals. Our ideas of territoriality in. man are subjective,
historical observation. The relative proof of man's territoriality could come
from objective studies of more primitive societies of man, those still in the
hunting or early agricultural stages of cultural development. In order to Know
how to design and arrange the physical environment so that it promotes
psychological health and social development for the human person, we must
know how people use and are influenced by space. In comparison to what is
known about animals and space, very little is known about people and space.

Perhaps one reason why more
that

if

too

much or

known about animals and space

is

is

too little space is provided for animals in zoos and

concerned
circuses, they will soon become ill and die. The animal keeper,
suitable
most
conditions
the
learns
property,
with the animals as valuable
to human
applied
not
is
concern
tMs
often
very
However,
for Ms animals.
are put into
beings. We. know very little about what happens to people if they
things
such
die,
and
ill
become
they
If
closet-sized rooms or into castles.
as
blamed
are
diet
inadequate
an
or
constitution,
poor
as a weak heart, a
environment
the cause of death. Animal studies may help to show how Ms
'

2
influences man's space requirements.

animals have territories in their natural environment.
important during mating and for rearing offspring. Possibly,

Almost
Territory is

%,

all

L. Smith.

The Ecology of Man: An Ecosystem

Approach.

N. Y.

Harper and Row, Pub. 1972.

drawn primarily from: E. T. Hall. The
Doubleday and Co. 1966. Robert
Hidden Dimension. Garden City, N.Y.
^
ol Architec ts Journal, 38: 81-83
Institute
American
Space."
Sommer, "Personal
2

This material on Space

is

:

1962.

,

^
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one way that territoriality insures the reproduction of the species is by
regulating density (the number of creatures in a given space). It holds the
group together by providing places to learn, places to play, and safe places to
hide. The distance between animals is such that they can communicate to
There are many other important
signal, the presence of food or an enemy.
it is a basic characteristics of living
Tinbergen 3 considers man an animal exhibiting

functions of territoriality;

including

man.

territoriality.

As a

social hunting primate,

organisms
group
organized

man must have been

out what
on the principle of group territory. But Tinbergen is quick to point
4 completely misses—that not all of our territorial behavior is as
Ardrey
characteristic of animal ancestors as Ardrey would have us believe. Man's
permits
territoriality has been enhanced by cultural evolution, which
would
invade another territory with force. If man v/ere more animal, this

Mm

to

not occur.

But

man

Male finches

is

human, and

it

does occur.

isolate themselves

from each other and reign over a

lions
small area. It has been observed that only one family of African
to
season
from
vary
territories
of
Boundaries
district.
inhabits a single
territory except
season. Badgers will let other badgers trespass their
territory
when their cubs are small and when food is scarce. An animal s
Most
animal.
the
of
home
the
often
center
is
and
its
is relatively stationary,
to approach only
enemy
possible
another
or
man
allow
a
will
wild animals
distance kept before an animal
up to a certain distance before they aee. TMs
larger the animal, the
the
Generally,
will flee is called flight distance.
enemy. The wall lizard
the
and
itself
between
keeps
greater the distance it
An antelope’s flight
before
it flees.
feet
six
about
within
to
approached
can be
animals use
means
basic
the
distance is about five hundred yards. Flight is
such as
means
other
by
themselves
protect
for survival although they may
protective armor or spines, and offensive odor.

camouflage,

each other and
of animals require physical contact with
contact animals are
Some
species.
contact
called
are
these
huddle together;
Other animals, such as the
the hippopotamus, the pig, and the brown bat.
they completely avoid
species;
non-contact
horse, the dog, and the cat are
between themselves
space
regular
a
maintain
animals
Non-contact

Some species

touching.

and others.

3 M. Tinbergen. "On War and Peace in Animals and Man,
V. 180, pp. 1411-1418, June, 1968.
4
p. 5.

R, Ardrey.

The Territorial Imperative , N.Y.

,

"

Science,

Atheneium, 1960,

)

,
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Territory is the space or area to which an animal lays claim and which
he defends against other animals. 'This space is termed personal distance.
The distance varies from species to species and among humans, from
individual to individual. An individual carries his invisible personal distance
around with him and Ms body is the center of Ms personal space. An adult
may feel comfortable with a child standing near him but may feel uncomfortable
Social distance is a psychological distance
if an adult stood in the same place.

beyond which an animal begins
with

Ms

group.

to feel anxious

because he has lost contact

Social distance varies from, species to species and

from

a baby baboon moving away from female parent
reaches a certain point, the mother pulls it back to her by seizing its tail.
Social distance decreases when animals sense danger. Telephones, T.V.
situation to situation.

When

and walkie-talkies extend social distances of groups.

To see how well you understand how these ethological phenomena of
spacing probably apply to humans in their homes, label the following:
(The following has been prepared as participant handout as well.
will be found in Resource Section, Page Human Space 29 .

A
B
C

D

It

an '-example of territory .
example of flight distance.
is an example of personal distance .
is an example of social distance .

if it is

if it is an.

if it
if it

D

1.

C

2.

A mother keeps a watchful eye on her cliildren playing- in the back yard.
A man feels very uncomfortable because his house is very near Ms

A

3.

neighbor's house.
search and seize
It is unlawful even by government officials to

A

4.

A

B

5.

_C

8.

man's home is Ms castle,
ScMzophrenics (Mentally ill people who commonly are said to
have split personalities, i.e. , they don't have a secure sense of
identity) panic when they are approached too closely.
Individuals become irritated and tense living in an over-crowded

_B

7.

home with several people per room.
A nursery or infant's room is planned

_C

8.

A

9.

an individual's home.

of the parents'

to

be within hearing distance

bedroom.

Conversation areas are arranged so that people are seated at
comfortable distances for conversing, neither so close as to
difficult.
touch nor so far apart as to make listening and talking
homes.
their
around
hedges
and
People place fences
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A woman

D_

10.

C_

11.

_D

12.

feels uncomfortable because her home is in an isolated
area in the country.
A person sitting on a sofa moves when someone else sits on the
sofa beside Min.
A small child cries v/hen he cannot find Ms mother and father

C.

13.

An

at

home.

elderly mother prefers having her own house or apartment to
same household with her son's or daughter's family.
Although an unmarried person can afford the monetary cost of
living alone, he (or she) greatly prefers having someone else

living in the

D

14.

A

15.

share the apartment or house.
Two men argue over the ownersMp of a five-foot strip of land
between their houses.

Having briefly considered how animals process their use of space, we
the ecosystem approach and discuss the near-environment as a
dyn ami c support system for optimum human development rather than simply
a container for people. In order to bring about this support system, the nearenvironment must meet certain psychological, emotional, and physical needs.
TMs concept was introduced in Lesson I of this series. The following
activities, beginning with uiformational filmstrip considers the concepts
environments, privacy, the home--&, social environment, and extend the
emotional self- strengths fostered in the proceeding lesson on Color, Lesson

now use

,

II.

'

Show filmstrip.

Filmstrip dialogue

Pages Human Space 30, 31 .

is

found in Resource Section,

: :
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THE

SPACE

AROUND

YOU

Obj actives
.

Increase awareness to territoriality
to recognize spatial markers and their meanings.
to distinguish territory from personal space.

.Learn
.Learn
Concept

:

TWotori al

'

i

'

ty

People or groups satisfy needs for privacy, personalization and
marking and defending an area
or object. Theories of territoriality originated in research on
animal behavior (Sommer, 1969). Examples of human territorial
markings are: fencing a lawn; marking a study, work or play area
by placement of books or objects on a desk as a barrier; repeated
selection of same seat in a meeting room; use of same cup at each
meal; or same tabic for lunch, coffee break; etc. Defense of
territory may be overtly physical or take subtle forms of
communication.
identity by symbolically or actively

Materials
Activity sheet "No Trespassing" (page Human Space 32.)
Activity sheet "An Environmental Self-Profile" (page Human Space. 33)

Procedure:
1.

Have participants identify the territories claimed in a typical day
on activity sheet "No Trespassing. " To develop an understanding
of the concept of territoriality, it may be helpful to give examples
from present environment such as individual seats, leader's
desk, etc.

2.

Have participants relate to the group ways they mark and defend
How would they describe their physical and/or

their territories.

3.

4.

emotional reactions to invasion of territory?
In addition, ask how territoriality relates to their needs for
privacy, personalization and identity.
"
Distribute activity sheet "An Environmental Self- Profile.
person
each
have
handout,
this
After participants complete
circle two statements he/she would like to discuss in small
group discussion. Have participants form groups of not more
than five persons for the purpose of the discussion.

'
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AT

THE

DISCRETION

OF

THE

INSTRUCTOR:

Additional Experiences,
1.

Identify territories in social setting.

What rules govern movement
These rules

within different areas of the total environment?

may be considered markers. Are

these territories based on sex,

status, achievement, etc.

2.

Have participants invade territories of others and report back
on consequences. For example: in a classroom take a seat
normally claimed by another; at home sit in a chair normally
occupied by another family member; rearrange Items in a
shared space.
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THE INSTRUCTOR:

« as
This page

source
the re
OBJECTIVE:

been produced for your use with participants.
section of this Guide.
(p g> Human Space 34.)

COMPREHENSION OF THE CONCEPTS OF TERRITORY, PERSONAL
DISTANCE,

Label

It can be found in

AND SOCIAL DISTANCE

these sketches as to which of the following kinds of space each liiusfrates:
territory
flight distance

personal distance
social distance

This illustrates the concept
u!'

(territory)

This illustrates the concept

of ( personal distance )

This illustrates the concept

of ( teniiory

)

)
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OBJECTIVE: COMPREHENSION OF TERRITORY

.AS

AN EXPRESSION

OF HUMAN NEEDS
The psychologist Jung 1 believes that territory for humans is an
expression of a basic human need for roots. Using the explanation of animal
territory in the preceding item, tell what you think Jung's statement means.
Statements in parentheses are possible responses or lead information for
Instructor.

(The need for roots is the need for a sense of safety,
wanted security
and steadiness. If a person has a physical area or

identity, and belonging, a feeling of

territory which is his own., the familiarity of it, the
feeling of being "at home" or belonging there meets the
need for roots. People may satisfy this need in other

ways but territory

is

one way.

One suggested way of preventing violence is the provision for territory
2 How might you. explain why this might be
personal space of one's own,
are common values ?
so in our culture where dominance and subordination

of

(Territory provides persons with, a sense of dominance;

here is something which is Ms and no one else's. When
he goes to some one else's territory, it is appropriate
to be subordinate to the owner of that territory.
for
The 'culturally developed need for dominance-subordination
territory for each
is met in a system which provides a

Mm

person or family.

*0. G. Jung.
2

J. P. Scott.

"'The
"The

If

territory is not available to

Need for Roots.

Anatomy

"

An

Interview.

of Violence. "

some

Landscape, 14:

2,

1965.

The Nation, 200: 662-665, 1965.

"

)
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persons, the unmet need for dominance results in aggression
and violence.)

Property laws are sometimes contrasted with personal or human rights
laws as being different; property laws are thought to be purely materialistic
while personal or human rights laws are considered humanistic. In terms of
those who believe that territory is a means of satisfying human needs, how
might humanistic values also be involved in some property laws ?
(The meaning of territory to an individual means

more

psychologically to him. than merely ownership of
property. Violation of territory is a violation of
personal rights in destroying a source of psychological

need

to

be met;

it is

met

in an

approved way through

Violating territory violates this value and
need which people may have.
territory.

OBJECTIVE: COMPREHENSION OF POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN CHANGE OF TERRITORY AND

ORIENTATION

IN

DIS-

CHILDREN

research on the effects of familiar environments on
draw definite conclusions. However, there
to an
is some evidence that changing from a familiar physical environment
1
orientation
to
of
sense
His
young
cMld.
to
a
unfamiliar one is disturbing
the world is upset at a time when he is not yet secure about that orientation.

The amount

of

children's behavior is too limited to

Anxiety, confusion, and emotional, instability may result. If these indications
are true, how would the increasing mobility of families afiect young children

involved ?

(Frequent mobility of families with small children would
provide frequent changes in the physical environment
and would cause considerable anxiety and emotional
instability from disorientation. The more families with
children involved, the

more widespread

the effects.)

1

of Children
R. E. Gordon, and X. K. Gordon. "Emotional Disorders
Psychiatry
Social
"
of
Journal
,
International
In A Rapidly Growing Suburb.
Gains.
and
Costs
"Sociopsychologieal
Lynd,
L.
4: 85-97, 1958. Also: H.

Family
Iowa State U. Center for Agricultural and Economic Development,
237-250;
Press,
1985,
pp.
U.
Mobili ty in Our Society . Ames: Iowa State
Aggravated By Family
R. L. Stubblefield. "Children's Emotional Problems

hi

Moves.

"

American Journal

of Orthopsychiatry 25:

120-126, 1956.

)
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Hgw would you explain the apparent effects on children from changing
home environments when the same effects do not result from vacation trips
which take families

to different

environments ?

(Changing home environments or where the family
lives is a change of territory with all of the emotional

attachments involved.

Taking a vacation trip is a
knowing this and knowing that the
territory will be returned to at the end of the vacation

temporary

situation;

presents a different emotional situation than does a
change of territory.

OBJECTIVE: COMPREHENSION THAT SPATIAL POSITIONS INFLUENCE
INTERACTION AMONG INDIVIDUALS

Interaction among people is affected not only by the content of what is
said but also by gestures, posture, and the general, total physical impression
individuals make on each other. An individual is more likely to interact with
another person if he is in a position to see what he does (his gestures, etc.)
as well. as to hear him. 1

^Bernard Steinzoe. "The Spatial Factor in Face to Face Discussion
Groups." Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 45: 552-555, 1950.
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yO THE INSTRUCTOR:

you were planning the seating arrangement for the round dinner table below, decide

|f

would' seat individual

f

The following diagram could be placed on the chalkboard.

|-

e fable

is

indicated.

X

if

you wanted to encourage interaction with individual A.

Would you

seat

X

at

where you

A's place at

place 4 or 8?

(Place 4)

Explain

why you placed "X" where you
{

i

placed

X

did.

at place 4 because at this distance individuals

each other more completely than
have a

if

total physical impression of

_
:

can observe

they were seated next to each other.

each other, they are likely

people respond to gestures and posture

0B1FrTTUF

A and X

in

to interact

If

they

because

addition to verbal comments.)

COMPREHENSION OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SOCIOFUGAL AND SOCIOPETAL FURNITURE ARRANGEMENTS
DERIVATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FURNITURE ARRANGEMENT
THE EASE OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN PEOPLE

AND
Room architecture

and furniture arrangement can be classified as "sociofuga!" and "sociopeta!

Sociofugai refers to architecture

jociopetal

waiting

c

is

that

and arrangements that discourage interaction between people.

which encourages interaction.

rooms, bus stations, and railway stations.

ommon room

in

designed so that

Examples of sociofugai buildings are libraries,
Examples of sociopetal arcnitecture are the

a dormitory and the lounge of an ocean liner.

some rooms,

."

at least,

Architecturally, most homes are

encourage interaction among the family and between
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'

The
Q THE INSTRUCTOR:
for

family

members and their guests.

whether the

igbei

below and following could be reproduced as handouts
participants or d eveloped as transparencies for over-head projection.
illustrations

The way we arrange furniture within each room influences

room does or does not encourage friendly communication between and among people.

arrangements.
these illustrations as sociofugai or sociopetal furniture

arrangements of living rooms.

furniture
Presented here are three illustrations of

questions

following the description of eoch room.

—

—__

1

If?!

i

lZJ

Q

n
__J

|

—nn
1

j

\

1

This

arrangement

is

illustrative of the living

around a central hearth.

homes.

S

Arrangements

B

V

S

^

71

.

A.

Answer the

un

1

*

\

room of a Japanese home.

Furniture

is

arranged

and C are illustrative of living rooms of American

major
included; only the arrangements of the
Small fables and lamps have not been

pieces of furniture are shown.
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The key to this arrangement
|

2 -

Q'

sofa

3 - T.V.

fireplace

4

The key to this arrangement

1

is:

-

chair

is;

- sofa

2 -

chair

The furniture

arrangement

enco urage friendly communication

in

which room does the most

to

in

which room does the most

to discourage friendly

between people?

(Room A)
The furniture

arrangement

communication bet-

ween people?

(Room

B)

above answers?

What reasons support your

(in

room

A

face.

In

T.V.

set;

the furniture arrangement brings people close together and face to

room
it

B the furniture

arrangement directs the people's attention

does not bring them dose together and face to face.

arrangement does bring people face to face but not

to the

Room C's

as closely as that of

room A.)

)
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OBJECTIVE: APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES OF FURNITURE
ARRANGEMENT AS RELATED TO INTERACTION

'

BETWEEN PEOPLE

l_

To the Instructor: This page
Resource

A,

Arrange the pieces

lias

been provided for participant handout
Page Human Space 35 ,

in

Section,

of furniture in the

room so

that two requirements are

satisfied:

1,

There

is

encourage
a place to read, write, and study which does not
people.
between
interaction

2.

There

is

between
an area for conversation which encourages interaction

people.
B.

as you did
Write an explanation of why you arranged the furniture
achieve each purpose.

1

to

the desk near the
(To achieve the first purpose, I arranged
room. Interaction
the
of
rest
the
from
bookcase, facing away
facing each other.
not
are
they
if
people
between
is discouraged
sofa and some
the
To achieve the second purpose, I arranged
one another
facing
be
would
them
on
chairs so that people sitting
sociopetal arrangeThis
conversation.
easy
for
and at a distance
encourages interaction between people.

ment

: :

)

:
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THE SPACE AROUND YOU
Concept

Personal Space

:

Objectives
Deline the concept of personal space.
,

.

.

Identify personal space preferences,

Develop an awareness of the influence of personal space-preferences
on interaction and communication.

Introduction

Personal space is the distance maintained between self and others.
is affected by many factors including familiarity, status, situation,
sex, age and cultural heritage. Observers have noted an interesting,
almost dance-like action as people set up and maintain comfortable

It

distances. E. T. Hall (1966) defined the distance as intimate,
personal, social and public.
A sense of crowding or intrusion by objects or persons into one's

personal space can affect behavior and performance. Awareness
of space preferences of self and other can be helpful in improving
communication and interaction.
Materials
•

Light reading matter for each participant {booklet, magazine, etc.)
Activity sheet "How Close Is Too Close?" (Page Human Space 36.

Procedur e:
1.

To help participants become more space conscious, try this
Move classroom tables or desks away from the center
of the room. Give participants something to read and have them
take their chairs to some spot in the room where they feel
comfortable and uncrowded.
Locate yourself in the center of the room. Ask the participants
to begin reading. After several minutes ask them to move toward
you, then resume reading. Repeat this until the entire group is
activity.

2.

3.

as close together as they can get.
Encourage participants to share their feelings as they

together.

How

move closer

did crowding affect concentration?

Afterwards, have each participant complete the worksheet, "How
Close Is Too Close?"
5.
General group discussion of this activity sheet.
Additional Experience:
Have participants observe changes in body posture and movement
while interacting with others. For example, when one person shifts,
do others quickly follow suit to reestablish the distance?
4.
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OBJECTIVES:

I

RANSIATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

COMPREHENSION OF AN ABSTRACT RELATION BETWEEN FREEDOM OF

MOVEMENT AND

o

THE SENSE OF SPACIOUSNESS

AND

SIZE

1
n

BEDROOM

These

bedrooms are identical
provided

movement

is

The larger

the area of

in

in

HMD ROOM #2

#1

size,

and the furniture

in

the rooms

is

freedom of

the some,

areas of open floor space uncluttered with furnishings or other objects.

open space, the greater the freedom of movement.

Which room permits a greater

amount

of free

movement?

(Bedroom ^2)
Why?
(The arrangement of furniture in

Thus

if

bedroom ^2 provides a

permits a greater amount of free

bedroom

movement than

larger area of

one

is

floor space.

the arrangement of furniture in

^1 .)

people would perceive Bedroom $2 as being larger than Bedroom

(If

open

allowed a greater amount of freedom of movement

in

$1

.

Why?

a room,

it

is

perceived as

being larger than a room which does not allow as much freedom of movement.

Open space

helps to create the illusion of greater size of the total space.)
^stribute handout How To Visually Change The Dimensions Of A Room Resource Section,
SHide.
Teach the concepts as given on the back of the sheet as participants study
tile
illustrations.
This is preparation for the following lesson concept dealing with
spaciousness and size. Resource Section, Pg. Human Space 37.
,
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OBJECTIVE: APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF FREEDOM OF
MOVEMENT WITHIN A HOUSE AND ROOM ON THE SENSE
OF SPACIOUSNESS AND SIZE

A Successful Floor Plan Should Show. » . Resource
Using this information sheet discuss briefly color balance, traffic
patterns, shape balance and contrast. Resource Section, Page
Human Space 38,
Distribute handout

Section.

~

Continue with the following:

‘The Jones family is planning to build a house.
They cannot afford to
build a large house but they do not want their house to seem small
and cramped.
Which of the floor plans (for the first story of a two-story house)

—

below would

be the best to satisfy their desire.

The floor space

is the

same

for all plans.

(Plan A)

A.

B.

Kitchen -

Kitchen -

Laundry

Dining
|
I

Study

0
m
o

6

/

Area

Area

Dining

Area

—

Living

-4-3

.

Laundry

Study

J

0
CO
O

Living

—1—1
j
1

I

Area

£
Laundl
Study

Kitchen -

Kitchen

Laundry

Area

Dining

-g

Living

Area

§

Area

H
.

Dining

rrr

Study

0
m
o

Living-

_1

Area

What reason supports your choice ?
(Plan A permits the greatest freedom of movement within the house.
The more freedom of movement there is in a house, the more one

senses spaciousness and increased size in the house.)
.

In addition to the floor plan they select, what can the Jones family do in
each room so that their home does not seem small and cramped?
(By arranging furniture so that there is freedom of movement within
the room., each room will seem larger and more spacious.)
'
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OBJECTIVE: COMPREHENSION OF THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE UPON PERCEPTION OF SPACE

A man was traveling to Europe by air. He was forced to stand in a
long line of people in an air-conditioned terminal. Then the man was moved
to another line which was in the outside summer heat.
The people in this line
were no closer than in the first line but the crowding was much more
noticeable. He could sense other people's body temperatures and smells.
A.

What

is the relationship between the perception of environmental temperature
and one’s perception of space?

(As one perceives an increasing environmental temperature, he
perceives less spaciousness in Ms environment.)
B.

How might the sense

of crowding be lessened in homes by the control of
environmental temperature ?

(A home will seem, less crowded if the temperature is lowered. TMs
might be done by air conditioning, natural ventilation, fans, etc.)
C.

Is

there any truth in air conditioning advertisements which claim that air
homes decreases personal, irritability in the family?

conditioning of

Explain in terms of space effect.
(Yes.
the

As

air conditioning lowers the temperature within a home,
than when the temperature is higher.

home seems more spacious

is known that personal irritability in the family is decreased as
spaciousness in the home environment is increased. Therefore, one
reason air conditioning of home decreases personal irritability in the
family is that a sense of spaciousness increases with lowered
environmental, temperatures.)
It
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OBJECTIVES:

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ABILITY TO PLAN FURNISHINGS WITH SPACE
ARRANGEMENTS TO MEET SPECIFIED CRITERIA
EVALUATION OF ONE'S PLAN FOR SPACE ARRANGEMENTS TO MEET
SPECIFIED CRITERIA

Syppose that a family of four

wanted the following things

A place

2,

Freedom of movement within the room

4,

family room or living room:

for relaxation either alone or with others

1,

3,

in their

Areas which encourage interaction both
taining, among guests

among members of the family and, when enter-

Areas which encourage various interactions among and between people as, talking,
sharing music, game playing, television viewing, etc.

Floor Plans

are found

in

Resource Section, pages

Human Sp ace 39 , 40

.

and B. Discuss the given size of each room, the probable uses
Summa^V’wiffi" the participants the concepts of freedom of movement, the inHave participants arrange furnishings
fluence of spatial positions on interaction and privacy.
of tnis Guide , using the four criteria
Section
Resource
for the rooms on the floor plans provided.
above. Have participants label the furniture pieces.
Distribute

of the

FLOOR PLANS A

rooms”

Direct participants to

prepare an oral evaluation of the floor plans, using the four criteria

what extent participant has satisfied each of the criteria and giving reasons
avaiiaoie for each
to support her judgments.
It would be well to have an Opaque Projector
participant volunteering her 'plan' to display her work as she verbalizes.

above, stating to
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HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS
Culminating Activities

OBJECTIVE: FORMULATION AND RATIONALE FOR CRITERIA FOR
EVALUATING THE PHYSICAL HOME ENVIRONMENT
WHEN HEALTHFUL PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL
INFLUENCES ON INDIVIDUALS ARE DESIRED

Criteria are the standards against which an object or event is evaluated.
In
we either assume or state what kind of quality we desire in the
object or event. For example, if we desire tenderness in a baking
evaluating

powder

biscuit, one criterion for evaluation is the presence of flaky layers
within the
biscuit. If we say that one criterion for evaluating toys is safety in
construction

and materials, we have assumed that welfare of the child who plays with the toys
desirable. In evaluating we observe the object or event to determine the

is

extent to which

meets each criterion.

it

Hie facts we collect form the basis

for our judgment.

Based on the previous concepts and

activities

we have examined, set up
home if our purpose

criteria for evaluating the physical environment of the
for healthful psychological and social influences.

is

Why We Furnish As We Do, " page
Allow sufficient time for participants to complete the identification
of priority for each concept from left column. Have participants rank order the
seven or eight most personally significant concepts as directed on the activity sheet.
Distribute activity sheet "Understanding

Human Space 41

.

Allow a brief time for group exchange or reaction

to

personal choices.

Proceed to activity sheet "Criteria & Rationale For Establishing Home Environment For Healthful Psychological and Social Influences", page Hunan Space 42,
Direct participants throughout this activity, helping them to see that the items
selected out for rank order in proceeding activity become the CRITERIA, the
RATIONALE becomes the end result of activating (putting into effect) chosen
criteria.

When

Criteria and Rationale activity sheet is completed by participants, lead
discussion through the following considerations:

1

Evaluate each of selected physical home environments for their
psychological and social influences. Tell what you consider desirable
about each one and what you consider undesirable. Out of the physical
home environments examined, which do you consider best in terms of
psychological and social influences ? Why? Which do you consider

poorest ?

Why ?

HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS
Activity

202

Sheet

AND RATIONALE FOR ESTABLISHING HOME ENVIRONMENT FOR
HEALTHFUL PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL INFLUENCES

CRITERIA

DI

RECTIONS

In

the left

:

column, list your criteria. In the right column, give your reason, i.e. the deoutcome resulting from the criteria you have established as personally desirable.

sirable goal or

CRITERIA

2.

(1.

Provision for personal privacy

RATIONALE FOR CRITERIA
1 .

Lessens tension and emotional fatigue,

provides individual opportunity to es-

cape from pressures,

to reflect,

and to

be creative.
Provision for space for family activities

2.

together

Allows family to develop feelings of
mutuality, decreases competition, encourages warmth and compatibility in
parent-child relationships.

3,

Recreational facilities

3.

4,

Dryness and a comfortable temperature

4.

Encourages family members to spend
and enjoy time in the home.
Psychologically pleasant, lessens fati-

gue, frees individual to enjoy environ-

ment and
5.

Opportunities for cleanliness

5.

Lessens frustration, discouragement,

and
6,

Light adequate for various activities

6.

without strain, glare, or shadows
7.

Freedom from annoying noise

to be productive.

irritation,

encourages pride.

Lessens psychological fatigue and depression.

7.

Lessens tension, emotional irritation, and

fatigue.
8.

Variety of colors, lines, textures, and
shapes but not an amount that. overstimulates

8.

Optimal level of stimulation allows for open'
complex
thinking, and problem-solving ability.)
ness and flexibility in thinking,

N'.B. to Instructor:

Suggested Criteria and Rationale are given above as guideline for your instructions to particiWhen you reproduce this activity for use in your programming, the sheet you distribute

pants,
will

have

titles

only.

These activity sheets are found in the Resource section of this

through

Human Space 44.

Guide, pages Human Space 42

:
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Activity Sheet

CHANGE

IN

(Illustrative

HOME

REASON FOR MAKING

PROBABLE EFFECT

responses

Repaint kitchen walls from Reduce the degree of
stimulation in a noisy,
intense, bright green to a
green tint and make wood- crowded room
work the same color

Place a folding screen in
bedroom I share with

Provide opportunity for
privacy for each of us

Clean the yard around our
house.

Reduce

the

the

unkempt,

dirty look

Less

more
room

irritability,

relaxed use of

Less tension and friction
and
between my
myself
__________
Sense of pride in surroundings
less discouragement in family

members)

CHANGE IN
COMMUNITY

EFFECT OF

REASON FOR

(Illustrative responses:

Provide a play area in
the neighborhood and
equip it with recreational

Helps keep children near

Less delinquency

home and involved

neighbhorhood

in

in

healthy recreation

facilities

Reduce amount of

Eliminate source of unpleasant odor in

unpleasant stimuli in

community caused by

environment

such tilings as accumulated
garbage or industrial odors

Improves mental health
by decreasing causes for
psychological irritation
and depression)

,
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III.

Other than class handouts, this week through magazines or books, T.V.
discussion with a friend, (or other sources) I received information which
helped me better understand the psychological and social influence of
the physical environment of the home on the individual,

A

IV.

one or two sentence summary of this new information follows:

These are some tilings in my environment which I perceived for the
time this week or the things I became more aware of.

WHAT 1 SAW

first

WHAT I THOUGHT OF WHAT I SAW

When item IV has been completed, form participants into discussion
groups of five and encourage sharing of information within the individual group.
Have each group appoint or vote for a member who will summarize the group
discussion and orally contribute the result to total gToup. The dynamic of
final inter and
this process internal to each small discussion group will be a
other
intra group experience for participants. Remind participants of
behaviors.
new
with
experimenting
opportunities presented in this program for
(Cf. Color experience)

RESOURCE SECTION

.

HE

1

Filmstrip

Dialogue
INTRODUCTI ON TO HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS
Narrator:

1

frame

We've

barrator:

all

become more aware

that

any-

humans do to affect our natural environsomehow sooner or later going to affect us.

jjjljjjj’we
is

men f

u 0I)

Do unto your planet as you would have your

.

Xnef do unto you.

Right.

barrator:

But there's another kind of environ-

follows the

same ecological golden rule.

Oh?

Man:

People and the environments in which
work and play form an eco-system of
The way we design and build these hutheir own
man environments is going to affect how well we
live,

.

children.

Man: Some human environments are inhuman.
6

stand them.

Narrator:

trate

.

Someone ought

Let's

FRAME

take an obvious example.

That's

Narrator:

what

It's

this

room needs-a

little

color.

a natural human impulse to change

Sortie environment for the sake of expressing

be creative, to add vaSo, you do something to your

individuality, to
to

the

home.

environment -

FRAME

°r

I

can. still

see that color with

a one

7

An environment

to

become anxious and

in

which there

is

con-

irritable.

Man: You people can't

fool

me!

know when

I

I'm being followed.

8

For example, what

create for ourselves.

my

closed.

9 er

this is

Narrator: Part of the problem-and the solution-is
our way of thinking about the environments we

4

You know,
yes

them

stant interaction with others can cause a person

FRAME

®id your environment does something to you.

e

to tell

street.

Narrator:

fiety

Being crowded by too many people-

3

FRAME

one's

there are psychological effects

or objecfs-con affect a person's ability to concen-

way

Man:

And

that are so subtle we're just beginning to under-

Man:

them.

in

live

every day in
tually reduce our ability to hear. It has also been
found that excess noise not only affects the nervous system, but may actually damage unborn

Narrator:

Narrator:

[hey

only part of the effect on us.

Some
many sounds we live with
our man-made eco-system can even-

is

researchers claim that

FRAME

2

FRAME

But the immediate discomfort caused by

excess noise

Man:

Some of the ways we're affected by the
environments we’ve created seem just as

is

the pur-

pose of building an office building?
That's easy.

Narrator:

Is

To make space

that all there

is

to it?

for offices.

For insfance-

Obvious

FRAME
FRA

ME 5

- Sound;

Jet

whine

Man: Ouch'J
from:

9

- could you work in this

Man: Personally,
of a view.

I'd

space?

prefer something with less

Filmstrip

Dialogue cont"d,

Many designers and social scientists are
Resting that we think of a building or structure
^rrator:

container but as an environment that fulour physical and psychological needs.
a

0 f os
fills

I^

an;

j

of

environment do' you need to be creative?
To be social? To be yourself?

11

FRAME

(with

echo)

Nice place you've got here.

How do you react to a new environNew sights, sounds, smells and textures

Narrator:

can make it difficult
even in a comfortable looking setHow would you make an environment more
ting,
relaxing to you?
be very stimulating but

can

for

us

to relax

you go

someone's office, or classroom, or visit a hospital, see if you can notice
some of the things people do to make a strange
Next time

environment

1

to

i

N arrator

These acts of personalizing an environ-

:

often include

Narrator The home-and any human environmentcan also offer opportunities for socialization and
:

interaction with other people.

home do people tend

FRAME

17

Narrator

:

set aside

Where

in

your

to gather?

Are the gathering places in your home
and furnished for that purpose, or does

most of the family socialization take place in
Why do you think this happens?

other areas?

FRAME

18

Obviously, human needs can't be neatly divided
into rooms. A kitchen is a room to cook in. But
what other personal & social needs might it satisfy?

FRAME

19

A

is more than a place to play in.
How
contribute to a child's development of in-

play area

might

it

might a safe and accessible children's play area
satisfy?

symbols of family or cultural

FRAME 20
An apartment,

a mobile home, or a house is basical
an enclosed space. HOW we use that space

iy fust

M®. This

is

Uncle George.

side of the

FRAME

Monopoly?

3

heritage

nQ val

to play

dependence? What personal needs of the parents

more familiar.

never go anywhere without Ralph.

FRAME

ment

16

12

FRAME

Mam

:

Man; Anybody want

(Pause)

ment?

Narrator
How might you solve the problem of
one person's privacy interfering with another's?

FRAME

relax?

M an:

(Hums loudly)

10

Narrator: What are some of the needs people should
^ider when planning human environments? What

fo

207

Man:

have a need to get down from here.

FRAME

kind

HE 2

He was from the

family.

FRAME

and

as individuals.

21

What

14

Hello,

will affect us as a family

Me.

This

is

myself calling.

affect might a living space that doesn't encourage personalization, privacy, socialization,
or self-expression have on a family? An individual

Ki

e
°

Each of us needs
alone with ourselves.

w muc b space

is

some time and space
Flow much time and
very individual and so are the

Man

Would you

FRAME

like to play

Monoply with me?

22

find it.

Narrator:

Mme
Some

15

Can totally absorb themselves in an activity

Being aware of our physical and psycho-

logical needs

is

the

first

human environments that
of our human potential.

step toward creating truly
will stimulate the growth

-fe r can

find privacy working at a desk facin;
b Listening to music or watching television
Another way
.

^

Man: Wolfgang,

1

Wolfgang: Woof!

it's

your move.

Activity Sheet

1
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ENVIRONMENTAL EXPERIENCES;

Sensitivity

A.

Tuning

In:

A

Listening Experience

sounds
and concentrate on sounds for a minute or two. How many different
them.
rate
and
sounds
the
Are the./ dear, dlsinct, pleasant, distorting? List

(f]^se~your eyes

do you hear?

Eliminate

goynd

Tolerate

Desirable

———

—— —
'

B.

Nose Knows: An Oiefactor y Experience
- ink on paper, a recently sharpened pencil, freshly
ZeroTn'on theTcenfs that surround you
con you think of that have a characteristic
environments
brewed coffee, food! How many
The

scent?

Scent

What

are your reactions to each?

Reaction

HE 5

210

WORK

SHEET

Environmental Quality

Circle one number for each.

My home space and its inferior arrangements
reflect an awareness of the need for:
Physical security

Low

6

2.

Sexual satisfaction

Low

6

3.

Expression of hostility

L

cw

6

4.

Expression of love

Low

5.

Securing of recognition

6.

7.

1 .

8.

9.

7

8

9

10

High

8

9

10

High

7

8

9

10

High

6

7

8

9

10

High

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

Expression of spontaneity

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

Statement of place
place of others

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

definite

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

Sense of belonging to a moral order

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

6

7

8

9

10

Hisrh

in

7

society and

Maintenance of membership
human group

.

in a

1TT7

Low

*

Number

10

is

provided

for

an item you may wish

to include.

HE 6
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Key:

Circle one

number

12

for each item

low

My home

and

its

high
3

4

5

interior arrangements

set the directions for:

1.

How and when

2.

What

3.

When and where

4.

'lime and place to

5.

to

to entertain

accumulate

Kind and variety

to play

work or study

7.

4

1

4

1

4

1

4

in the choice

of furniture styles and

6.

1

Amount and expression
community spirit

arrangements

1

of

Place and choice of items
shopping

1

in

8.

9.

10 .

^Numbers

8, S, 10,

are provided for an item{s) you

may wish

to include

Express your feelings about
privacy as
symboli/ed by the word ''Hide-out.”
Answer the question with one
syllable per line.

wrong

right or

1

There are no

feelings.

he topic

HIDE- PUT

What

Where

is

it?

is it

How does

A synonym

ffick

0(d:

_

it

found?

fee!?

HE 8

c
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Sovr/d Effect§

[factions
.

What changes might you

make

in

the "effect of

you" column if you were involved
activity ? For example,

sound on
another

2.

in

-trying to sleep

Very High

-at a party

-listening to

How would yoi! rate your need for auditory
vacy (freedom from sound invasion)?

Need

TV or music

for

Quiet

-eating

-studying for a test
-talking with

your friends

How would you describe your

P.Q. (Privacy Quotient)?

How much privacy do you need ?
How much would you like to have?

How do you

fulfil!

What creative

your needs?

ways might privacy be arranged

your daily routine?

in

How many innovative ways can you think of to c cote privacy?
i

pri-

Very

lew

NecJ

for

Quiet

COLOR

A.

-

Color
214

A CHANGING POINT OF HUE

9

Children of six different "racial- groups, White, Black, American Indian, Filipino,
Japanese and Mexican, - were asked what
colors they prefer. Among first-grade chi!dren, differences in preferences are at a
minimum and gradually increase with education.
This evidence supports the generalization
that:

—
—

a. people of different "races" are born with certain color
preferences

—

b.

perception of colors in early child development
begins' with the bright
colors and proceeds to the perception of the
darker colors

*

"

racial" differences in color preference appear
to be due to learned factors
rather than inborn factors

the biological

__d.

make-up of people of

different "races" causes them to prefer

different colors

AFTER READING AND THINKING ABOUT THIS DIALOGUE BETWEEN TWO PEOPLE
THE LAST ANSWER BY WRITING THE REASON IN THE BLANKS PROVIDED.
Question:

What color do you

Answer:

Blue.

Question:

Do you prefer blue
No, prefer grass

Answer;
Question:

Answer:

1

prefer most?

grass to green grass?
that’s green.

Do you prefer blue hair to blonde, brown, black, re d or white?
f
No, prefer hair that's blonde, brown, black, rec f or white
!

j

Answer:

Would you prefer blue milk to white milk?
No, think would dislike blue milk.

Question:

You

Question:

I

i

say you prefer blue, but of the things

of colors other than blue.

Answer;

COMPLETE

I

mentioned, you

What do you mean when you

preferred that they be

say the color you prefer most

is blue?
The question you asked, "What color do you prefer most?" cannot be answered becaus'

Color
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COLOR WORKSHOP
FACT SHEET
1

.

The primary colors are;
red - yellow - blue

2.

The secondary colors are:
orange - green - violet

3.

The intermediate colors
red - orange
yellow - orange
yel low - green
blu’e -

green

blue -

violet-

are:

red ~ violet-

a.

Primary colors

Red, yellow, and blue

b.

Color wheel

A way

c

Warm

.

Secondary colors

d.
e

.

f.

g

colors

Hue
Value
Neutral colors

,

h.

Cool colors

j.

intermediate colors

k

Tint

.

Shade
m. Warm colors
.

n.

Neutral colors

o.

Cool colors

of grouping colors
orange, and yellow

-—Orange,
-

-

—-Amount of

—

-

green, and violet

— Name of a color

— -Black,

Intensity

i.

1

——Red,

lightness or darkness

gray, and white

Brightness, dullness, strength, weal
-Blue, green, blue-violet

—-Blue-green

and yellow orange

Pink and pastel blue

-—Maroon
-

or navy blue

— Colors with a predominance of red.

---Sometimes applied to beige, ivory,
and cream
Colors with a predominance of blue

Advancing Colors

Receding Colors

Bright silver

Black

Yellow-orange

Blue-violet

Beige
.Red -orange

Blue

Yellow
Ivory

Gray
Blue-green
Dark brown

Pink

Orange
Red-vioiet

White
Red

Gold
Scarlet

Yellow-green

10

*

'

Color

COLOR
1

.

HERE

AND NOW

WORKSHOP

ACTIVITY

216

WHEEL:

0

)

(

(

2)

4)

COLOR
Make

(I

a

Color 12

WORKSHOP

list:

TWENTY THINGS

1 .

2

.

3.

4

.

5.

6.
7,
8

.

9.

10

.

12 .

13.

14 .
15.

16 .
17 .
18.

19 .

20

.

ACTIVITY

I

LOVE TO

DO WITH COLOR

.

217

Color 13
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RANK order activity
(There are no

right-

or wrong or belter or worse answers to Rank Ordering.
is personal preference.)

The answer selection

Who Are You and What Kind

of Color

Scheme

Suits

Your Psyche?

no ionger news that the colors you choose (and the ones you avoid) make a personal state
So does the way you put colors Together for your personal environment. When you
select a ceitain Kind or color scheme, it's because you’re the kind of person you are. Sound
Let s rank order the fol lowing (wri te nos
intriguing? It is
1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 on the spaces
provided to indicate order of preference for each item) to come up with a brief personal preIt's

rnent

.

.

.

ference inventory.

A.

You decide
Do you
.

to learn a

new

handcraft as an outlet for your creative energy.

.

T ake up needlepoint and plan to

make

flora! seat covers for

your dining

room chairs?
Buy yourself a hand loom so you can design and weave your own fabrics?
Enrol in the woodworking class and the jewelry class at the local adult
I

schools?
Learn the art of painting porcelain miniatures?
B.

When

I'm upset the best

have a few drinks
have a long walk alone

to

ta.lk to

to

me

music, or sew, or read

clean house

more important
a -nice

for

me

to

have

home

a nice car

nice clothes

D.

to relax

a close friend

to listen to

Its

for

to

to

C.

way

Which would you

rather do without?

Self-confidence
organ! zat ion

acceptance

is:

1

E.

I

have

to

cook dinner tonight.

Should

1

have;

lamb chops
raw vegetables and sour cream
stuffed flounder

F.

Which do you

-value 'more?

large and intelligent record collection
library of books

be ing a

G.

superb gourmet cook

Which would you

rather

be?

a blade of grass

drop of water
grain of sand

H.

If

!

had to spend one day as a piece of cloth

I'd be:

a piece of wool
a piece of velvet
a piece of burlap

.!,

Would you
all

J,

rather be in a room:

quiet and soft colored

all

noisy and light

a!!

dark

The groups of colors

I

prefer are:

coo! and tranquil '(blues, greens, turquoise, oqua)
(red, orange, yellow, purple)

warm and sunny

rich earth tones (browns, beiges, gold, rust)

K,

It

is

very important that my home be:

.a

place of comfort and emotional security
a place in which to live

just

an extension of

my own

personality

a tranquil refuge

L,

In

my home

I

prefer color to be:

bold and lively
exciting but restrained
pastel

and subdued

Color 14
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COLOR

Color

ASSOCIATION

220

YELLOW
Yellow, which

is the color of the sun and artificial light,
has an effect of cheerfulness,
buoyancy, optimism, exultation, sympathy, and even prosperity. It almost sings and
For centuries it was considered a sacred color in China. In home decoration yellow
shouts.
because more than any other color it gives the effect of light. It supplies
is indispensable,
sunshine, even on a gray day. The modified yellows, such as buff, cream, ivory, beige, ecru,
pale lime yellow, and pale banana yellow, are useful wall colors because they have the happy

gaiety,

faculty of pulling together

Yellow

and harmonizing colors used in draperies, carpets, and upholstery.
a friend to the person with a limited income because it has the power of making in-

is

expensive cottons,

needed
screen

I

inenes, and woolens look beautiful

Accessories of yellow are usually

.

Gold, which is a type of yellow, is also useful; .for example, a gold
would add cheer to a dull room of the more elegant type. Yellow is also being used
north rooms.

in

effectively for exterior house trimming, especial !y for shutters.

GREEN
Green

is

the color of grass, leaves, and vegetables and naturally suggests rest, cool shade,

Green

ond refeshment, all pleasant things.

Some

considered beneficial

is

to the

eyes, nerves, and

colorists say that green has negative qualities as well as positive ones

and
composed of yellow and blue and appears
warm if yellow predominates or cool if blue is preponderant. The restored colonial homes of
Williamsburg, Virginia, have demonstrated the beauty of green walls. Vigorous greens combine well with knotty pine and other natural woods.
The most usable greens are those that have
been reduced in intensity and made subtle. Greens must be used with caution, however, for
disposition.

suggests envy, jealousy, and

that it

i

!

!

health,

it is

and waifs may reflect an unbecoming color on the persons in the room. Greens
employed on the exteriors of houses or on garden furniture or fences should be warm
quality so that they will harmonize with the color of the foliage.

green ceilings
that
in

are

BLUE
Blue

the color of dear skies ond deep water, and so is associated with coolness, it exdistance, spaciousness, loftiness, dignity, calmness, serenity, reserve, formality, re-

is

presses
straint,

lack of sympathy, and coldness.

In

decoration

it

acts as a

check or an antidote

for

Blues are not so friendly with one another as other colors are and therefore
have to be selected with additional care under both daylight and artificial light. Blue is a very
important decorative color as it is usable in large areas. Since blue is not an aggressive color
too

much warmth.

much as some of the others. Modified or Prussian blue
modern furnishings, especially in bedrooms and dining rooms. Pale
date blue or pale grayed turquoise blue are refreshing wall colors which seem to add spaciousBlue pushes
ness to small rooms.
Medium blue and white combine well in a two— tone scheme.
it

does not have to be neutralized as

walls are

now used with

Sight

back wails, decreases size of objects, smoothing for excitable persons, adds coolness to a room,
°nd can be depressing to the morose type of person.

PURPLE
Purple
c °ncel

characteristics and when mixed
is made of red and blue, which possess quite opposite
each other's effect, so that purple is somewhat gentle and vague. It suggests mystery.

Color 16
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°-r

11 aLti common
I

Some

porple.

royal

a r ,i sts avoid purple
and the

^ p.—

“.--y.
‘

!he

diluted pu.ple

known

«""

as lavender.

BLACK

dliir„r ricii; %rif °tn t

sjr

-

L

-X^rr-nr^ S::|r -

fumi,u,e '

WHITE
White

Usir

in

a recurring favorite behveen periods
of colorful decoration because
of its serenity
16
96 "" 0
aPPmVed
b ° ,h
i°"
inter!
t
°'
‘
luxury .delicacy, and femininity ore
?e boors
and carpets. An inexperienced person
might well ose white walls Ibrouoh9
1';- VVIrite is valuable fo, the opportunity i, gives to display other colors

W
! T

~

bored o n

;

is

w

^

^

’1 "T

,

-d

X

i

'

wl schemes

"

‘

“

S

C,et

'

m

a " d 0ff- wbi,<S ° re US

”"^

GRAY
Gray

which

produced by mixing black and white, has no particular
character of its own
^ S6 emS S en He and serene ' and
dark shades dignified and restrained.'
GrJm Y b W m C
°\ °,° / A PG S ' WQrm 9r ° y C ° nfainin 9 e!fher y ellow or violet makes a
Pleas! ng wall
U color.
A dark gray wall can serve as an advantageous background
for etching
swings
Gray stain on woodwork and furniture is more unusual
than brown and is aareeW
° C °°! effeCt 5S des!red
Gr °y is a va!uable color in modern decoration as H
permik em h
«
sls
to b e placed on the form of objects by
P
minimizing their color. Gray should be
compamed by sorrobritliant color to counteract its
neutrality. A dominance of gray in a
n0
y
ndicate a lack of imagination on the part of the owner.
Pale gray is a pleasing
^°'
cc
’

nk

is

9hf

t,ntS

t

,

7

.

‘

T

-

'

1

|

0r -or

exterior walls of houses; white houses look well with roofs
and shutters of slate gray.

Color
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RED-

Red is the color of fire and blood. It is expressive of primitive passion, war, vigor, power,
movement, aggression, boldness, and force. Red is one of the most beloved of colors. An
explanation

‘

may be

0:

that red

mouth of the cave or primitive

the

is

the color of fire, and., since for unfold years the fire at

man was

protection and comfort, his descendants

his

some of his feeling of pleasure in its color.
splendor, warmth, hospitality, and exhilaration.

inherited
of

In

may have

decoration, red gives the impression

It is cheerful, but not restful, and so, must
Coo! reds like American Beauty roses (magenta) harmonize with blues and
reds like tomatoes or firecrackers harmonize with yellow, salmon, orange, and

be used discreetly.

Warm

purples.

chartreuse
cation.
rod has

should
is

ter,

the
a

.

Reds are usually grayed, but cherry red and Chinese red are used without modifi-

Certain rich reds are used freely

in italian and Spanish rooms.
Bark, dull, raspberry
be a successful color for carpets. Pink, one of woman's favorite colors,
usually be grayed if used in large quantities. Shrimp pink, which has warmth and characdelightful in chair coverings and other small areas. If pink and blue are used together

proved

to

pink should be slightly orchid and the blue should have a violet cast.

room, pulls walls nearer, increases

tire

size of an object, gives

color, stimulates activity or even "rages"

cool

if

used

in too

warmth

Red adds gaiety to
to a cool

room or a

great amounts.

BROWN
Brown, that most useful of colors,
The

is

being recognized again after a period of unpopularity.

brown or mission period was a reaction against the

but the reformists

draperies

reds

and greens of the Victorian era,

carried their crusade so far that walls, woodwork, carpets, upholstery, and

became brown, and so naturally the color fell into disfavor. Brown walls are now efwith natural wood furniture and light beige rugs, or with one striking color such

fectively used
as

Chocolate, burnt cinnamon, or other red-browns are more

turquoise or cherry red.

than

Brown

yellow-browns.

is

usable

traditionally associated with ideas of humility, tranquility, and

gentleness.

.ORANGE
Orange
and in

its

is

the most vivid hue that exists.

pure state

it

is

so

worm

that

it

It

possesses the qualities of both red and yellow,

should be used only

energy, spirit, hope, courage, and cordiality.
rust,

cedar, oncl copper which arc often used

in

How Do You React
Lei's

get acquainted with

many

colors!

in Small quantities.

If

expresses

Neutralized forms of orange such as peach,
home decoration radiate hospitality and cheer.

to

Different Colors?

Find out which colors really do something for you -

does each member of your family react to colors? Their opinions are valuable.
The decorative scheme of a room iias a great deal more to do with persona!
spork e than most people realize - so by all means, live with colors you love and colors that
Hioke

you fed wonderful.

How

!

Provoke the psychological reaction you desire.

Color
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COLOR WHEEL

Red

P -

Primary color

S ~

Secondary color

I

-

Intermediate color

Red-orange

18
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KNV 1R0NMI5NTS

W ORKSHOP

-

SELF

TEST

|,

NAME

the primary colors

2,

NAME

the secondary colors

3.

LEST the Intermediate colors

I

In

die blank to the left of

or the

each numbered item place the Setter
matching form from the list below. Some terms may be used more than once.
0.

Color wheel

1 .

Red, yellow, and blue

'

b.

Cool colors

c

Hue

*

2.

d.

Intensity

e

Intermediate colors

.

f.

Neutral colors

g.

Primary colors

b.

Secondary colors
Shade

i-

Tint

k.

Value

|

Warm

.A

way

of grouping colors

3.

Red, orange, and yellow

4.

Orange, green, and violet

5.

Name

6.

Amount

7.

Black, gray, and white

8.

of a color
of lightness or darkness

Brightness, 'dullness, strength, or

colors

weakness
9.

Blue, green, blue-violet

10.

Blue-green and yellow-orange

11.

Pink and pastel blue

12.

Maroon

13.

or

navy blue

Colors with a predominance of red
or yel low

14.

Sometimes applied

to

beige, ivory

brown, and cream
15.

Colors with a predominance of blue

Color
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pos T

Under ine
I

flu*

Cont'd.

-

word that BIS] completes the following statements:

^ worm

I.

SEi i_li:$_f

__

color has o predominance of

—

3.

Another word

for the

bnghrnn:. r

dullness, strength , or v/rnl ,iov

of a color

red

a.

b.
c.

wbi

brown

•

i'c

cool color

veil

lias

a predominance of --

4.

c

inlensi ty

d

neutral

A

color that makes an object

appear
'

advance

a.

yol low

a.

pale blue

blue

b

red

c

black

c.

light

d

gray

d.

dark brown

Read the following

.

to

b

receding colors.

1

ue

hue

b.

.

d

A

2.

a.

blue

is

list

List

Divide them info two groups:

of 20 colors.

them

in the

green

advancing colors and

appropriate coium, below:

black

8.

9.

Red-orange

15.

Ye! low

16.

Whi te
Red

2.

Blue- violet

3.

Gray

10.

Ivory

17.

Dark-

4.

Bright silver

n.

Blue-green

18.

Gold

5.

Blue

12.

(

Yel iow-orange

13.

Orange

Beige

14.

Red- violet

.

7.

is

ADVANCING COLORS

•Pink

brown

19.

Scarlet

20.

Yellow-green

RECEDING COLORS

'

Color

COLOR

handout

This

lias

-

A CHANGING POINT OF HUE

been prepared as content back-up

teaching the program

Co lor -

A

for the professional

Changing Point of Hue .

Though the

21
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Home Economist

Instructor in this pro-

gram must beware of interpreting color meanings for program participants, and must work
for

affective responses from participants, the decision of

impart and

where

in

how much of

information to

this

the program sequence this information will lend substance rests with

(he Instructor.

What

Co lor?

Is

theories on the

Since Sir Isaac Newton

phenomenon of color, but

analyzed

first

all

light, scientists

are based on established principles.

Colors are actual wavelengths of energy radiating from the sun.

creating the different colors in the spectrum.
radiant
(red,

energy strike a glass prism.

Each wave

sequence.

White

Scientists

agree on

break

is

a different length.

length,

The longer waves

The human eye sees them as red,

The colors of the rainbow repeat

this

same color

fight contains all the colors of the spectrum.

this basic definition of color.

down these main

colors into the

They differ only

in their

from the other around a circle.

ideas of

how

best

whole range of possible color gradations.

Wilhelm Ostwald, a physical chemist, grouped colors according

tant

in

orange) bend the least; the shorter ones (blue, violet) bend the most, so that the light

orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet.

Dr.

These waves vary

They can be clearly seen when the waves of

comes out the other side of the prism as separate waves.

to

have had various

His objective

was

to hue,

to identify colors,

each equidis-

and he did break

them down info 24 separate distinguishable colors.

The

Goethe Color Triangle arranges nine basic colors

to

show the relationship of primary

to

secondary to tertiary colors.

St.

Marie, Satenig, Homes Are For People , J. Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
35]

New

York:

pp. 344 -

Color
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Schopenhauer experimented with color to determine the relation
and balance of Sight with
quantity within the color

Albert Mansell, an artist,

value.

wheel.

developed

system to categorize colors by hue, chroma, and

his

This, too, ’was intended for the identification of
colors so that those using color

could accurately

communicate with each other when describing

colors.

However, many have attributed to these systems, as well as to others that have also been developed, absolute authority for

This

is

where the

frust ration

how

colors should be

about color rules hinders creativity.

play an important role in the function they

identifying colors

the

home.

effects, a

Ail these color systems

were originally designed

to fulfill - that of

and their relationships.

An in-depth study of
in

combined and used.

all

of these theories

For the professional

who

is

not essential to understanding

how

to use color

plans to use color intellectually to achieve certain

working knowledge of the various color theories can provide a foundation from

which to work and to experiment.

Individuals as well as families can use color with
from a personal point of

color

and how

it

is

view.

more confidence

in

it

the environment, gaining insight info self by dis—

covering what colors and g roups, of colors are most pleasing.

how

they can approach

This must start with experiencing color, learning to "see"

used everywhere

an understanding of

if

colors relate and

how they

interact,

Then, gradually, developing

one can build a working know-

ledge about color that can be applied to creating the kind of environment

needed

for

each

individual situation.

Further reason for the affective

approach

in the

Color -

A

Changing Point of Hue program.

Marty factors influence the color of an object:

The way the object absorbs, transmits, or reflects the light waves striking
The surroundings of the object.
The physical condition of the viewer's eye.
The psychological association of color concepts with the object.

it.

Color 23
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8uf/ perhaps, the most important factor

is the Sight source under which
a given object is seen.
Objects are visible to the human eye only because light
from them enters the eye. Without

light,

objects could not be seen and, in turn,
without reflected light, colors, would not be

possible.

The color in the Sight source must be reflected off the object in order to give back
the color
of the

object.

flected most a

i

When
all the

looking at a piece of red fabric under white light, the
red color
other colors

white fabric looks white because

he type of sight outdoors

is

usually stated that daylight
thus the

type of light

is

in
it

sunlight,

the Sight source are absorbed by the red fabric.

re-

reflects all the colors in the light.

which contains

white, but sunlight

is

is

In turn,

is

all

the colors of the spectrum.

is

It

scattered by the earth's atmosphere and

changed by the time of day and condition of the atmosphere.

The rising or setting sun contains more red and will cast a reddish

glow on

ai!

objects.

A

hazy

day produces a bluish light - often families find this color unpleasant and turn on incandescent
lights

within a

home

to cast a yellowish

The light from an incandescent lightbult
of the other colors.

less

glow.

is

white light, but

Fluorescent lights have more blue.

it-

has a larger amount of red and

Different colors are seen

when

an object appears in different kinds of light.

For
is

example, a wall that

is

lighted with a source that

red

white under a white light can be made to appear red when
is

predominantly red.

it

Actually, the wall will only seem to be

because only red wavelengths of energy are being reflected from the wall to the observer's

eye.

The Psychology of Color.
to lead to

Psychologists have found that the emotional impact of color fends

outwardly directed action.

A knowledge

of this fact combined with research on

how human beings react to certain colors has been applied successfully
ond schools to influence performance.

example,

'Color"

common

- a

This

knowledge can be applied

in industry, hospitals,

to fhe

home, too.

reactions to some colors have been found to be as follows:

Many Faceted

Tool," Penney's porum , Spring and Summer 1968,

For

Color
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Red/ exhilarating, stimulating to the brain, pulse, and appetite.
Pink, festive.

Yellow , energizing, creates sense of well-being.
Green, soothing, refreshing, nature's color.
Blue, serene and relaxing.

Gray, noncommittal, reduces emotional response.
Purple, enigmatic, shade and texture affect color.

Raw Red, overstimulating.
intense orange, increases tension and irritates.

White, Neutral, neither stimulates nor calms.

Bright,

colors tend to condition most people for action - toward outwardly directed

warm

interests

Whereas

and muscular activity.

conducive

soft, cool colors are

to introspection

and

mental tasks.

Research shows that people react to color
pressed with both physical
red, blue,

of restlessness

blues
to

in

many ways and

For example,

that their reactions

when a room

is

predominantly red there

blood pressure, a quickening of muscular responses, a genera! feeling

and emotional excitability, and a tendency

and greens may tend

to slow muscular response, to

for time to arag.

in

calm the nerves, and

contrast,

to

itie

cause people

underestimate long periods of time.

Even the most skilled color specialist could not use color

What Colors Do People Prefer ?
effectively without a

knowledge

psychology, have been studied

of color preferences.

in

many ways.

Preferences, as they relate to color

However, most studies have been done with

small samples of relatively high color purity in red,

orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet;

and the like,
variations in color, texture, the specific item,
of samples.

The research reports show relatively

people seem to prefer cool colors to
as

may be ex-

These responses are observed with

and psychological responses.

and green particularly.

may be an increase

in

warm

little

would need an

infinite

variation in their findings.

number

In

general,

colors, with the order of preference usually listed

yellow.
blue, red, green, violet, orange, and

Color 25
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hove been studied with relation

Colors choices

economic level, and bioiogica! influence.

show many

icant relationships but

an d tend to

move from warm

age, sex, intelligence, education, socio-

to

The

results of studies

interesting trends.

to cool colors.

have revealed few signif-

Children's choices change with age

Other studies indicate that

age, education,

as

income, and exposure to color associations increase, so does the
tendency to select subtle
colors with little contrast.

Color choices seem to be closely related

to affections

and ac-

quired learnings.

It

will

be interesting to observe whether today's young generation,
which sees so many bright

colors in clothes, toys, classrooms,
ferent attitude
sensory'

and the brightly colored environment,

toward color preferences

deprivation as far as color

in

in the future.

the environment

Certainly, they do not suffer from
is

concerned.

The psychological importance of color cannot be underestimated.

controlled environments,
times

become psychotic

who have experienced

or c reate a

more colorful environments, since
of

its

animals increase

Functional Color .

in this

it

will have a dif-

Persons living in severly

the absence of sensory stimulation, some-

dream world of their own.

Even zoos today are building

has been found that the life span and reproduction rate

type of environment.

The psychological factors about color can be used

to

make

it

a functional

tool

Some examples where

has been used successfully are:

it

A European hospital used blue
lax

them and red

stimulation.

in

in

the surroundings of patients with high blood pressure to re-

those of patients with low blood pressure to give them a feeling of

Yellow was used

for patients

with mental trouble, since

it

creates a sense

of well-being
Dark colors can

make an object seem heavier than can

light colors.

packages are painted two different colors, one dark and one
heavier to

lift,

in

an industry where much

packages will be planned

in light colors to

lifting of

make

When two

identical

light, the dark will

heavy packages

is

appear

necessary, the

the lifting seem lighter.

Sometimes

moderately heavy equipment such as sewing machines or vacuum cleaners are manufactured in light colors so that they will not seem so heavy to

move,

conversely, some

Col 2Sl 26
products such as clocks or radios, which
to
In

may be

small, are sometimes

made

in

dark colors

make them appear heavier.

children's hospital wards, intense colors, such as bright pink, turquoise, and yellow are

used to create an atomosphere of mild "pandemonium" to help children keep their minds

and their

off their illnesses

effect

a! oneness.

when combined with care from

adults in hospitals

woujd

irritate

These exciting colors seem to have a beneficial
nurses

and hospital aids.

them.

Yellow has been found to have the greatest visibility, so
taxies,

Color

is

in

used

it is

partment

X

it

is

used for school buses and many

used on machinery projections and low beams.

in offices to facilitate

to visually

in

industry,

These same colors used for

organization and communication between departments,

define where papers belong.

For example, all communications going to de-

might be planned

pink envelope and those going to department

a bright green one.

in a bright

Or, carbons of

letters that are

Y

typed may be different colors -

white for the file copy, yellow for the follow-up action, and pink for circulation to
others

who might be

interested.

The same information could be applied to the home.

In

a

bedroom shared by two

son's furnishings.

sisters, or

two brothers, color could be used

to identify

This helps contribute to a sense of belonging and security,

each per-

one of Maslow's

hierarchy of needs.

In

towels, and a storage
the bathroom, individual colors can identify trays of grooming aids,

drawer for each family member.
in

a kitchen or family

Color

may

chest with different colored drawers might also be used

room to store hobby supplies or games.

Young family members could then ieam

identify the contents.

example, to put toys

A

in

the blue drawer, papers

in

Each color could be used to
to store items

by learning,

for

the yellow drawer, and so on.

in the bathroom.
also provide a safety factor, especially

The top shelf of the

that must be used with discretion
medicine cabinet might be painted red for those medicines
or might be' harmful to

Safety can be

young people.

encouraged by using color

the
for easy identification throughout

home.

Color 27
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|n

the final analysis, translating color ideas

and inspiration into reality

is

a very personal

matter.
jt

depends on these factors:

An awareness of color and how

A

free use of imagination.

A

self-confidence

if

works.

using color.

in

Self-awareness.

The willingness to experiment - to stray from the "tried and true," the familiar, and
the safe combinations.

A

recognition that
to

A

all

attempts

may not be

successful - that they

may be used

as guides

improving performance.

recognition that one's concepts about using colors will change with experience, with
time, and with one's changing values.

Most of all,

if

depends on a new approach to color, free from

jective - to create

an environment

for

each individual family

rules - with

one important ob-

to relate to in

meeting human

needs.

ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION

"Color - a
"Hailstones
inc.
Light

Many Faceted

Tool," Penney 's Forum , Spring and Summer 1968.

and Halibut Bones," Mary O'Neil, Adventures

Garden City,

New

in

Color , Doubleday and Company,

York, 1961.

and Color , TP 119, Large Lamp Division, General Electric Company, Nela Park,

Cleveland, Ohio.

"Open Your Eyes

to Color," a presentation prepared for the

J.C. Penney Company by Commu-

nications Workshop, Provo, Utah.
Sloane, Patricia, Color:

Book Corporation:

Basie Principles and

New

New

Directions , Studio Vista:

York, a subsidiary of Chapman-Reinhold, Snc.

The Color Tree, published by Inferchemica! Corporation, 1965.

London; Reinhold
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How

Is

Color Experienced?

4
Man mixes colorants which
or relied
specific

hues

in

will

lire

selectively absorb

The optic nerve registers the message and sends

light rays.

the sight center of the brain.
individual fjpcomes

Homes Are For People
New York, P. 345

,

II

is at

aware of the color of an

Satenig St, Marie, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

it

lo

this point that the

object.

HUMAN IPACE NEED

if it is
if .f is

Qn example of flight distance
n it
,
i{ " ,s an example
of social distance

is

,

A

'

Ueps

A man

2.
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'

an example of territory
B if if
an example of pers^l
distance
1

PROXEMiCS
1

FOLLOWING:

ioj>

USE ,

,

LOGICAL PHE NGMENA OF SPACABLY APPi
Y^o
A PLY
10 HUMANS IN THEIR HOMES, LABEL

ING PRESENTED
IHE

nyman space 29
-

is

0 Wa,cl ’

W

„ :ZT7~^^
^

^-F

feels very ancomfortable

children playing

because

his

bouse

is

, he

.

bock yard .

very near hi, neighbor's house,

unlawful even by government
officials to search and size
an individual's home.

4.

A man's home

5.

Schizophrenics (mentally Ml people
who commonly are said to have
ties,

,

i

,e.

,

is

his castle.

split personali-

they don't hove a secure sense
of identity) panic when they ore
approach,

to closely

6.

Individuals

become

irritated

and tense jiving

in

an over-crowded home with several

people per room.
/

.

A

nursery or infant's room

'is

planned

to

be within hearing distance of the parents’

bedroom.
8

*

Conversation areas are arranged so that people are seated at
comfortable distances
for conversing, neither so

and talking
9.

’

_

_____
.

dose

as to

touch nor so far apart as to make listening

difficult.

People place fences and hedges around their homes.

1°*

A woman

11.

A

person sitting on a sofa moves when someone else

12.

A

small child cries

13.

An elderly mother

feels uncomfortable

because her home

when he cannot

is

in

an isolated area

sits

own house

the country.

on the sofa beside him.

find his mother and father at

prefers having her

in

home.

or apartment to living'in the

same

household with her son's or daughter's family.

.

14.

Although an unmarried person can afford the monetary cost of living alone, he
she) greatly prefers having

.

15.

Two men argue over

someone

(or

else share the apartment or house.

the ownership of a five-foot strip of land

between

their houses.

.
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Dialogue
INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN SPACE NEED,

Narrator: Here are some other observations made
by Dr. Hall in his studies.

1

fRAME

Proxemics?

jj an;

That's right.

barrator:

Okay.

!

FRAME
What

give up.

Proxemics

Narrator:

is

it?

is

use

and

North-

University, to describe the study of man's

to

On

tion develops.

move

closer as a conversa-

the other hand, others

may

fee! their personal space-as well as their sense

of order-is intruded upon

if

someone moves closer

during the course of conversation.

perception of space.

Man: Say, did you know your chair

Far out.

Man:

6

Some people fend

a word coined by Dr.

Professor of Anthropology at
western

PROXEMICS

-

USE,

is

bolted to

the floor?

No. Actually dose

Narrator:

in.

FRAME

7

2

fRAME

Dr. Hall observed that the middle

Narrator:
According to
space
to

bubble that expands and contracts according

what

we're

we're doing at the moment, the situation
our emotional state and cultural back-

in,

This

grounds.
to

Dr. Hall, each of us has an invisible

consider in

Frankly,

Mon:

can't see

Narrator

Among Americans

:

zones:

and The Public.

Social
,

and a far

fRAME

the room.

To

fRAME

a part of our be-

they go unnoticed until

each

his

we

interact

zones are different from ours.

zone, eh?

in his

in

space bubble.

8

People who are used to seeking privacy

by going into another room and closing the door,
tend to feel rejected by someone in the same room

who avoids conversation.

FRAME

that

He encloses himself

Man; My cousin from London.

Man:

4

much

achieve

these has a

phase

^ people whoze

^

And each of

personal zones are so

f'avior

there are four basic

The Intimate, The Persona!, The

a shared nursery

privacy simply by not relating to anyone else

FRAME

it.

in

to boarding schools learned to

3

distance

ffese

I

and went

Narrator:

FRAME

near

space bubble is an important factor
planning human environments.

who grew up

class Englishman

Sorry.

I

know

in

How

people experience space

a matter of how far

inches or feet.

we

is

not

are from one another

The space bubble includes

all

the senses.

Man: That makes a

5

somewhere.

9

Narrator:
just

he's in there

FRAME

lot

of sense.

10

bfrator;
0n 6 is
Ur

°pean heritage.
I

c

What some people regard as the Intimate
the Social Zone to many others of southern

bse.

get cross-eyed looking at

somebody

that

Narrator: Take KINESTHETIC SPACE, Have you
noticed how some animals-walruses, for instancetend to huddle together? And according to scientific observation,

it’s

not just the need to keep

warm

.

:

j

Human Space

H

fSAME
!„

p

FRAME

on a wire fend to keep
fain-often precise-distance between them.
„
er
e too, tend to be either contact or momcontrast, birds sifting

e0 p

con

,

lives in

pRAME

enter a room, do you tend to

chair nearest or furthest

1

need a

from another person?

elbow room!

19

Sound

Elevator.

:

However, in trying

:

THERMAL

these

achieve the most

to

we

efficient use of limited space,

will also react differently to

often ignore

human space needs.

At some time or another you've sat in a

space.

occupied by someone else. How do
the warmth of the other person's body?

recently

mu react to

Well,

it

depends a

lot

on who

if

was.

space bubble
there

Sound:

Phones, typewriters, etc.

stress caused by the constant denting ofThe space bubble - by touch, by heat, by
smell, by sound - can build up.

Are there aromas that you find make
more pleasant and comfortable?
others that you find distracting and irri-

'Narrator:

FRAME 20

Nar rator: The

14

FRAME

Are

lot of

FRAME

Narrator

your

his

sit in

13

FRAME

Man:

amound of room

12

L en YOU

c [xjir

greater than the

body occupies.

or her

Man

people

Clearly, the space a person actually

:

is

type individuals.

fact

(he

18

Narrator
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FRAME

21

Sound:

Dishes, conversation.

tating?

Narrator
15

FRAME

sense of

Our

reach

ound

Our sense of smell is
much greater distance, but sound
into our space bubbles from miles away.

for a

sensitive

S

-

beyond that.

distance

Narrator:

15

iT,!

?

Some people can screen out

or

even

sounds that others find very irritating.

your

Perhaps the real space challenge of
is

allow' ourselves to

right here on earth. Do we
be shaped to fit our environ-

.

I've

grown accustomed

to

my space.

16

N arrator :
en joy

Dishes crash to floor.

the 2 1st Century

Man:
FRAME

may even cause behavior problems.

FRAME 22

ment.

Thunder

:

- and

touch extends no further than our

Thermal sensitivity extends only a short

todies.

can

Sound;

:

response to these sounds:

Pleasant?

What
Neu-

FRAME 23
Narrator:

Or do we shape

our environment to

our human needs?

Irritating?

Man: There's no space

like

home.

Western movie.

IWor: What
FRAME

l

you were frying

to

read?

17

^daren’t there
° n(

if

some sounds that are both
same time?

comforting at the
Fire

engine?

irritating

From:

Your Space And Mine
J. C. Penny Co., N.

,

produced by
Y.

fit

:

Human Space

NoTrespassing
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IDENTIF Y AND RECORD the special places or items
that are a part of "your territory" in a typical
day.

Reactions
1.
Are some territories yours alone, or shared?
Are some of them yours only for a short time?
2.
How- do you let others know these are your
territories?
3.
What do you do when someone invades your
territory? Do you always have the same

reaction?

4.
5.
6.

Where are most of your
territories located?
Why do you claim these areas
or objects as your own?
What would be your feeling
if you were suddenly forbidden
to have territory?

Human Space
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THE SPACE AROUND YOU
Activity Sheet;

An Environmental

Self- Profile

Express Yourself: Some Open-Ended Sentences
Other Environmental Needs.
(a)

The environment that inspires

(b)

Areas around

(c)

One

(d)

An object or

(e)

An

ritual

my home

or tradition

article

article or ritual

I

I

me

to

be myself

or place of work that

I

like

feel

I

because

Help You Think Through

to

it

links

I

is

consider

me

with

would always want with

would pass on

to

my

children

my

territory are

my past

is

me wherever

ora

I

go

is

close friend to

continue might be

(i)

If I

could plan an ideal environment for myself

a close friend or relative planned one for

(g)

If

(h)

If 1

could change

some

things in

my work

I

me

would include

I

think they would plan

environment

this is

what

would do
(i)

If I

could plan an ideal school environment

tills

is

what

I

would do

I

HUMAN

SPACE

NEED ,

USE

PR0XEM1CS
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T0

THE INSTRUCTOR:

THIS SHEET SHOULD BE REPRODUCED AS PARTICIPANT HANDOUT.

COMPREHENSION OF THE CONCEPTS OF TERRITORY, PERSONAL
DISTANCE,

Label these

AND SOCIAL DISTANCE

sketches as to which of the following kinds of space each illustrates:
territory
flight distance

personal distance
social distance

This illustrates the

concept

of

This illustrates the concept

of

This illustrates the concept

This illustrates the concept

HUMAN

SPACE

NEED

.

USE .

-

PROXEMICS

Human Space 35
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APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES OF FURNITURE ARRANGEMENT AS RELATED
TO INTERACTION BETWEEN PEOPLE

L

ROOM

A.

Arrange

1

.

I

he pieces of furniture

There

FURNITURE.

in

the room so that two requirements are satisfied:

a place to read,, write, and study which does not encourage interaction between

is

people.
2.

B.

There

is

an area

for conversation

Write an explanation of

which encourages interaction between people.

why you arranged

the furniture as you did to achieve each purpose.

Human Space 36
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HOW

CLOSE

IS

TOO CLOSE?

Describe how your personal space preferences change when the other person'
is:

Someone you love very much

A

stranger on a crowded bus

A

young child

An

authority figure

An

elderly person

What arc your space needs ?
Some questions to clarify your

flunking about your ideal wants and space needs.

How do you feel when someone site very close to you and touches you during
a conversation?
When you walk

into a

room or

office do

you choose the chair nearest or farthest

from another person ?

How

do you feel

members
home ?

Do any
the

if

someone

of

sits in

your usual seat at the table v/here you eat?

your family have an implied claim to a seat or

area, of

of your own, of any size,
If you were given the opportunity to have a room
what size room would you choose and what would be your plans for the use
of the

space

?

.

Human Space 37
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HOW

TO VISUA LLY CHANGE THE

DIMENSIONS OF A

Key on

Source:

ROOM

reverse side of sheet-

Co
Decoratin g, Ellen Liman, MacMillan
The Money SnveHs Gunfe To
RewTVixR ,T95T7pg /0
•

-

Human Space 38
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A SUCCESSFUL FLOOR PLAN SHOULD SHOW...

good color balance not poor color balance

—

*

o.#
good

traffic patterns not

poor traffic patterns

good balance and contrast of shapes not poor ones
W

9
mm**
j

WjJUIMIW

arf]

n
Op
D

oil
Mi

-

s

-

cz_

In
1

The Money Saver's Guide To Decorating Ellen Liman, MacMillan Co.,
N ew York, 1971 , p
,

n

Human Space 39
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3*
CQ

m
~o
O
O
0
Q
Q_
<
O
3
O
CD
CD
•

O

3
3

-f

o

zr 3

CD

CD

0

CD

3

0
3
—*

I

^
—

O o o c
T o
§ 3

O o

I
1

**<

Q- d.

m 3
3. co
3
CO

High

C*:tbk‘

Windows rom
I

Fl«mr

FLOOR

PLAN

A

LIVING

-DINING

ROOM

Human Space

PICTURE

WINDOW

-

ON

STREET

Human Space
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UNDERSTANDING WHY WE FURNISH AS WE DO

Circle one number for each item

A.
T.

Love

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

2.

Warmth

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

3.

Security

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

4.

Beoufy

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

5.

Pleasure

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

6.

Protection

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

7.

Privacy

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

8.

Status

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

9.

Utility

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

10.

Self-realization

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

N

Serenity

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

12.

Dignity

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

13.

Necessity

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

Low

6

7

8

9

10

High

.

14.

B.

Examine the

list in

.

Select out the seven or eight

the column at the left above.

desirable
concepts, (values) that are most personally
those concepts.

*

Number

14

is

'

in

your home.

—

provided for an item you may wish to include.

Rank Order
'

41
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HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS

24?

Activity Sheet

AND RATIONALE FOR ESTABLISHING HOME ENVIRONMENT FOR
HEALTHFUL PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL INFLUENCES

CRITERIA

DIRECTIONS
jn

:

the left column,

sirable goal or

list

outcome

CRITERIA

your criteria.

In

the right column, give your reason, i.e. the dehave established as personally desirable.

resulting from the criteria you

RATIONALE FOR CRITERIA

Human Space 43
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Ac tivity

Sheet

WEEKLY LOG
rH ANGE

IN

CHANGE

IN

HOME

COMMUNITY

REASON FOR MAKING

PROBABLE EFFECT

REASON FOR

EFFECT OF

,

Human Space 44

WEEKLY LOG ACTIVITY

111

.

week through magazines or books, T.V., discussion with a
received information which helped me better understand the psychological and social influences of the physical environment of the home on the individual
class handouts, this

Other than

friend, (or other sources)

A one

IV.

249

(cont’d)

I

or two sentence summary of this

These are some things
the things

WHAT

I

i

in

information follows:

my environment which

became more aware

SAW

new

i

perceived

for the first

time this week or

of.

WHAT

I

THOUGHT OF WHAT

I

SAW

^

Human Space 45
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AN INTRODUCTION TO PROXEMICS

-

BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR

EXTENSION HOME ECONOMISTS

According to James

M.

study of the oehavioral

relates

Fifcn of Columbia University, "proxemics"

consequences of any

set

1

means specifically:

"the

of spatial relationships as the space inter-

with people and as people interrelate with the space."

Edward I. Ha!!,

who coined

the phrase "praxemics," speaks of

it

as the interrelated observa-

2
tions

and theories of man's use of space

as a specialized elaboration of culture.

The fallowing characteristics of space will give the Extension educator additional concepts

of the field.

A.

Types of Body Space

:

Edward T. Hail describes four types of body space:

1

- intimate, 2 - persona!, 3 - social

3
and, 4 - public.

1.

The author proceeds to define these types of space as follows:

Intimate

At intimate distance there

is

a greatly stepped up sensory input.

comforting, love-making, wrestling and whispering.
person; vision

is

blurred and there

is

Body heat

It

is

is

felt

a sense of physical involvement.

the distance of

from the second

Human Space 46

Personal

2.

He

At personal distance, one stands between one and four feet from the second person.
is

able to grasp the second person at arm's length.

son

is

no longer apparent.

Objects are pronounced

Visual distortion of the second perin three

dimensional quality and

have a sense of roundness, with prominent surface texture.

3.

SociaS
to twelve feet from the second person.

At social distance, one stands between four
This

the spado! distance of impersonal business and daily business.

is

or expects to be touched^

level

is

normal

down on

4.

.

It is

intimate visual detail of the face

Nobody touches

not perceived.

is

Voice

To stand and look

the distance of a casual social gathering.

effect.
the second person at this level has a domineering

Public

twelve and twenty-four feet from the second
At public distance one stands between
person.

It

is

able to react by either fight or flight.
class, or judge to the jury.

to space

It

is

is

far

enough away

to

her voice inThe person must speak very loudly, project

to lose its roundness

and looks

Visually, the second

flat.

Types of Territories

types of territories in human societies:
Lyman and Scott distinguish four
3 - interactional

and 4 - body.

be

the distance between teacher and the

formal level of speech.
and articulate each word on a

body begins

B.

The second person

a very important distance.

1

- public, 2

of territories as follows:
The author defines these types

Human Space 47
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Public
Public territories such as courtyards and parks provide the citizen with freedom of

access but not necessarily of action.

Home
Home

territories are public areas taken over

by groups.

Examples wou d include a
I

children's makeshift clubhouse, public parks where certain groups stake-out a claim

of control.

In

each case the people staking the claim have a sense of control over the

activity of the area.

Interactional

interactional territories are areas where social gatherings

may occur; they have

An example would be

marked boundaries and sharply defined functions.

clearly

the theater,

restaurants, etc.,..

Body

territory

is

the concept of "personal space";

he goes.
individual carries with him wherever

an aura, a breathing room.

It

refers to

a person's body Into which intruders
spherical in shape, nor does

bubble

is

it

It

it is

a portable territory that each

has been likened to a soap bubble,

an area with invisible boundaries surrounding

may not come.

extend equally

in a!!

Personal space

directions.

is

not necessarily

The s.ze of the

conditioning and social stratification.
also related to cultural

.

Human Space
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Types of Distances:

Edward T. Hall speaks

human behavior:

1

of'

three types of distance patterns discernabie in both animal and

-personal, 2 -social, and 3-critica!

.

The author describes these three

5
types of distances as follows:

Personal

1

Personal distance

is

the constant and normal space that a group of animals maintain

between each other.
ganism.
to

This distance acts as an invisible bubble that surrounds the or-

Social organization

is

Socia

personal distance.

to explain personal distance:

Dominant animals tend
in

the social hierarchy.

•

= anima!/man

l

Social distance

group and

3.

in

have larger distances than those that occupy lower positions

The following sketch may help

2.

a factor

still

is

leave the
the most comfortable outermost edge from which one can

feel safe

and protected by the group.

Critical

Critical distance

is

the

minimum space requirement needed

to survive.

When

this is

take fight or flight.
no longer available, the organism will

inner circle =

minimum personal space

outer circle maximum personal space

^

Human Space 49
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-5Sensual Use of Space

D.

:

Edward T. Hail discusses the uses of the senses as an important mechanism used by

The author says that a person can see through, space

animal to define space.
one mile; he

if

He can

can hear twenty feet away very effectively.

he wishes to rely on thermal space and he

determine the quality of the space he

may

rely

on

feel hot

for

man and

a distance of

and cold sensations

his sense of smell as

feedback to

occupying.

is

Fight and Flight as Spaciai Concepts:

Robert

Sommer describes

He can invade

it,

various"

ways

be expelled from

in

if,

which a person can relate

save and defend

it,

to the

space around him.

or allocate too

much room

to other

7
people.

1

.

spaciai uses are:

Some examples of these

Spac e invasion

When

a salesman,

When you

When
is

drive

who

is

unwanted, knocks on your front door he

home from work and

a police interrogator

made

to feel inferior

sits

knee

is

are -'tail-gated*' your car space

to

knee

to the person

and sometimes even guilty because

invading your space.

is

being invaded.

being questioned, this person
his personal

space has been

invaded.

2.

Space expulsion

When you

sir

Somebody's

pel led from space.

you ere being ex"reserved seat," end ere "kicked out,"

.

!

Human Space 50
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When

youngsters are "moved -a long" by police for loitering they are being expelled

from space.

When you

the music
leave a busy bar or restaurant faster than you intended to because

was too loud and the

lights too bright,

enyou are being expelled from space; the

of the bar to facilitate a
vironment has been consciously manipulated by the owner
rapid turnover.

De fending space
person can save space for himself by reserving

A

if

with a worth-while object such as

a book or coat

A

reporting his intended absence
in a line of people by
person ear, save space for himself

of
to the stranger in front

Allocating

t

him standing

in the

same line.

oo much space

T^IT^i often leave a "buffer zone" between
This

is

unconsciously done, but notice

son and try to imagine

how he must

it

herself

and a person

In

a wheelchair.

non-ambulatory perthe next time you see a

feel

themselves and the instructor.
buffer zone between
Students often leave a

group to "move up closer."
educator must ask the whole

Often the

consideration
This brings into

"psychological space."
existence of a
the possibility of the

256
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Cultural Use of Space:

F.

According to E.T. Hall, the use of space

make the educator aware
door

open whereas Germans

views.

of this

insist

culturally bound.

on closing the door during business transactions and inter-

whereas in Western culture the furniture

Americans who wish

to

To cite a few examples so as

phenomena, Americans conduct business with the office

Japanese furniture

Another example:

example:

is

is

is

arranged

in

the center of the living room,

arranged around the edge of the room.

A

third

be alone physically shut themselves into a room, whereas
„S

'be -a lone.
shut out everything surrounding them and proceed to
the English mentally

Obviously, this material

in

this field lies

interested in

is

research withpresented as a rather brief survey since in-depth

outside the scope of this paper.

This task remains for the educator

proxemics.

this area are found in footnotes
Sources for additional readings in

which follow:

who

is

Human Space
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FOOTNOTES
1

James

M.

Finch, "The Architectural Manipulation of Space, Gravity and
Time" (paper

read at the Second Annua! Environmental Design Research Association Conference, October,

]969, Pittsburgh),

2

Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension

Edward T, Hali, op, cit., pp.

4

Stanford

Lyman and Mar/in

Soda! Problems ,

$

'

^

^

XV

(New York: Doubleday and Co.),

1969, p.

114- 125.

Scott,

"

Territorial ity:

A Neglected

Sociological Dimension,"

(1967), pp. 236 - 249.

Edward T. Hall, ibid., pp.

11

- 19.

Edward T. Hal!, ibid., pp. 42 - 69.

Robert

Sommer, Persona Space (New Jersey:

Edward T. Hoi

l

I

,

i

ibid,, pp, 132 - 164.

Prentice Hall, 1969), pp. 28 - 38).
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INTRODUCTION TO AGENT TRAINEES PARTICIPATING IN DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS
Summary of Remarks

Prior to First

Meeting Setting The Philosophical Base

Dear Extension Colleague:
The following content has been developed to focus on the influence of the
human environments in the home on the behavior of people; to explore ideas
about how environment can be made more meaningful, and what happens to
people

if

they can't relate to their surroundings.

here were selected because each has for

program approaches

gram ideas

this focus

will help to bring

man environments and

its

The programs presented

focus—> people 4— though each
Hopefully, these pro-

from a different view.

new

insights to all

their influence on

who

are concerned with hu-

human inhabitants.

Extension Education has gone beyond the "show and fell" approach to home
The commercially prepared slides illustrating magnificantiy

environment.

appointed home interiors have in many instances in the past taken the creative challenge out of the hands of the homemaker who could financially afford to duplicate the effect of the slides in her home, and have frequently
built unbearable frustration and dissatisfaction into the nest-building attempts

of the low income homemaker.
This is not to say that slide-package programs are not useful, in a limited
sense, in Extension programming. But it is to say that the Extension professional reserves to self the creative liberty that is offered to Extension clientele. If prepared slides are adaptable to certain program content, one must

decide how they are to be incorporated into a program. The
"Extension experience "seeks to nurture the creative potential in each human
person, the Extension professional and the Extension Commonwealth-wide

feel free to

clientele.

and of the entire Extension family throughto you for your participation in this trainextended
out the
participation will benefit you and your
your
of
effect
long-range
The
ing.
colleagues, present and future.
Deepest appreciation of

Commonwealth

this writer

is

of
The design and the evaluation of the content

participation throughout.

You

your
committment to attend

this training requires

are asked to take on a

each session.
The physical plan of
hours in duration.

this training

program includes three meetings, each three

260

Regarding content, the first and introductory meeting. Humanizing Environments, will present the scenario for this training "packageT" The concepts of
Proxemies, Coping, Privacy, Terri totality, are 'introduced via discussion,
teaching strategies are proposed, and activities flowing from the content follow,
Trtese themes re-occur throughout this program.

each activity

lists

The Home Economist Guide to

objectives, teaching strategies, and teaching materials.

Meeting two. Color, A Changing Point of Hue, will be an affective approach
to the use of color, with emphasis on personal choice of color systems. This
program is intended to cause participants to stretch Internally to possibilities
within the self regarding the effect of color in both the internal and the external environment. This experience also fosters the creative urge that is fundamental to coping.

The

meeting Environmental Awareness has to do with comprehension of
are usecRay’peope in their homes, translation of the
principle of movement, application of this to the arrangement of furnishings
fostering interaction or privacy via use of the two floor plans included with the
activity sheets/ the development of a reflective attitude toward the influences
of the physical environment of the home on individuals, the encouragement to
control or adapt these influences for optimum human satisfaction.
final

how spacing mechanisms

This

A

is

an overview.

more comprehensive coverage of content is seen
each session which shall distribute to you.

for

in the list of stated

look forward to interacting with you during these three sessions.
this experience is going to be exciting and inspiring for all of us.
i

My

objectives

1

best.

1

feel that
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Stf/ri^erSO 0/002
COLLEGE OF FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCES

VOLUNTARY RESPONSE SURVEY

-

MASSACHUSETTS EXTENSION HOME ECONOMISTS

Please circle:

AGE:

21—25

DEGREE'S HELD:

26-30

43-50

31-42

'

DATES AWARDED:

51-58

INSTITUTION:

59-65

MAJOR

FIELD(S);

OR AREAS OF INTEREST THAT STAND OUT AS YOU LOOK
BACK TO YOUR UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM OF STUDY:
PLEASE IDENTIFY THREE COURSES

YOU PRESENTLY ENROLLED IN A DEGREE PROGRAM?
NUMBER OF CREDITS TOWARD MASTERS DEGRE E
NUMBER OF CREDITS BEYOND .MASTERS DEGREE

ARE

NUMBER OF YEARS
NUMBER OF YEARS
PLEASE LIST OTHER
state:
state:

IN MASSACHUSETTS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
IN COOPERATIVE EXTENSION - OTHER STATE
- STATE EXTENSION EXPERIENCE:
'

p osition:
position:

PLEASE INDICATE YOUR PRESENT AREAS OF PRIMARY PROGRAM COMMITTMENT:
human development
foods and nutrition
home management
family economics
clothing and textiles
arts and interior design
.

fh# C©0p*r®«3V» £xt#ns?syts S«fvie®

5®

sn Equal Opportunism Empioyar

2
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VOLUNTARY RESPONSE SURVEY

continued.

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU FEEL THAT EXPOSURE TO THE FOLLOWING CONCEPTS OR AREAS OF
CONTENT ARE RELEVANT TO THE NEEDS OF EXTENSION CLIENTELE?
A.

1.

BSE OF COLOR

‘IN

THE HOME

highly relevant
2.

highly Irrelevant

relevant

WOULD YOU FEEL COMFORTABLE TEACHING A PROGRAM OF THAT CONTENT?

x

x

x

x

X
not

comfort

comfortable
any comment you -care to make:

B.

1.

INDIVIDUAL NEEDS FOR PRIVACY AND HOW THESE NEEDS ARE MET
relevant

2

.

WOULD YOU FEEL COMFORTABLE TEACHING A PROGRAM OF THAT CONTENT?

X

X

X

x

X

not
comfortable

comfort
any comment you care to make:

C.

1.

CONSIDERATION OF CHANGES THAT WILL PROMOTE HIGHER SATISFACTION IN THE NEAR
ENVIRONMENT

2

.

highly Irrelevant

relevant

highly relevant

WOULD YOU FEEL COMFORTABLE TEACHING A PROGRAM OF THAT CONTENT?

x

x

x

2

any comment you care to make:

—

not
comfortable

comfort

—
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D.

l
’

^fcSN?mwN INFLUENCE

hlRhly relevant
2.

relevant

highly Irrelevant

x
not

'

any comment you care

1.

0F PERS0NAL SPACE preferences on interaction

WoULB yob feel comfortable teaching
a program of that content?

comfort

E.

comfortable
.to

make:

APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF FURNITURE ARRANGEMENT
AS RELATED TO
INTERACTION BETWEEN AND AMONG PEOPLE
relevant

2.

continued.

highly Irrelevant

WOULD YOB FEEL COMFORTABLE TEACHING A PROGRAM OF THAT CONTENT?
"

comfort

"

not

comfortable

any comment you care to make:

F.

1.

ENVIRONMENTS DESIGNED FOR THE HUMAN FACTOR. MUST CREATE THE PERSONAL
PHYSICAL SPACE THAT WILL ALLOW MAN TO PLUG IN TO HIS PERSONAL IDENTITY,
WILL ALLOW HIM TO SEARCH INTO- HIS OWN APPROPRIATE VALUE SYSTEM AND TO
EMERGE, PSYCHE RENEWED, TO TAKE HIS COMPETITIVE PLACE IN LIVING FOR TODAY
AND TOMORROW
relevant

2.

highly Irrelevant

WOULD YOU FEEL COMFORTABLE TEACHING A PROGRAM CONTAINING THAT CONTENT?

X

X

X

x

comfort
any comaent you care to

».

not
com fortable
nsakej

THANK YOU SINCERELY, FOR TAKING THE TIME TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS SURVEY.

Please return this completed form to Georgina Moroney - Room 106 Skinner Hall
M«»i*chu*«tt* Cooparstlvs Extension Ssrvtcs
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i

continued.

FEEL THAT AN EFFECTIVE LEADER, SUPERVISOR, ORGANIZER OF CLIENTELE
ATTEMPTING TO REACH OTHERS WITH AN INFORMAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM TENDS

TO:

disagree

agree
strongly

encourage the use of uniform procedures

i.

strongly

disagree

agree
|

1.
j

2.

encourage participants to use their own

2.

judgment

in solving

problems

needle participants for greater

3.

3.

effort
j

let the participants

4.

way they

j

keep the program moving
pace

5.

4.

do their work the

think best

5.

at a rapid
j

|

activity and Set them go to

7.

6.

turn the participants loose on an

6.

.

settle conflicts

j

it

when they occur

7.

in

the group

8.

be reluctant to allow the participants
too much freedom of action

9.

assign group

8.

L_
members

to particular

j

9.

tasks

“Tor

—wr
12.

13.

14.

be willing

10.

make changes

schedule the work to be done

!L

attempt to persuade others that her
ideas are to their advantage

12.

permit the group to set
fee! that

works
15.

to

in

feel that

its

13.

own pace

14.

what is good is that which
the on-going lives of people

1

the individual (client) iso.

greater importance than the group
1

5.

APPENDIX D

PRETEST
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PRETEST
TO PARTICIPANTS
The purpose of

this Pre-Test

is

a determination of the effectiveness of this pilot program.

It

is it

much a test of the level of knowledge of the person taking the test, but a means of measuring
what new information, what new skills will have been learned as a result of participating in thi
program. Please respond to each question in whatever way you wish.
so

]

2..

What do you understand

of the term "environment?"

3.

What does

the word "hide-out"

mean

to

you?

4.

5.

To what extent do you agree with this statement: "Blues and greens should be used
bedrooms because they are soothing and comfortable colors" ._

If

i

could plan an ideal environment for myself

What

6.

creative ways might privacy be arranged

To what extent do you agree with
colors."
or feeling with the same

I

in

this statement:

in

would include

your daily routine?

"All people associate the same moods

Pretest

continued
268

What

is

"persona! space?"

Is there any truth in air conditioning advertisements which claim
homes decreases irritability in the family?

that air conditioning of

Property laws are sometimes contrasted with persona! or human rights Saws as being
be purely materialistic while personal or human

different; property laws are thought to

In terms of those who believe that
might humanistic values also be inhow
needs,
a means of satisfying human

rights laws are sometimes considered humanistic.

territory

volved

is

in

some property laws?

Do you see

a distinction or do you see similarity

PLEASE INDICATE

EDUCATION.

in

the concepts "territory" and "persona

WHAT YOU UNDERSTAND OF THE AFFECTIVE APPROACH TO

1

APPENDIX E

FORM FOR TIME INVESTMENT RESPONSE

HOW
I.

li.

TIME

IS

270

INVESTED

MAKE A DSAGRAMATIC RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION
SPEND YOUR PROFESSIONAL WORK DAY?

PLEASE

HOW DO YOU

PLEASE INDICATE THE PROPORTION OF YOUR TIME THAT IS SPENT
WITH LOWHNCOME PEOPLE IN THE CATEGORIES GIVEN:

WORKING

direct teaching
-

professional preparation

telephone contact

media contact (T.V.

,

radio,

newspaper)

III.

!

00%

of clients

PLEASE INDICATE TIME SPENT IN SERVING CLIENTELE IN SUBURBAN
URBAN LOCALITIES:

URBAN:

SUBURBAN:
total

time

low-

income

Key:
total

time

low -income
clientele

AND

appendix f

FORM FOR SUBJECT EVALUATION,

SESSION

I

"

.

SESSION

HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS

I

272

CONTENT EVALUATION

WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND OF
THIS PROGRAM?

I*

THE TERM

ENVIRONMENT AS DEVELOPED

PLEASE EVALUATE THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE VALUE OF THE
HAND-OUTS IN THIS
SESSION ON A SCALE OF
- 5.
being highest value, 5 the -least)
er s onal value to me
Value for future clientele use

II.

I

(!

>

f

i

f

''Environmental Experiences
""Room Rater

"Environmental Quality

"

"Environmental Plans and Designs
Affect Life Style

"Hid e-Out"
"Sound Effects"
.

IN

Please indicate
1

»

2.
3.

10.
4.
5.

6.

TRUE or FALSE:

Personal growth,

(a

whole and integrated process)

is

often not recognized.

Racism and sexism are bred through role - defined relationships.
If

is

not possible to add to the present level of environmental nutrition

for

growth

An

individual can do very

little to

Creative management of one's own
Creativity

in

coping with

change an unfavorable near-environment.
life

is

life situations is

not possible for most people.

a result of the quality of

training and of adequate knowledge.

7.

The environment should be considered a means toward human goals.

8.

There

9.

Sound

is

is

a direct relationship between sex and space requirement in a room.

one privacy invader that can cause

All people have the same need for privacy.

distress.

IV,

Please
1

.

2.

comment on

Adam

In

has

273

the following

known me

for a longer time, but Zeus' really

the affective educational approach, broad and open relationships
usually do not

and cannot be maintained after the program
you why

3.

this

may be

true, and/or a

This program approach has a

is

over.

minima!.

Has

this

program suggested

to

means of continuing open relationships?

somewhat different

task than

air pollution, wafer pollution, or the energy crisis,
is

knows me better.

if

one were talking about

where the role of the individual

appendix g

form for subject evaluation,

SESSION

II
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SESSION

COLOR

II

-

A

CHANGING POINT OF

HUE

CONTENT EVALUATION
I.

CONSIDER

THIS STATEMENT:
Blues and greens should be used
They are soothing and comfortable colors.

WHAT VALUE ASSUMPTION

I!,

WHY

III.

WHAT

IS

THIS

IS

ip

bedrooms because

BEING MADE IN THE STATEMENT?

COLOR PROGRAM CENTERED ON PERSONAL PREFERENCE?

ARE SOME POSSIBLE REASONS TO EXPLAIN

ASSOCIATIONS OF

WHY

PEOPLE VARY IN THEIR

MOOD COLORS?

ARE SOME NON-VERBAL STRATEGIES AN INSTRUCTOR MAY EMPLOY WITH
CLIENTELE TO INDICATE SUPPORT AND REINFORCEMENT FOR WHAT IS OCCURING IN THE GROUP?

iV.

WHAT

V.

PLEASE INDICATE
SESSION:

YOUR PERSONAL REACTION TO THE COLOR ACTIVITY

wasfe

exciting
interesting

creative

of

time

experience

ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENT

IN THIS

(S)

YOU

CARE TO MAKE

SESSION

VI

.

CONTENT EVALUATION,

IS

276
conf'd.

PLEASE EVALUATE THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE VALUE OF THE ACTIVITIES

AND'HAND-OUTS

IN THIS SESSION

ON

A SCALE OF

Persona! Value To

Mood-Color Association
Fact Sheet

Twenty Things

1

Love To Do With Color

Here and Nov/ Wheel
Forced Choice Activity
RoSe Reversal

Rank-Order Activity
Color Association Sheets

Collage Activity
Post-Workshop Self-Test

Agent Supplement on Color

I

Me

- 5.

{

I

being highest

Value For Future Clienteie

appendix h

FORM FOR SUBJECT EVALUATION,

SESSION

III

SESSION

III

MMAN

SPACE NEED

CONTENT

,

USE

.

-

PROXEMICS

278

EVALUATION

STATEMENT ABOUT YOUR PERSONAL
EXPRESSION OF TERRITORIALITY.
INCLUDE IfTwnl STATEMENT
Y0UR PHYSICAL AND/OR EMOTIONAL REACTIONS
TO INVASION
OT

SlTOR™

II.

H
i

III.

EXAMINED THE relationship between furniture
arrangement and the FASF
PE0PLE USING THE TERMS SOCIOPETAL AND
SOCIOFUGAL.
7~
BEL THESE ILLUSTRATIONS AS SOCIOPETAL
OR SOCIOFUGAL ARRANGEMENTS
’

IF YOU WERE PLANNING THE SEATING' ARRANGEMENT FOR THE ROUND
DINNER TABLE
BELOW, DfiCIDE WHERE YOU WOULD SEAT INDIVIDUAL X
IF YOU WANTED TO ENCOURAGE
INTERACTION WITH PERSON A. A s PLACE AT THE TABLE IS INDICATED
WHERE
WOULD YOU SEAT INDIVIDUAL X?
A
!

EXPLAIN WHY YOU PLACED "X" WHERE YOU DID.

T

SESSION

'

CONTENT EVALUATION

If!

279

continued

V
-

°p
c

value, 5 the least)

Uh

Personal Value

To

NO

TRESPASSING

ENVIRONMENTAL

SEL F-PROFiiF

WORKSHEET HUMAN SPAC E
PRINCIPLES OF FURNITURE

HOW

CLOSE

HOW TO

VIS.

IS

34

ARRANG EM E N

TOO CLOS E?

CHANGE

THE D IMENSIONS

A SUCCESSFUL FLOOR PLAN SHOULD SHOW

FLOOR PLAN A
FLOOR PLAN

WHY WE

B

FURNISH AS WE D O

CRITERIA & RATIONALE SHEETS

INTRODUCTION TO PROXEMICS
(Background information
Instructor)

for

-

Home Economist

Me

1

T

f 0ACTIVES

~ 5-

Value

being highest

for Future

Clientele

APPENDIX

I

POSTTEST

.

POSTTEST

TO PARTICIPANTS

P

] .

3

.

Please respond fo each question in
whatever

What do you understand

’What

does. the

281

way you

wish.

of the term "environment?"

word "hide-out" mean

to

you?

5.]° what extent do you agree with

this statement; "Blues and
greens should be used
bedrooms because they are soothing and
comfortable colors"

5.

What

creative ways might privacy be arranged

in

6. To what extent do you agree with this statement:
or feeling with the same colors."

in

your daily routine?

"All people associate the

same moods

Posttesf

7.

What

continued.

282

"personal space?"

is

8.

Is there any truth in air conditioning advertisements which claim
homes decreases irritability in the family?

that air conditioning ot

9.

Property laws are sometimes contrasted with personal or human rights laws as being
different; property laws are thought to be purely materialistic while persona! or
rights laws are

territory

10.

volved

in

sometimes considered humanistic.

In

terms of those

who believe

human
that

a means of satisfying human needs, how might humanistic values also be insome property laws?

is

Do you see a distinction or do you see similarity
space?"

PLEASE INDICATE

EDUCATION.

in

the concepts "territory" and "persona

WHAT YOU UNDERSTAND OF THE

AFFECTIVE APPROACH TO

appendix
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FINAL PROGRAM EVALUATION FORM

HUMANIZING ENVIRONMENTS

FINAL

From:
To:

PROG RAM

EVALUATION

Georgina Moroney
Program Participants

Your perceptions of

this Extension

of our. program evaluation.

Agent Training Program form an important

Please take the necessary time to thoughtfully reflect

upon the questions asked and develop appropriate responses.

These sheets should be returned to me by j une 14 .

Sincere appreciation.

part

—
285

FINAL
!.

PROGRAM

EVALUATION

PLEASE INDICATE WITH A CHECK IN THE APPROPRIATE BOX HOW HELPFUL
EACH OF THE ACTI VSTSES OR ITEMS LISTED HAVE BEEN TO YOUR PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT.

—
extremely
helpful

ITEM/ ACTIVITY

quite
lie

Ip full

some
help

sa

little
help

no help
J

(waste

j

i*

Introduction to Humanising Environments * definitions* terms,

2.

Filmstrip Humanizing Environments
j

3.

Environmental Experiences
scents.

4,

"Room Rater" - analysis of room
environment

-

sounds,
j

5.

Environmental Flans & Designs That
Affect Life Style

6.

Environmental Quality

7.

"Hideout"

8.

Analysis of Privacy Quotient

9.

Awareness of One's Own & Others
Color & Mood Associations

10.

Influence of Color Values &
Intensities Upon One's Feelings
About Colors

11.

Influence of One's Color Association
On His Response To The Colors In
The Environment

12.

Examination of the influence of
cultural factors on one's reaction
to colors

13.

f

[

mB

•

Color Fact Sheet

14, Twenty Things I Love To Do With Colo
15, Forced Choice Activity
j
I

16.

Emotional Effects of Color

17. Landscape,

Seascape, Inscape

1

j

1

286

PROGRAM

FINAL
I.

Cont'd.

ITEM/ACTIVITY

18.

Comprehension of how spacing
mechanisms are used by humans
in their homes

19.

Territory, Flight' Br8tance7~~~
Personal Distance, Social
Distance

20.

Filmstrip ''Proxemics*

21.

Activity "No Trespassing"’"

22.

Environments f Self Profile

23.

Spacial positions influence
interactions among people

24.

Application of principles of
furniture arrangement as
related to interaction

25.
30.
26.

"How Close Is Too Close?"

1

-

Consideration of the principle
of Freedom of Movement

27.

Floor Plans

28.

Why We Furnish As We Co

29.

Criteria & Rationale for
Establishing Home Environ
Bent for Psychological &
Social Health

Weekly Log - Sensitivity To
Environmental Influences

31“

* Item/Activity not listed that
you would like to evaluate

EVALUATION,

continued;

,

.
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fi
if.

I

nal

progr am

continued.

have onfytheT^gJiesFpral
se for........

The best part of the training
was. .........
was disappointed in.
...........
I

The most frustrating port
of

this training

was

fif.

di fferen

Mh^ fa iTcompa red To

k
’

S™,"

lv
'

IL

fonXf

o.

What

D.'

V.

In

f0rC

"

*“" !

'

0rt

”r

h°

WlH be

ast

s»

Mv

1

^'

,h ’ or*“

b«>

of

help

*“

*»

.0

ochieve ,h.«

>'— '^c=.«

aspects should be retained?

"What aspectTshouTd^e added?

a sentence or two, please summarize
your feelings about this training.

Other Comments:
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GLOSSARY

Affective
Affective refers to the feeling or emotional aspect of experience and
learning. How one feels about wanting to learn, how he feels as he
learns, and what he feels after he has learned are included in the
affective domain.

Cognitive
Cognitive refers to the activity of the mind in knowing or perceiving.
individual learns and the intellectual process of learning
it falls within the cognitive domain— unless what is learned is an
attitude or value, which would be affective learning.

What an

Confluent Education

The integration or flowing together of the affective and cognitive
elements in individual and group learning— sometimes called
humanistic or psychological education.
Design

A creative act, or use of the imagination, within a framework of
people meet their
facts and skills to create a setting which will help
needs

in

a beneficial way.

Environment (Personal Environment)
individual.
elements which can be perceived by the senses of the
temperature,
smell,
sound,
light,
are
here
Under consideration
which human beings
humidity, touch, taste, and any other stimuli to
that surround an
events
respond. (Those things, conditions, and
environment.)
Ms
called
individual are herein

All the

Enviromental Design
space so that the human being
controlled manipulation of elements in
least amount of interference and/
using that space can function with the
doing.
or greatest support for what he is

A

)

)

'
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Human Environment
That space which can be defined or limited for the individual;
interior space as limited only by one's sense of identity, one's thoughts,
one's emotion, exterior space as limited by architectural elements such
as walls, windows, buildings, or natural elements as trees, hills,

water. This work refers to the space with which one can identify as
contrasted by the space in "outer space”.
Intellectual

Environment

The elements around an individual which provide knowledge about the
world, and which stimulate one to think rationally.

Model
Method.
Pertaining to the form, of this study. Serving as a pattern, in that
model stresses the appropriateness of content, but apart from the
content carries no implication of its worth.

Personal Environment
(See

Environment .

Physical Environment

Those objects and events which one can see, touch, smell, taste, or
hear make up physical environment. (Colors, shapes, sizes, noises,
smells, temperature, humidity, textures, are elements in the physical
environment.
Self-Actualized Person

An individual who possesses an integrated, harmonious
mature personality.
Social Environment

The relationships one has with other people.

,

balanced, and

'

